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noun class,numbered according 
to Meinhof's system. 
falling tone - can refer to 
an underlying high tone or a 















becomes, or is rewritten as. 
is derived from. 
zero. 
is followed by. 
in the context of. 
above a vowel indicates a 
high tone. 
above a vowel indicates a 
phonetically falling tone. 
phonetic realization. 
phonemic realization. 
SCHEME OF M.A. DISSERTATION 
1 . INTRODUCTION . 
A short historical survey of certain writers who 
have dealt with the moods and tenses of the verb and also 
of those who have written on tone in Xhosa. The ideas 
of some writers as to how moods should be classified, is 
presented and reasons for my acceptance of certain. moods 
for this dissertation . As there has not been as much 
controversy about the stdtus of tenses, Robins ' s defini-
tion of tense is accepted. The term form is also dis-
cussed very briefly here. 











The Infinitive Mood; 
The Imperative Mood; 
The Indicative Mood; 
(basic) tenses are discussed . 
'l'he Participial Mood; 
The Compound Tenses other than 
the future tenses which are 
handled in Chapter III . 
The Subjunctive Mood; 
The Conditional-Potential 
Form. 
The Temporal Form. 
The Formatives / - sa-/, 
/-ka-/ and /-kwa-/ . 
Each of these Chapters is divided, when possible , 
into tenses, and then sub-divisions are made into: 
Patterns; 
Remarks on Morphology; 
Tonal Structures ; and 
Uses and Significance. 
Under the sections on tonal structures tonal 
rules are indicated where possible. 
ix 
3 . In the conclusion two important point s are 
discussed. 
First is the f a c t that there is a great deal of 
overlap between the various moods, forms and tenses . 
For this reason, it is sugges ted tha t a bipartite division 
be made on syntactic grounds , the criterion being whether 
the forms are G.ependent or independent, this division 
being able to overrule al J. others . '"i thin these two 
groups it is suggested that it might be usefu.l to make 
sub-divisions on morphological grounds, these , however, 
being secondary to the dependent, independent dichotomy . 
The second point discussed in the conclusion 
is the very powerful tonal r ule which conditions a final 






In this disserta tion an at temot will be made to -----l cov~ll t be moods and t~es of the pr-edica. ti ve i~osa. 
The fact tha t many \1/l'"' i ters di ffer in _!hei~ i dea·s a s to wha tJ 
the moods, and to a lesser e xtent, the tenses, are, indi-
cates that t he di.9ferent cri t eria which may be used to 
classify moods and tens es , enable the s e to be labelled. 
differently. I will try to stick to semantic criteria as 
primary ; however, form will a lso or:: taken into accoun t , 
It should be realise~ t hat i f either morphological or 
syntactical criteria were to be considered primary, the 
cl.a ssific:::a tion \VOuld differ. ·:Jhen a generative approach ----
is a pplied to this problem i t will, I am convinced , lead 
to a far better classificatory sys l:em than the one offered 
here. It will be based on syntactical criteria and there 
~ill be no mood per se . 
1 • 2 The most i J1tnortan t works on the moods and tenses 
of the Xhosa predica ti ve and the WU. J , :'1 '.!il1ich the uuth.Jrs 
have reg-arde d moods and tenses, are .:: et out below. l 
':Che :£ i:~s t grarmna:r of .Xhosa, ' .t . '3. Boyce's 1'Grammar I 
f of the Kaf ir L ·~ guage :1 (1 834), handles six moods: the j 
inf i nitive, in<.i icat ive , imperative 7 potential, optative 
a n<i subjw1.cti ve. O.f the tense:~ Boyce says: ( p 52) 
"The •renses of the Ver b have · reference 
to tl1e Time and to the State of' Action~ 'l'he 
Time o.P. t-'in hction is either PrE: sent or Past, . ....- .--- r or F'uturf~ Present or Future Past: the sta te o.f - ....--an Action is eit~er Indefinite or Imperfect or 
Perfect: .... making in a ll t welve te1.-.sesb '' 
Considering the time at wh ic;h this : grammar wa s / 
written, Boyce has given a rema;Y.a bly good paradigmatic ( 
treatment of the moods and tenses of the verb. 'l'he 
auxiliary verb / -r.ga - / i s trP.::t ted by h im as the .forma ti 'Je 
for the optative mood . Boyce ;-,1e ntions copulc.tives as 
the substantive verb /ukuba./. 
Appleyard (1 850) divi ·::..:=s ve.:..":_, ~, up into two 
principal kinds : ( p 1 51 ) 
';Regular verbs and I:t."'regL<la r verbs. ;: He 
says of mood : (p 16 3) "The term mood .or mode 
J-
2 
is employed to indicate the general d ivision s 
of whicl1 the verb is c c::.pab l e , a ccorchng to the 
manner in \\.'hich t he a ction i s expre~; sed , o:r 
according to the diff l7.?rent ways in wh ich 
the connexion betwe en the subje c t and t he 
verb may be sta ted . •: 
He n a mes five mo9ds in ·xhosa, these being: 
_The imperativer t he infinitive, t he ( 
;~n cJ..i'cative, t he pot'~ntial, and the s ubjunctive. j 
Of tense he says: ' (p 166) 
1:The dis tinction of tense ha s reference to the 
time and state 9£ the verbal action •• . . .• . .. ; 
Appleyard · postulates seven te:nsEs: 7 
The P+esent, the aorist. the i mper fect, --- - -perf-ect, the pluperfect , the first .f'uture, the -::tnd the second future. 
The · ide~~ne is also t r eated in the section 7 o_ r 
irregular verbs. Of it he says: (p 237) 
: 1The monosylla bic verb ti, to be or do so, - . 
is often found in combina tion with certain ver bal 
particles, which particularize the kind of being 
or action refer:L"ed to, but tf i thout themselves 
being affected either by conjugation or government. 11 J 
I agree wit~ La nham a n d Fortune a~ ~es'ribe~ ~Y 
Fivaz (1963) when they s c:..y tha': the i de::::rphoner becat:::; e o.£ -=--
its abnormal phonology and ir.ol'phology is outside of t l'le 
ot~1er gr::lmJr>.atical , c a tege::-ies a t1cl fo r ms a class o£ its own. 
~ -
It should not be han~led with t he verb . .. 
Tl;.e nex t imPortant work on ~awsa predicatives was by 
,T. HcLaren in his g:r.·a mrna .c \'J!licl'l wen t througl: ··i·a.::r..-· iov.s 
revisions and edi t ions bet\'Jeer 1 886 a ncl 1 952 0 Oric ina lly 
enti tl~d ·"Introdustory I'a f i :r Gr ammar with P:.. .. ogres sive ) 
i Exercises '1 and in a ( 1 006) revised e d i t ion ;'A Grammar of 
the Kaffir Language 11 and in an edi t ion r evised by 
G. H. vlelsh (1936) entitled 11A Xhosa Gral'ivaar : ' ~ NcT.Ja.:ren's 
treatment of the moods and tense s of tle preo ica tive was 
the best presentation risbt up until 1963 when Louw's 
71 Handbo.ek van :V..hosa 11 was publishe d. NcLaren recognized 
si; ~ moods; these being: the indicative , the pa rticipial, 
thP. subjunctive, the temporal~ t he i mper a tive and the 
3 
and the infinitive. The. tenses which he recognized, 
ten in al l, he divided into two sections of which he 
said : ( p 81 ) 
"Four of these are simple or primary, C\...t? 
the others secondary or compound tenses." j 
His primary tenses are: present, perfect and near past, --- - -
remote past and future, and his secondary tenses: near-
past-progressive, near-past-perfect, futur~-in-the-n~ar­
past, r emote:-past-prog·ressive, remote-past-perfect and 
fu ture-in-the-remote-past. McLaren deals with mono-
syllabic verb stems and vowe l commencing verbs in a -separate chapter from that in which he dea ls with con-
sonant commencing polysyllabic verb stems. 
He treats the copulative under various different 
sect ions including the deficient verb /ukuba/, use of the 
copula, syntax of a d jectives, the copula, simple adjectives, 
relative adjectives, verb and complement . 
In his HXhosa Manual :' (v.ndated), Mncube says: 
(p. 27) 
"The Xhosa verb has six moods and two 
non-finite verb forms. 71 
He does not say what these si.:~ moods are and deals with 
only five, these being: the indicative, the subjunctive, 
the participial , the potential and the temporal. The 
non~finite verb forms are the infinitive and the impera-
tive. He only deals with the simple tenses. 
'fhe next really important work after McLaren's 
was Louw' s HHandboek van Xhosa n 1 96 3. In it Louw re--
cognizes four moods: t he indicative , the participial, the 
subjunctive and the temporal. He regards the potential 
a s a fo:i.."m , a s he does later the temporal f in his lecture 
study book 1970, prepared for second year students. The 
infinitive and imperative are treated as non~-modal, although 
in the lecture study book mentioned above, Louw treats 
both of these as moods. 
Louw handles t he f ollowing tenses: 
present, futures, perfect, remote past , nea~ and 
remote past continuous, near and remote pas t perfect 
and the contingent tense of which he says : (p 228) 





clie verlede tyavorme· ·van d ie tockamsnd.'? ; tyd · 
Louw' s trea t rnent of hoth the veri::: :1 l .:1nd t-.he 
bas i:.:; £ or studies of Xhosa for· ;l l. ul1~T ti.l'He i .. u co;!:e 0 
In 1S67 H. r..r. Pahl's ,: ;: ~.; i.: :'l1.osa. :> : .. ,:::.nga I.ematri l~ j_ :· 
appeared . 
in Xho sa. 
This is t he fi r !; t ~ :hosa O'I' C.lim.o.. ' t o be wri tten 
In 1 930 vl. G. Benn ie produced h i 5:> :' .-\ GramJaa:~ 
for t he Xhosa-Speaking '1 but t h i s \'lO~"'k wa :: writ ten in 
.l:<~nglish. Pahl names six mooDs , thr e e in ~::(~Penden t and 
three ·depePdent moods. The t hree inc~e;:->cnclent :noods 
are: t he infini.tivep .the i mperat i ve .. an ·:! the indicative. 
'l'he t hre e dependent mvods e1rc : the ~ ·.u l~ jtlll.c t i ve , the 
p~rt icip ial and the relat ive. Pahl h,7<nd1es the moods and 
ten s es of the predica ti ve in s ome det c.. i J. . His app:roc:~ch is 
d i ffer ent to tha t of othe r vr.cite:r.s .:;.:.; ~1e is writing for 
Jilothe~:'-tongue .:I1osa s ;-e<.->,.k.e:·s. 
The tona 1 s tu.:.l)i of f lW .:Ji.\ ' .'Jo. ~; .'~ t EJ.~.:-t e (~ by D. . f . 
Bea ch in his 0 The Science of 1'onet :i.cs c..nc~. its Applic c::.t i ~)n 
to Bantu La nguages 1 92 :J al Uwugh i Jc s i ntportance had beun 
recognized as far ba ck as 1332 in a manuscript grar.unar 
by Bennie . He does not dea l wi th the predicative and 
recognizes certain ~ffects of depre s sor consonants. 
The next i mportant :JO:rl:.: s on tone were by Tuclcel' 
194S a nd TJestphal 1 95 1 • T :;tc:kG:~ e:. ~p lain~ t l1e e f fects of 
the de?r e.s sor consonant s :nore ful ly e.nC:i ~ le stphal mentionJ 
the fact that the HL stems appea r to comE: f r om em ori ; ·inal 
CVVCV stems i.e . the H tone i s -1.eri ved from what l'!lust have 
been t ':ro tones or a long tone ( 5::.ingle tone on a long vovtel) 
L2,nham' s paper ( 1 950 ) u.nC::. r evised ( 1 06 3) was a 
!Ho s t i mpo ..... ·::c.n t contribution~ 
J ordan (1 966) tone J:t:"trk s a ~. l vocubul~ry in hi s 
;;ook ;:,n (~ ~:~ :;:plu.ins certain t ona l phenomena . 
,-lestphu. l (1967) deal s with t he fe~ tures of tonal 
displa cement, i.e. the shif ting of H tones towa·~·t.:l s the 
enC. of ex tended stems. This is a ver y important fed.ture 
o f Nguni tonal structure c/f Cope (19 59 ) in which he says 
of Zulu (p 190) 
"On s uffixal infl ex ion the r oot syllable (s) 
become(s)ton.ally neutral, deferr ing to the 
grammati.ca.11y s i gi.;.ificant Lone ::: fcll liuu on 
the f inul t wo syllabl es of t he WJ~ d . : · 
t.7estphal quotes his examples from 2 Transkei dia l ect 
whej:'eas this present '\IOrJ--: c xe trtpl i f i e.s: .fro rr. 2. Ci ..., keia n 
dial E:cl.:. 
Pahl (1967) has sections 0n t one i n which he also 
quotes from a Ciskeian dialect. 
Finally there =n"e thl~ee v.rorks by Lom• ( 1 968) p 
(1969) and ( 1970). 
In the f irst of these works Louw points out thc;. t 
there are three different kinds of f a l l ing tone only onE~ 
of which is not a high low -::lus tero He also points 
Ol:tt t hat tone ha s a grarr.Jnatical ratr4er than a semantic 
funct ion . 
In 1968 and 1 969 Louvr points out the difference 
bet'.''een the conditional c.nd the potentia l and in 1 969 he 
gives r easons for accepting a tonal sequence on both the 
positive and negat ive potential formative morphs. 
In the 1970 paper Louw goes into ~he phenomenon 
of tone shift or tonal displacement ? as it is called by 
~1estphal ; anG. also proves what both he and \vestphal have 
-said before, that although tone does carry some semantic 
meaning its main purpose is as a gramrna tical signal. 
Louw (1 97 1 p10:J ) also noted that depressor consonants 
can cause substitution of low tone for 
high tone m1der certain circ~unstance~ . 
This is another very important point to recognize when 
studying tona l phenomena. 
Tone shift ; i.e . the forward movement of a H tone 
from a syllc.'ole which then becomes L ,. has been described 
by ':Jestphal ( 1 967) for t he noun and the inf init i ve as ha s 
been sta.ted. Tone shift a l so occm.'S in other forms of 
t he verb , f or example in the indicative ~resent tense posi-
tive .with an OC when it occ1~s with LL stemso 
e.g. Siyu.bacenga ('ie a:-ce !)eggi!.'lg them) , 
c.f. Ok~cenga (to beg) 
Hcliyayi vfJ.la (I open it) 
c • £ • -~kuvula ( to open ) 
In the above examples the H tone of the OC has shifte~ 
forwarc~ onto the first syllnble of i: he ver i), 
Tone repetition occurs when a H tone is repea te<.l_ 
on a subsequent contiguous syllable with the origi n2. l H 
toned sylla~)le retaining its H tone. 
e.g. 01ctu1linyc: (to S\1.'allo'~l) 
c .f. Ndiya kt:miny.:; (I will ~'~ro.::.low) 
Ukupheka (to cook ) 
c:.f. Ndiya ku.pheka (I will cook) 
c.f. Ukuth~tha (to speak ) 
' U"kuf-tmd.:l (to lear n) 
In these ca ses the second syllable of t he infinitive prefix 
has an inherent L tone which occurs as H hy tonal repetition , 
7)e.f:='ore a L toned stem. 
Tone ass i mila tion Ci'.n best be exemplified in the 
indicative present tense . In the positive the H tone of 
the () C s!1ifts fo.:"wa:r·cl onto the initial sylla1>le of a LL 
ver>) stei-:1 as exemplified above. EO\'Jever , in the sho:t."t 
fo rm , when there i s Cl H toned sc. t his oc which has lost its 
H tone in t one shift, is juxtapose~ to t~~ H tones, one 
either side of it . In this case it assimilates the H tone 
of its surrounding syllables. 
e.g . Bilyilima kakuhH~ (They cul tivtt te it well) 
>UkUlima (to cultivate) 
c.f. Siwusil0 kakhtllu ('ve grind it '.'Jell) 
> ukusilu (to grind) , 
Uy.ityhala kakhtllu (F!e pushes it hare~ ) 
> ukutyhala (to push) 
In many instu.nces it is impossible to explain 
!:>Urface tone patterns in the above terms. For example , 
the tone on the prefix of certa in nouns, wh2re there is a 
EH sequence on the prefi:"~ before a H tone on e1e stem : has 
not yet been explained. 
e.g. Uthfana (youth) 
Iliwa (c.liff). 
As there is normally polarity between the f inal tone of 
the prefix and the tone of the following sylla~le: the fact 
that the final syllable of t he prefix ,. basically L toned,,. 
assilililates to the H tone of the surrounding syllahles 
probably ne2ds to be exp l a ined in terms of the ~mderlying 
rules. 
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The moods and tenses t n be i'l.C'C e iYt-:pcl in thi s c'l:i s .scrt a tion o 
~fha t wi 11 be said here is of an introductory 
nature and my views on this ':till be expanded and revised 
in the conclusion. 
The moods and tenses of the predic<1tive in Yhosc.. 
have been divided up di.ff i::.rently by various writers, a s 
can be seen from the short h i s torical .sketch c..:)ove. The 
maximum ntnbe::." of ·moods that have ~e2n acce:pt0J !)y '.'rriters 
would sec:m to be as follows~ the infinitive, t ~le 
imperative, the indica tive . t he participial ~ the subjur1ctive, 
the temporal, the con·'iition.:. l ··POtcntial, the contingent 
Cooke f or Dantr> .. generally) , the conunenta tive ( JorJ an), an (:'l .. 
the rel a tive (Pa~l ). 
Cer !:.c:.: in .s t o. t e~11ents h;iV<? bc.:n ':l.Jrie by w1rious 
wr iters conccl'nin~J !:lood . 
Clement H. Doke (1 935 ) quotes nra J ley:s J~finition 
o£ moo~ : ( p 1 4 7) 
=~ spec1al form ~ss~ned by the verb . 
in order to mar}: some mc:mner (modus) 
in which t11a t cotyiexio11 between sub ject 
and predicate which every ve:t~ implie .:.:. is 
viewed by the ·s peukE :::-· . 11 
/ Doke goes on to s ay : (p 147) 
"The following moods are recounize(: in 
Vc.rious Dantu l anguages: impcru tiv:.:. 
inf initive . indicative, subjunctiv~~ 
participi a l , ?Otentia l , conditional anu 
continuent . Hoods are often c1 istins-ui s he cl 
from . on~ anot·her by some change in sub-
jectival concora; f or ins tance in Zulu, 
the class 1 concord varies ~s follows: 
indicative and contingent u- , su~)junctive 
an~ potentia l a- , participia~ . e-. 
It must be observed th .., t while it is still 
convenient in Bantu ~o include the infini-
tive and the imperative among .the moocls. 
these form~ are really distinct from all 
the others, not being finite, the first is 
,· 
a noun , and the second an int2::cjec1:icm . ' 
~·1ebster 's Thi:i:d New International :) iction::ll"Y 0.~f ine s 11ooc1 
~s; '· 
" (a) Distinction of form in a verb to 
e;~press whether action or state it de-
notes is conceived as fact or in soine 
ot11er manner (as command ~ possihiJ.ity o:;:--
wish) • :! 
John Lyons (1 968) says of mood : (p.308) 
:'At least three 1 scales r of modality -may be relevant. The first is the sca le 
of '"rish' and 'intention, .•. The second 
scale is the). t of 'nece~i ty e and 'oblig<::. ·-
tion' .• • 7he third is th~ t 0f · certainty ~ 
and •possi~ility•. ;/ 
I 
2 
These definitions are base J prima::.."'ily ·on. semantic 
criteria · and .it is semantic cri terL't w~dch will :)e con-
sidered primary in this dissertr.;.tion.. Ho\'.!evcr, although 
sem,~:~.ntics is considered prim&ry. ;;'.c ::_-.~·)1ology cannot be dis--
regarded, and, as will be clear f r om my tr~atment of the 
moods anc'l tenses I have taken it into consideration. In 
f a ct, if Chafe's t i,~ eories of language c..s expoun(~.ed. i::t 
Cha£e (1970) are $Ubscribed · to, .it i$ obvious tha.t it 
is impossible to ci~,orce the t yro completely. Ee points 
out {Ch:~ fe 1::· 70 , p 6B) that syntux~ in which is includec.··. 
morphology, ancl. semantics are very closely allied: ~~ ~.. ·~. 
the boundary between syntax and semc:n.tics, a boundary which 
I am suggesting is nonexistrlnt. ~ ' 
The contingent mo~d is postulated by Doke. It is 
considered here, iri agreement \vith Louw (1963) th2. ·:: this is 
~n fact a past future tense a.nd not a mood. 
Jordan postulu.teC. <: • • 'commenta tive mood'. Vide 
.Ziervoqel (-135 ?. ) his :1Nnrrat i ve Tens~ ;' • This is what mo ::.: t 
writers have cons;i.Ctered to be a ?D.S t subjuncti•re. 
a:..~e reasons .why.'t his could 'be considered .J..<:: a mooc~ in its 
o1.1m ri:;ht. However , these c:re only that it is not ,:-. l··.'l<1ys 
past in significance ~nd it is rej ecte : as being ~ separa te 
moocJ and will be consiJ.ered as a past su])junctive in t}:.i.s 
dissert ation. 
Pahl ' s 'relative mood ' (1967) will not be accepteri 
a.s a mood :· ... ere on seme:.ntic grounc~s. 
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Louw (1954), (1963), (1969) ~ Van \fyk (1957) and 
Pahl (1967), regaro the potential as a form anU. not a mood 
although Zier~rogel et. al (1967), say o.f Zulu (p.89) that: 
"The potential form may also be regarded 
as a mood.' ; 
Van Uyk (1957) says: (p 162) 
"There seems to be no just i fication £or the 
general view that the potential is a non·-
indicv. tive mooG. of the verb. It can be pro\red 
t hat the potentiul , like t he progressive, can 
appear in a number of moods~ including the 
indicative. 11 
Louw ( 1963a) s ays : (p 51) 
::Die potensj_ale vorm kan nie a s ·n modus 
besk:ryf ~.'lord nie, aangesien di t ook in die 
partisipiale modus voorkom. Dit kan t ereg 
beweer wor d dat die potensiale ::.~a·- n 
modali tei tsveran(lering tot ·:a r eeds 
be staande modus aanhring. '· 
Van I>Tyk does not name the moods in wh ich he says it can be 
proved that the potential occur s, other than the indicative 
mood. ~festphal says of the potential that it is a 
simple tense ( \vestpha l 1 971 p 164). However, a s has been 
pointed out by Louw there are reasons for believ·ing tha t it 
is a compounding. (Lou-.:! 196 9 p 126) Louw 1 S contention 
that it cannot be a moou l::>ec au.se it occtu"s in the pa::.." tici-
piall is streng t l1ened by th.:~ fact that the meaning o£ the 
potentia l can be expressed in the form of a statement as 
can t;le indicative. Therefore~ even although it has the 
tacrphology typical of a mood, it will be handled as a form 
in this dissertation . 
.About the temporal Louw sa.ys (196 3 ): 
:
1Die sogenaamde temporale modus van 
::hosa sal ook a s ·n modali tei tsvorm 
beskou word . 11 
In this I would agree with him as it does not mee t the 
se:rnantic criteria which would classify it as a mood . 
As Doke says, the infinitive is dis tinct f r om the 
moods. It is, in fact, a verbo-nominal but i t will be 
handled in this dissertation as it carries the ~Y:'I.Se tona :. 
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forn~ of the verb . 
Tl:.e imperative c.=m definitel.y be regarded as a 
mood . The f~ct that it has no subject concor d in its 
surface structure means nothing a s it mos t certainly ha s a 
deep structure subject concorC!. of the second. person . In 
t he plural this also occurs in the surface structure a s a 
suff i x vide p. 28 Semantically it fit s the accepted 
definitions for a mood . 
The indicative and the subju..l'l.ctive are accepted 
as being moods. This fact has not been disputed by any·-
one except in the case of Jordan's 'commentative mood' 
(see abcve). 
Tense will be defined according to Robins (1964) 
in which he says: (p 234) 
"The semantic range s covered by the different 
forms are mainly on two axes, tii"ne rcla tions 
and what are usually called aspectual difference 
of completion, incompletion , continuation and 
momentariness. ;; 
In this dissertation t he term aspect is only used 
tentatively as it is realized that the term aspect, as 
origina lly coined for the Slavic languages, ~eferred to 
a continuous - non.-continuous dichotomy which is indicated 
in the surface structure. In ~Chosa we do have continuous 
vs non-continuous but this is often in<1icated in the deep, 
rather than in the surface structure, It is also uncertain 
i f this is really perfect vs non-perfective as in the 
Slavic languages. Vide Kruger (1971 p .14 et segq.) 
This gives the following tenses: present, future, 
?erfect, remote past, which are the simple tenses; 
past continuous, near past perfect, r emote past continuous , 
remote past perfect which are the cor1 plex tenses, and 
finally~ the compound tenses which are: near past futtu"e, 
r emote past future, future continuous and future perfect. 
In this work non--modal and non-tense verbal affixes 
will not be dealt with except where it is necessary, as 
in the case of the passive suf fi:.: in the negative of 
certain tenses where it affects the tone, and also with 
the progressive, the negative /ka/ (not yet) and the 
positive /kwa/ (only), formatives. These last three also 
11 
in as far as th2 ton?tl stri.-1Ctu . :ce gos .s . 
The forms are merely 0.~:t(~nsions o .l: the t<:l sic 
moods and tenses. c.£. Conclus i on . 






u - ku - (OC) - R - a 
u - ku nga -(OC) - R - i 
2 .0 .1 General Renta.rks on the Hor phology. 
The inf initive differ s from the moods in that 
it ha s no sc . 
The pref i xal formative /-leu- / occurs: 
(1) a s / -kw-/ befo:r e the vowels / a/ or /e/ 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
e.g. fncwala tha 
tJlcw8la 
Ukwenza 
Ukvnenzaka 1 a 
As /-lc-/ before verbs 
, 
e.g. Ulc6ja (To 
Uk6mbela (To 
Uk6hlwaya (To 
(To point at) 
(To refuse) 
(To do) 
(To be injured) 
commencing in the 
roast). 
sing or drurn) • 
• 1 ) punJ.s .. 1 • 
Otherwise it is unaffected. 
, 
e.g. Ukucheba (To shave). 
Ukuvi1ka (To wake up). 
tJlcuyisula (1'o wipe it). 
vowel /o/ 
If there is an OC pr esent the infinitive /ku/ retains 
its CV form as it occur s before the initial consonant 
of the oc. If the OC occurs before a vowel con~encing 
verb then its vowel is e lided or in the case of class 1, 
which is a syllabic /m/ the /m/ los es its syllabicity .. 
e. g . Ukun~zi (To know him). 
tJlcuyenza (To make it) . 
Ukuzoyika (To fea r them). 
Aberrant positive suffixes. 








The st>..ffix /-o/ occurs with the verb: 
Uku tsho · ( ·ro say so) 
, 
Uk{mgasili (Not to grind ) 
, 
Ukfingaq~shi (Not to guess) 
Ukungayigr8yi (Not to crush it) 
Ukfingambhaptizi (Not to baptize him) 
The ::1.egative prefix being juxtaposed. to a v-
co:mnencing radical in this case the vowel of the negative 
formative is elided in favour of initial i! of the radical. 
, 
UkungethO.ki (Not to be startled) 
Ukfingongfili (Not to winnow) 
Ukungttli (Not to refuse) 
If there is an OC present then the negative prefix 
f- • re ... a~ns its full fornt a.nd the oc loses its vowel as in the 
positive. 
Ukunga y~khi (Not to build it) 
UkfingazOni (Not to spoil them) 
The negative prefix when juxtaposed to a latent 
i-commencing verb stem, coalesceseswith the latent initial 
/i/ . a + i > ·2 
, 
Uku11gemi (not to stand) 
Uk{mgehli (Not to desc.enC::. ) 
, ., 
Uk'Lmgezi -· . ("rot- to come) 1• - .. 
CeJ.:tain verbs .as w(::ll a s _any containing a passive 
extension never take the suffi;~ /i/ in the negative,- .. i.e. 
/-v--/ (hear ) and /-tsh-/ (say so). 
, 
(Not hear) e . _g • Uk0.ngeva. to 
, •\ 
Ukungatsh6 (Not to say so) \ 
, 
(Not cultivateq) Ukunga linywa to be 
\ 
UkfmgastH':Ja (Not to be wiped) 
2.1 The Tonal S tructv.re of the Infinitive. 
2 .1 • 0 f1onosyllab.ic s tems. 
'These can be divided into t V-Jo ma in ~Jroup s. · Those 
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with a ba sic L tone and those with a basic H tone. Latent 
_i-commencing verbs with an overt monosylla0ic structure, do 
in fact, a ct as monosyllabics and will be included here. 
Vowel com;-aencing disyllabic stems nm."mally act as mono·-
syllab ic stems and will be handled as monosylla bics in this 
dissertation. In this section r howeverr they will be 
ex:emplifiec. separately, to show that they can, in certain 
instances , act like disyllabic stems. 
2 • 1 • 1 L Stems. 
The initial tone on the macro-prefix (i.e. a prefix 
consisting of more than one morpheme) is H. The final tone 
on this macro-prefix exhibits polarity 1 'Hi th the tone on the 
following syllable when the full macro- prefix is represented. 
If, however, the first pRrt of the macr o.-prefix, i.e. the 
initi~l vowel /u/ i s elided then the tone on the basic pre~ 
fi;~ i s L, i, e. it ha s an und.erlying L tone. 
Positive. In the positive the L tone on the stem remains 
L. 
, 
e.g. Ukuya ~kh3ya (To go home.) 
, 
(To defecate.) Ukunya 
, 
(To fall.) Ukuwa 
An oc occurs with its normal H tone without affect--
ing the stem, vide \.Vestphu.l ( 1 967) 
e. g . 2ukuyimba (To dig it.) 
, 
(To say it.) Ukuyithi 
, 
Ukuyisa ('ro send it to.) 
Negative. The L toned negative formative /nga/ condi-
tions a final I-I tone. If an OC is present it and the H 
tone of the stem are realized as a HH sequence in a ll en-
vironments . 
e. g . Ukungal-v;i (Not to fight.) 
UkungasJ: (Not to send to.) 
Ukungayith i (Not to pour it.) 
{ncungayimbi (Not to dig it.) 
A-·--.- ·---·--·------
1. I use the term polarity as does Vestphal (1967) 
i.e. the tone is H before L and L before H. 
2. As far as I can ascertain, the latent ini t ial /i/ 
has no influence here. 
1 5 
~~Jhen occurring with a passive extension the extended 




(To be dug) 
(To be fou9'ht) 
(To be poured) 
In t he negative the passive extended stem has a HH 
tone sequence which is manifest as FL before a juncture ... 
eo ~ · 
1 ukUn.galtwa , (Not to be fought) 
UkCmga th!wa (Not to be pour ed) 
, "' u kimg em b i wa ( Not to be dug ) 
2 .1 . 2 Hr • .u v . ~-commenc~n:;r s tems . 
Posit:i.ve. The initial H tone of these stems is a ctually 
the H tone from the second sylla~le of the prefix , i.e . these 




(To rea r young) 
(To use sparingly) 
(To kiss) 
The pres~nce of an OQ. ·causes no diff iculties , the 
only change being in the pre.fi..x '~·b ich becomes HL due to its 
exhib i t ins polu.ri ty v1i th the H toned OC. 
e. g . · Ukuye:1za (To do it) 
Ukuy6ja (To roa st it) 
Ukuyonclla (To rear it) 
Negative . As in the positive, the initial vowe l of· _ · 
the ste~ has no inherent tone but shares the tone of a con-
tiguous ;morpht in this ca se the L toned negative formative 
/nga./. This fornL.:t t i ve condi tio.n.s the expected H tone in 
final position. 
e. g . {ncungongi 
Ukimgophi 
(rkungeni 
(Not to us~ sparingly) 
(Not to bleed) 
(No t to be dense). 
Uhen there is an OC present it , wi th its inher:ent 
H tone, and the final H tone are manifes t a s FL be fore a 
1 • note the change in the sea-mental structure 1 ~1 ~ 1/-
passi vc extn. c . f 0 uku.lwa (to fi9ht) • 
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juncture. 
-e.g. UkU!lsay~ndli (Not to rea.r it) 
Ukungay~nz i (Not to do .... ) lL 
Uk1mg.::lm~ngi (Not t o :k iss her: 
1··Then there is a pa ssive extension present .. th2se 
stems act in exactly the same way a s do t he L toned mono--
syllwbic ste;ns. 
Po s it i ve EO~ o g o 
, .. , . u t:\·,•en z 1. ':12. (To be done: ) 
(~k6ji\va ('ro te J"o -· s t""-" ) ~ o. cL!. 
Negat i ve· e.g. Tilct.r1qo j t w£..1. (Not t o b e roas ted) 
Ukunyondl t vr.:!. (Not to be reared ) 
2 .1 .J. R tone stems. 
As wit:.~ the L toned stems ? t he final t one on the 
macro .. prefix exhi:.Ji t s po l ar ity 'Vi th the follovring tone " TL.e 
s tem 'tone is ;-; in both the positive and the nega tive when 
the~e is no oc present. When there i s an or prGsent t he 
oc :'las .:1. II tone i'-rh i ch -..;_d th the E stem to:ni~ i .s :r:·E:·.tlized as 
?L before a jt;_nctu~::-e. 
Posit ive e.u. Ukutya (To <:':3. t) 
, 
( 'l'o st-·nr't'> Ukum.?. Cl ... ... / 
, f. 
( '20 ee t lir-V"tl UkUSci .:.·' ~ l / 
Ukut shtt ( To ~urn ) 
1Ti th oc e . g . Ukuyttya (To e a t i t) 
Ukuytba ( To s tee:~ 1 it) 
Ukuytva ( Tc hear it ) 
Ukuy-ipha ( 'I'o give it) 
Ne~;a t1. ve e .g. Ukungatyi (No t to eat) 
, 
( No t stan ·~; ) Ukungemi to 
Ukungaf i ( Not to r1 • ) -.l l.e 
, 
iJkungeva (~rot to heD.r) 
'Jith OC e . g . Ukungaytbi ( Not to ste.:.:t l it ) 
Ukungaw3khi (Not to dr;::. '-'' it) 
Uktmgaz!phi ( Not t o g i ve t hem ) 
T.ihen occur:r-ing with a pas siVE: e :: ~tension the H tonr= 
is r 0ta ined in t he positive g iving the sequence HL becnusc 
:-;: •:H is a non·-!)ermissible s equence here . I n t he neg.:.;. ti ve t here 
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is a l so a .f inal H tone and this HH sequence is realized a s 
FL befor e a junct ul"e . 
, 
(To eaten) Posit ive e . g . Ukutyiwa be 
U kukhi~:.~a (To be drawn ) 
Ukuphiwa (To be given ) 
' Negative e . g o Ukungeb!wa (~!ot to be stolen) 
Ukungakh!wa (Not to be drawn) 
, 
Ukv.ng a tytwa (Not to be ea ten) 
? . 1 .4 FL V-commencing stems . 
These s t ems woul d appea.r to have &n u11der lying HH tone 
sequence , t he f irst tone o: whi ch can eas ily be e lided. This 
being the r eason tha t they can , in cer t a in instances ~ act 
l i ke disyl l abic FL (HH) stems. Ho~ever p a s they act more can-
manly l i ke monosyllabic H s t ems , they will be handl ed a s such 
here wi t h a noted varia tion vide section 2 .1 . ] 
Po ~. i tive. The fin~ l HH sequence is ~anifes t a s a FL sequence 
before ?:.·. junctrcce . Note t ha t the H t one on t he initiul vowel'' 
i s nor~~ l ly r eta ined a nd t he t one on t he basic prefix elided . 
II o'i!eve~.: <'. LH can occur on t he s tem e s?ecia lly when it occurs 
i n non final position . 
e ~g. Uhr8 l a ( To decline) 
c .f . Ukwal a kakhll l u (To decline a lot) 
, 
UkOma (To becor.1e dry) 
, 
UkOna (To sin) 
c . fo Ukona kakhO.lu (To sin a lot) 
Negat i ve. In the nega tive t wo pa tter ns are possi~ le. One 
in which the s tem c:tcts as a monosyl l abic H stem and t he other 
in ~~1ich it a c t s as a disyllabic FL ( HH ) stem. When acting 
as a di 3yllabic s t em the nega tive forma t ive loses its L tone 
i n t he s urface str uctur e. 
As monosy llabic H 
e .g . Ukungomi 
Ukungoni 
Ukungali 
As disyllabic FL 
e.g . UkungOmi 
(Not to become dry ) 
(Not to sin) 
(Not to r e fuse) 
(Not to become dry) 
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{ncungdni (Not to sin) 
{ncung~li (Not to refuse) 
pr efix i s 
conditioned by t he following underlying structure L tor.2 on 
the negative formative. 
Note tha t in this case the HH tone on the 
Vhen there is an OC present in the nega tive there is 
only one possible pattern as would be expected~ the OC having 
a E t one . 
, 
e.g . Ulc1mgay8zi (Not to }<now it) 
, 
Ukungaydni (Not to spoil •t\ l J 
' 
Ukungay~khi (Not to build it) 
TJi th a passive extension -+.:hese stems behave like mono-
syllabic H toned stems. 
2 01 • 5 ry ~syllabic Stems 
Thes e can be divided into three groups~ LL , HL and FL 
(underlying HH ). V-commencing· radicals will be handled separately 
in t h is section. 
LL stems. 
The initial tone of the macro- pref i x is high and the 
tone on the second syllabic exhi.bi ts pol i::\.ri ty '.~/i th t he inherent 
tone of the fo::!..lowing syllable. Inherent because in the 
positive, when an OC is present, there is tona l shift. The 
H tone of t he OC shifts forward onto the initial syllable of 
the verb stem , c . f. ~estphal (1967) . The final tone on the 
pref i x is L before the OC although the oc h2s lost its H tone 
The pa ssive extension does not alter any of the tones in this 
group . 
2 .1 • 6 LL s tems. 
Positive. fn.:ususa (To remove) 
trkucenga (To plead) 
Ukucaca (To be clear) 
Ukuphelca (To cook) 
ukutyhila (To uncovel'"') 





(To push it) 
(To hang them up) 
(To shar pen it) 
(To leave him alone) 
In the nega tive the L tones fo r mative /nga/ conditions 
the final H tone in the stem. Uhen there is an OC present it 
retains its H tone and there is no tone shift or repetition. 








(Not to bend) 
(Not to mix) 
(Not to rot) 
(Not to carve) 
(Not to touch it) 
(Not to grind it) 
(Not to uncover it) 
(Not to pay for it) 
With passive extension there is no change . 
There are a t least two LL stems which behave like 
extended L toned monosyllabic stems. 1 These two stems are 
set out below with an extended form of the L toned verb 
/ukulwa/ (To fiJht), for comparison. 
, 
Positive e.g. uku}llala (To stay) 
Ukusuka (To go away) 
(Tkulvrisa (To cause to fight) 
~rl ith OC e .g. (ncuyihlala (To occupy it) 
Ukuyilwisa (To cause it to fight) 
Negative e .g. Uklingahl8li (Not to stay) 
Ukv.ngasfiki (Not to go a\vay) 
, 
(Not fight) Ukungalwfsi to cause to 
, 
~!Ji th oc e .g. Ukungayihl8li (Not to occupy it) 
Uklingayilwfsi (Not to cause it to fight) 
1 • c. f. Louw ( 1 971 p 1 OR) 
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2 .1. 7 HL Stems 
The prefixa l tones are as above . Once D.ga in polarity 
· i s exhihited to the underlying H tone of the oc in the positive. 
' Positive e.g. Ukuqasha (To gues s ) 
, 
(To .full.) Ukuzala become 
, /. 
(To up) Ukunyuka go 
The oc loses its H tone before the i ni tial H 
these stems. c. f. ~1estphal ( 1 967) 
TJi t h oc e.g .. (ncuyisula 
{ncumqesha 
(ikuz ipha t ila 
, 
Ukuz itheza 
(To wipe i t) 
(To enc;age h i m) 
.( 'I'o carry them) 
( To col l ect it) 
tone of 
Nega tive. The L toned negat ive f orma tive conditions , 
the expected final H tone. This and H tones of t he root are 
realized a s FL befor e a juncture .. 
':lith oc 
e. q. Uk(ltl[J.:-i th~mbi 
(rkun~;a v1ki 
(rkunga thO.li 
(Not to trust) 
( Not to 'Hake uo) 
(Not to be quiet) 
The oc retains its H tone in the negative. 
e. g . {ncungazis~li ~ (Not to lack them) 
UkunganizCndi (Not to hate you) 
Uk{mgalis~li (Not to drink it) 
Uku~1gayil~ngi (No t to hang it ) .. 
The passive extension does not affect the tonal 
structure. 
2 .1 • n 
These stems which can a lso occ1.U' with a HH or LH 
sequence in certa in contexts are labelled a s F L in this disser-
tation because this is the structure they have when occurring 
before a junct1.1re in their basic form , i.e. in t he infinitive. 
However, it is t he 1J.rrite~c 's content ion that a sur fa ce F'L is 
actually a manifestation of an underlying HH . c . .f . v.Jestphal 
(1 96 7 p 35 ), Gut hrie (1967 Vol. 1 par 54.41 et seq .) This 
contention is, I t hink , born out by the tona l evidence pre-
sent ed in this dissertation, vide conclus ion. 
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Positive. The prefixal tones are as expected, i.e. 
HL and the stem tones FL before a juncture and HH elsewhere. 
e.g. tJlcuqh!na (To tie a knot) , 
lJkukrOkra (To want more food) 
Ukuqh1tsa kakh'l1lu (To bully t.1 lot) 
Ukuvful~ kakuhle (To harvest well) 
The oc loses its H tone before these stems in the 




Ukumshiya ap}1a , 
(To try it) 
(To crush it) 
(To leav(~ him here) 
Nega tive. In the negative the macro-prefix has the 
expected HH tone before the TJ toned negr1t ive formative /nga/. 
As there is already a final H tone F~ having the underlying 
HH sequence - the L toned negative f ormative has no effect 
on t he .stem tones. 
, 
e.g. UkfulgalOnc].J.i (Not to spy) 
Ukungaminxi (Not to choke) 
, 
UkCmgaphaki kutya (Not to (l.ish up food) 
{ncunga theng:i thanga (Not to buy p1.:.mpkin) 
In the negative the oc does not lose its II tone. 
E:..g. Ukfulgazivftni 
Ukfulgabam@mi 
(Not to harvest them) 
(Not to invite them) 
'l'he passive extension has no effect on FJ.J s tems in 
the inf initive. 
T~isvllabic atems. 
These can be divided into t~ree groups: 
(1) HLL stems which act like extended LL stems : 
(2) HLL stems 'J!hich act like extended HL stems : and 
( 3) itHL sterns vrhich act 1 ike extended PL sterns • 
In fact these stems have no basic disyllabic for r.1s . Forms 
with an oc ·.vill not be exemplified here a s the oc acts exactly 
as in t he disyllabic forms. The passive extension has no 
effect on any of these forms. 
2 .1 .10 (1) HLL < LL stems. 
These are recognizable from the following group in 
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that the infinitive prefix has a HH tone pattern when juxta-
posed to sterns in this group, whereas in the following group 
it is H1. 







(To cultivate for)< ukulimo. 
Negative. In trisyllabic or longer st~ns , the 1 toned 
negative formative /nga/ conditions a fin ""~ l EH seq·uence. 'lith 
these sterns the initial tone is 1 befor e t his sequence as would 
be expected from 1 tone group stems. The HH sequence is 
manifest as F1 before a juncture. 
e.g. Uk1mgadlabl111li (Not to pierce) 
, 
(Not de spise) UkUngacekfsi to 
Ukfmgagoduki ngoku (Not to go home now) 
, 
c .£ . Ukungavul~li (Not to open for) 
< f.:truvula 
2 .1 .11 HLL < HL stems . 
In this group the macro-pr efix has a HL tone pattern 
when juxtaposed to the stem. 
, 
Positive e. g . Ukugu.ngutha (To hit severely) 
Ukuch2mkca tha (To step across stepping 
stones) , . ·~ · ~ . ... 
Ukuth1ntitha (To stu.tter ) 
c.f. Ukuselisa ( 'I'o cause to dr i nk )< ukusele 
Negative. The final :HH sequence conditioned b y t he 
negative formative /nga/ is preceded by t he initia l H tone of 
the !:item. This initial stem tone can occur a s L especia lly 
after a depressor consonant. Hm1eve:r', this 11i 11 not be 
exemplif~ed here as the H toned form is the one preferred by 
my informants. 
e.g. (Jk1mgaphfuini (Not to rest) 
Ukilngathintithi (Not to stutter) 
Ukungagqit-.1si (Not to surpa ss it by 
kakh~lu much ) 
c.f. Ukfmgafundis i (Not to teach)< tlkuflmda 
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,2.1.12 (3) HHL<FL stems. 
A very common tonal variation on the stems is LHL. 
However, in this dissertation they will be exemplified as 
HHL. 






(To - interpr~t) 
(To cause to t~i~)· · · . 
< ukuth~tha . . 
2.1 .1 3 1'risyl} abic vowel-commencing steTjiS. 
There are only tiJIO groups of these; HLL and HHL. 
They act like trisyllabic stems. 
2 .1 .14 .!!_LL. vowel-commencing stems. 
Positive e . g. Uk'.'.·andlala_. 
Ukwambatha 
Ukwanela 
(To lay a ma. t) 
(To dress onese lf) 
(To be enough) 
Negative. The initial vowel takes the L tone of the 
negative formative before the final HH sequence. 
, 




2.1 .15 HHL vowel-commencing stems. 
(Not to cover) 
(Not to stretch out) 
(Not to add more) 
As. with the consonant- -commencing stems, these can 
also have a LFL pattern which will not be exemplified here 
except when there is an OC present in which case the initial 
vowel o.f the stem takes on the tone of the oc which is mani-
fest as a L in the positive infinitive. 
Positive e.g. Ukwahlula ( To sePclrate) , 
(To contentec ) Uk6nwaba be 
, 
Ukuyaphula (To break it dmvn) , 
Ukuyayarna (To lean upon it) 
, 
Negative e.g. Ukungaltlsi (Not to herd) 
, 
Uktmgakh~mi (Not to yc:.wn) 
Ukungan~ki (Not to sp~("eud out) 
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2.2. Uses and Significance. 
The infinitive is a verbo-nominal and can occur in 
either a verbal o~ a nominal context. 
It can be nominal (a) in that its macro-prefix can 
govern any of the prefixes which are governed by noun prefixes, 
i.e. subject, object, adjective, relative, possessive 9 quan-
titative and enumerative. 





Ukuthunga kwakhe •.. 
(To eat f a ttens) 
(They want to be loved) 
(Much food) 
(Holy Ylorking.) 
(Her sewing ••• ) 








(The very food) 
('rhis food) 
(The very food ) 
can act as a base to an adverb as can other nouns 






(.They get money by 
working) 
(You like cooking more 
than running) 
(d) It can act as a base to a copulative 




The infinitive can occur as a verbal 
affixes. 
, 





(b) ~vhen it occurs with an object 
(It is the bleeding) 
(It is the resting) 
(The man can r ake) 
(The boy can go home) 
(a) with negative 
(Not to complete) 
(Not to be iJold.) 
(Not to look af ter) 
(Not to be cold) 









(To love peopJ.e) 
(To sharpen a kni fe ) 
(To deny it) 
(To drink it) 
See also the sections: the future tenses the 
temporal form, the negative impera tive. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE·. IMPERATIVE !''!OOD 
3.0 Patterns. 
Positive singular (a) 1(-a 
(b) (y) ·~R-a 
(c) (y)i ..;;R--a 
vli th an oc I oc -R-e 
plural (a) R-a-ni 
(b) (y)- R-a-ni 
(c) (y.) i- R-a-ni 
With an oc OC- R-e-ni 
NegativeG The same basic pattern occurs ·vri th or with-
out an oc. 
singular (i) musa + uku -(OC) - R-a 
(ii) Mus'- uku - (OC) - R-a 
(iii) s•uku -(OC)- I~-a 
plural (i) musani + uku -(OC)- R-a 
(ii) musan' - uku -(OC) - R-a 
(iii) san' - uku -(OC) - R-a 
In the patterns (ii) and (iii) the s' is very much 
a contraction of musa which can still be used.. This con--traction of an at~iliary is very common in Xhosa cef. the 
continuous tenses Chapter 6. 
3. 0.1 General Remarks on the Morphology. 
In the positive of the imperative the (c) patterns 
c,ccur with monosyllabic· verb stems. 
prefix /y1) e;. cts as a ,. stabilizer. 
In these patterns the 
Singular e.g. 
Plural 
Yiz~l . (Come:) 
YiyA ~msebenzini~ (Go to workl) 







In the Ciskei the consonant of the stabilizer is 
often dropped in both the singular an.d plural forms. 
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e.g. IzAl (Cornel) 
IlwA: (Fight J) 
IphAniJ (Give yel) 
ItyAnil (Eat ye:) 
The (b) patterns occur before V-commencing verbs. 
Singular e.g. · YosA 1nyamal 
Yakha inctlu 1 
YenzA 1zitulo! 
(Roast the meat:) 
(Build a house!) 
(f.1ake chairs:) 
Plural e.g. Yongezani '(;tbtsi: (Add ye more milk!) 
YonakalisAni 1ntomb1l (Spoil ye t he maidenl) 
YomisAni ingubo! (Dry ye the blanket!) 
V-commencing verbs can also occur with the (a) pattern 
in the Ciske:.i.. 
e.g. On!l! (Spoill) 
AlAl (Refuse:) 
OndlAni ikAti! (Rear ye the cat:) 
Ohlwayti.ni 'ClsAnal (Punish ye the baby!) 





M~mA uyihl6: . 
(Read the books !) 
(Sharpen the knife !) 
(Invite your father:) 
Fundis~ni abantwanaJ (Teach ye the chilw~enl) 
ZalisAni ik6m1tyi! (Fill ye the cupJ) 
CholAni i z int6l (Pick ye up the things:) 
The form of the imper ative which occurs with an OC 
is, in fact, a present subjunctive form as can be seen from 
its tonal structure, vide Chapter VII on the present subjunctive. 
Singular e.g. 







(Ea t it:) 
(Stab him:) 
(Boil the eggs!) 
(Beat ye them~) 
(Feed ye them!) 
(Dr ink ye the beer J ) 
N.B. All these forms have a deep structure sc 2nd p.sg. and 
a surface structure sc 2nd p.pl. as the suffix /-ni/. 
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The negative has no simple form; the form which makes 
Use of the negative of the present subjunctive is a more poli~e 
form and so is no~ regarded as the true negative of the 
imperative, vide par 7.1 .2 ~6 ., but it makes use of an auxi-
liary verb which is followed by the verb in the infinitive 
positive. If an oc occurs, it occurs in the infinitive 
complement. 
The most common form of the pattern is the most 
highly contracted form, i.e. the one numbered (iii) above . 
Singular 
Plural 
e.g. (iii) s•ukUhlamba ngOku: 
s•ukU.tshaya: 
s•ukubApha ukutya: 
e,g, (iii) san 'fikuyityisa: 
sttn 'fikCJ.khe tha l 
(Don't wash now J) 
(Don't smoke!) 
(Don't give them 
food!) 
(Don't ye feed itl) 
(Don't ye choose:) 
San •ttkuchi tha ix~sha: (Don't ye vraste 
timeJ) 







e .• g . (i) 
M!:tsa ukuya ~d616phinil (Don't go to 
town:) 
1'1usa fikuth~tha isiNg~.si! (Don't speak 
English:) 
Husa ukutsh1xa ucangol (Don't lock the 
door:) 
r4usAni fibvaphula1 izinti: (Don't break 
ye the sticks :) 
Husani ukuva ukutya phambi k6kuba 
n1hlal~ etaf11eni. (Don't taste ye 
the food before ye sit at the table). 
Musani ukuncok6la! (Dont chat%) 
e.g . (ii) MUs'Ukumbetha! (Don't hit himl) 
MUs•ukubakhatMzal (Don't trouble theml) 
Mus•ukU.khwaza, yithi cwaka! (non•t 
shout be .quiet l) 
e . g. (ii) Musan•u.kumbUJ.isa ! (Don't ye greet 
him!) 
Mus an' ukoyika 1 (Don 1 t ye fear: ) 
Musan•ukwaba 1.zint6! (Don't ye 
distribute the things!) 
1, For the effect of V-commenci ng verbs on the prefixes se~ 
Chapter 1 • 
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3.0.2. The present subjunctive also occurs as an imperative, 
most commonly in the negative (vide present subjunctive). 
3.1 The Tonal Structure of the Imperative Mood. 
3.1 .o ~osyllabic ste~. 
The stabilizer /yi/ and the pluralizing suffix 
(sc 2nd person plural) /ni/ are both L toned . 
3. 1 • 1 • L sterns . 
Positive . The imperative conditions a final H tone with 
L group stems in the positive . 
e.g. Yiz.iz (Come:) 
Yithil (Say:) 
Yilwa: (Figl'~tl) 
Plural Yimani: (Stand yel) 
. Yiphanil (Give ye!) 
An OC can have either a H or a L tone in the positive 
imperative. The L toned form is more common after a depressor 
con8onant, otherwise the H toned form is more common. When 
there is an oc present the stem tone is still H. 
e . g. Yihlel 
Yimbe : 
zilwe! 






(Descend ye it:) 
(Fight ye it!) 
(Dig ye them:) 
The negative forms will not be exemplified in this 
chapter because they consist of an auxiliary verb with a 
fixed tonal structure and an infinitive form. (Vide the 
chapter on the infinitive). The auxilic.ry verb has a HL 
tone sequence in the singular and a LHL sequence in the plural. 
3.1 .2. H stems. 
These stems retain their H tone throughout. 














~.,ith the H toned stems the oc behave s eJ~actly as it 
did with L toned stems. The stem retains its H tone. 
Singular e.g. Yiph~1 (Give it!) 
~ifakh~: (Dra\v it!) 
Zib~! (Steal them!) 
Plural e.g. Yiv~nil (Hear· ye it : ) 
vlakh~ni: (Draw ye it:) 
Zity~ni: (Ea t ye them!) 
3.1 . 3 . Disyllabic stems . 
The pluralizing suffix is L toned as with monosyllabic 
stems. 
3 .1 .4. LL stems. 
'rhe tone of these sterns changes to LH in the 
imperative. An OC normally retains its H tone but can 
have a L tone especially after a depressor consonant. 
Singular e.g. Chacha! 
Chazat 
ThobA intsimbi! 
Plural e.g. Lukanil 
Thintani: 
Minyani1 
vli th oc 
Sifl.gular e.g. Yival~l 
Kupheke! 
Yiphike: 
Plural e.g. Yisind~ni: 
MtyhoHmil 
Zixoz~nil 
3.1 .s. The aberrant LL stems. 











(Smear ye it!) 
(Accuse ye him!) 




Plural e.g. Hlalll.ni1 (Sit ye!) 
sukttni: (Go ye away:) 
With OC 
Singular e.g. Yihl8le! (Occupy it!) 
Plural e.gv Yihlalenil (Occupy ye it!) 
3.1 • 6 HL stems. 
The basic HL pattern of the s tem is retained in the 
singular when there is no OC present. 




(Hire the servant!) 
(Hate :) 
In the pltiTal the H initial tone of the stem can 
be repeated on the stem final syllable or there can be tone 
shift f~om the first to the last syllable of the stem, i.e. 
it can ei the:i."' have a HH or a LH sequence. LH is more common 









(Get ye the money.~ · 
(Stay ye well:) 
(Guess yel) 




present the stem takes on a HH 







(Take it now: ) 
(Complete it:) 
(Turn it over:) 
(Hire ye themJ) 
(vlipe ye it:) 
(Hount ye it:) 
FL stems. 
These stems retain their FL pattern before a juncture 
in the singular irrespective of whether or not there is an 
OC present. In the plura l the FL patt€rn changes to its 
morphotonemic variation of HH, as it is not final, i.e. the 
underlying tone is HH throughout. 
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Singular e.g., Ltnga: (Try.t) 
KrOkral (Grumble!) 
QhOtsaJ (Bake J) 
Th~tha% (Speak:) 
Plural e .g. Phfikfini 'llkutya! (Serve ye the food!) 
Vtm.Ani amAzimbaZ ( Ha....-rve s t ye the kafir corn!) 











y! thfulg~ni J · 
3.2 Uses and Significance. 
(CUt ye the bread!) 
(Dish it up:) 
(Leave him behindl) 
(Love ye them:) 
(Buy themJ) 
(Pinch ye itl) 
(Change ye i tJ ) 
(Send ye himJ ) 
( Se•.v ye it l) 
All forms of the imperative are peremptory and if a 
more polite form is required one of the forms incorporating 
the subjunctive is used. 
Positive e.s. YizA ttpha ! (come here!) _.· 
c/.t Nceda uze a rJi1 a. (Please cor~e here.) 
Tl1~tha l:~akuhl~1 (speak we~i:) 
c/f Nced.A utheth~ kakuhl~ . (Please speak well. ) 
Gqithisa O.bfsi: (Pass the milkl) 
:t-rega tive 
c/f Nceda ugqithise llbfsi. (Please pass the milk.) 
e.g. s•ukuhlambal 
c/f . Uzungahlambi. 
san•ukusela : 
c/f N1n~ras ~li 
s •uk6.hla]_<J. 6.pJ-:a z 
(don't washJ) 
(You should not \vas~1. . ) 
(Don•t drink!) 
(Don 't c--...:"j_p.k Crequest J 




c .L" 11awungahl~l1 apha. -·(You mtlSt not stay here,) 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE DID ICATIVE MOOD 
This is a principal mood in that it can oc~1r in a 
sentence without need of an auxiliary or other verb to 
complement it. 
The tenses will be handled as primary and sec011.dary . 
Secondary tenses will be handled after the participia l mood 
as they incorporate a ve~b in another mood, in this case, the 
participial . The futt~e tense is, in f act, a sec0ndary tense 
as it incorporates a verb in the infinitive. Ho·,•iever .• it 
will be ha!1dled with the primary tenses here on an ad hoc 
basis as the infinitive has already been handled . 
'rhe Primary Tenses. 




sc ~coc) - R-a 
SC - ya - (OC) 
a - SC ~ (OC) 
(short form) 
- R-a (long form) 
- R ... i 
4 ,1 .1. General Remarks on the Morphology. 
In t he positive long form, when it occurs before 
V-commencing verbs and there is no oc present, the long form 
formative /-ya-/ is reduced to /-y-/. 
e.g . Uyakhama. (He is yawning.) 
Siyohlwaya. 
Bay6na . 
( \le are punishing . ) 
(They are sinning.) 
Before latent .!_-commenc:i.ng verbs the /-a-/ o£ the 
long form for~~tive coalesces wit~ the latent initial /i/ 
resulting in /-ye-/. 
e . g. Siyehla. 
Ndiy~va. 
um£illlctisi uy6za. 
( v.Te are descending. ) 
(I unders ta.nd.) 
(The priest is coming.) 
vn1en an oc occurs i~mediately bef ore a V-commencing 
verb, it occurs in its consonantal form, see appendix 2. 





(I get a glimpse o£ it.) 
(I separate it.) 
(He refuses them.) 
When an OC occurs before a latent 1_-cornmencing verb, 
it retains its original form except in class~s 2 and 6, in 
which cases the /a/ of the OC coalesces with the latent 
initial /i/ resulting in /-be-/ in cl. 2 and /-'>:e-/ in cl. 6. 
e.g. N diyay1hla a 
BayavJ~ba. , 
Uy:tyinyuka • 
(I am descending it.) 
(They are stealing them.) 
(He is ascending it.) 
The positive short form. 
Befo~e V-commenc ing radicals the consonantal form 
of the SC, 01"" oc if present, occurs. 
e.g. Senza 11khtlko. (We are making a sleeping mat .. }· , 
Ugqirhc?4 wenzc:lkAlisa abantwana. {The doctor 
hUl~ts the children.) 
, . 
IsicAlca s1y6nisa 1ngubo ngaphandle. (Th€ 
servant dries the blanket ·outside> 
Latent i-com~encing radicals only affect scs o£ 
.· - ~ 
classes 2 and 6 when there is no oc present. (For the effects 
o£ i-commencing radicals on OCs sc~ above .) 
e.g. 
. , . 
AbAnt\llana b~va kftkuhl~. (The chi~dren under-
stand well.) 
Amah6mba ~hla ~ntAbeni. (The dandies come down 
the mountain.) 
Abc1fttz1 b~va abAntwana. (The women hear the 
children.) 
The negative differs from the positive only with 
scs of classes 1 and 6, before V- and latent !-commencing 
verbs, the effects being the same as in the positive. 
e.g • . Ak~va. (He does not undex-stand.) 
Akab1. (They do not d' 'b \ ~str~ ute~ J 
Ak6ndli . (He does not rear.) 
Ak~:az1. (They do not make.) 
4.1 .2.0 Tl1e Tonal Structure of the Present Tens,e .Pr ~1.ci,ea1 . 
4.1 .2 .~· Monos:z:llabic Stems. 
These stems have identical patterns in the short 
form .. -' They can also have identical tonal patterns in the 
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negative but it is more common for the H toned stems to 
have a L stem tone in this case, whereas the L toned stems 
have a H tone. In the positive the SCs third person are 
always H and first two persons are always L~ 
4.1 .2.2 L toned stems. 
Short ·form. 
• e.g • 
, 
Uhla ~nt~beni. 
Siya ~dol6phini. , 
Hlwa kakhtllu. 
(He descends the mountain.) 
(We go to town.) 
(He fights a lot,) 
The OC has no effect on the tonal structure. 
\-lith OC e. g . Ndiyihla 1ntaba ngamendu. (I descend the 
moun~ain at speed.) 
Uy1thi kakuhl~ •. ~ (He says it \Vell .•. ) 
In the long form the formative /-ya-/, which is 
normally L toned, is assimilated to a H toned sc if there 




(I am descending.) 
(They are fighting.) 
(He is falling.) 
The long form formative always occurs with a L tone 
before an oc. 
, 
With oc e.g. Uyay1thi •.. (He is saying it .•. ) 
Ndiyayi hla. 
Baya yil 'lla. 
(I am descending it.) 
(They are fighting it.) 
Positive with the passive extension. 
The tonal structure of these is as can be -expected 
from an extended L toned stem, i.e. LL. 
Short form e.g. 
Long form e.g. 
, 
Imbiwa yinja. (It is dug by the dog.) 





(It is said by Nomsa.) 
(It is dug.) 
(It is fought.) 
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Negative. 'rhe sc has a H tone and the s tem tone can be 
either H or L, H being t he more common form. Professor Louw 
(persona l communication) repor ts finding a difference in 
meaning be tween /and1hli/ an~ /andihl1/. My informants 
do not recognize a difference here, however o Note tha t the 
f ina l HH sequence occurs a s such in all environments. 
e. s· • . And1hli. (I am not descending.) 
or Andihli (I am not descending .. ) 
Azilwi kakhdl u. (They do not f i ght a l ot.) 
or Az1lwi kalu"1.11lu. ('!hey do not fight a l ot.) 
Abtlth1 ••. (They don't say •• ) 
or Ab!i thi •.• (They don't s ay.,) 
\:Jhen t here is an OC present the SC has a L tone; 
t he OC and the s t em are H toned . The f inal HH s equence 
occ~~s as such in all envirorunents . 
e . g . Akayihl i • . 
Asiyilwj.:~ 
(They do not descend it.) 
(we do not fight it .. ) 
Negative with the passive extension. 
The stem reta ins its H tone and the extension a lso 
takes on a H tone. This HH sequence is realized as FL 
before a j~~cture. The sc is H toned. 
A 'Jlfuab twa • 
Ay1li:wa. 
4 . 1 . 2 . 3 H toned stems. 
Positive short form. 
(It .is not dug. ) 
(It is not fought.) 
The s tem is H toned when juxtaposed 
to a L toned sc, i.e. one of the first or second person 
scs , and L t oned elsewhere. 
e . g . Ndity~ ukutya. (I ea t food.) , . 
:Uba. i z int6. (He steals things.) 
SiphA 1siph6. (We give t he gift.) 
Bawakha kak~1hle (They draw it wel l .. ) 
Long form. . In the long form the stem tone remaj.ns H. 
When it occurs after an OC, which also retains its H tone, 
the HH sequence is manifest a s FL before a juncture. The 
l ong f orm f oTmative /ya/ has a L tone. 




(They are eating~ ) 
(It i s dying.) < 
(He is stealing it.) 
l 
N iyayi Vd lddruhl e • (You ( pl.) are hear ing it 
well.) 
Negative. In the negative the stem tone can be H or L. 
As L seems to be the a:ore corru:1o:n for·o it i s t he one tha t 
will be exemplified here . 
the stem it has a H toneo 
When the SC is j~~tapcsed to 
Otherwise it i s L toned . 
e.g. Andiphi nyama. 
Ab~.tyi. 
And1va. 
Akaw~khi, amr;!nzi .. 
(I do no~ give meatu) 
(They do not eat~) 
(I do not hear.) 
{He i s not --drawing it, '.:Ja .ter.) 
Positive w1th the pass i ve extens ion. 
The tonal pattern i s as would be expected for a H 
tone ~erb being followed by any one of the verbal E<tensions. 
Shor t fOl"m. 
Long form . 
Z1b1\\!a ·11s{;la .. (They are stolen by the thief.) 








(It is given by the people.) 
(By whom is it he2.:r:'d?) 
(It i s be ing stolen.) 
( I't is· being heard.) 
(It is being given.,) 
(It is bei11g drawn.) 
Negative with the passive extension. 
When occurring with other verbal extensions these 
verbs have a HL tone sequenceo With the passive, however, 
there is a HH sequence on the verb s tern;, it is ::la l'lifes t a.s 
FL before a juncture·. 
e.g. Ayitytwa. 
Azibtwa. 
AwuphiwA nguye . 
Ayiv1wa sithiQ 
4 .1 . 2.4 Disyllabic s tems. 
4.1 . 2 .5 LIJ S!§.~ · 
(It is not being eaten.) 
(They are not being stolen.) 
(It is not being given by him.) 
(It is not understood by us.) 




H throughout the positive. · However, it can be realized 
as Las a free variant. (c.f. Louw 1968.) In the positive 
the initial syl~able of the stem assumes a H tone if jux-
taposed to a H toned SC or OC~ The OC loses its H tone if 
prefixed by a L toned SC or long form formative /-ya-/, 
although it still exerts the influence as if it wer-e H toned. 
Positive a 
Short form 1st persons Uchaza kakuhl~. (You comb well.) 
( ~ve inform a lot.) 
(I come from 
S idiza lcak!1iO.l u. 
Ndivela ~Rhini .. 
Grahamstown.) 
3rd persons Urham1 utyh6la Abantu. (Thami accuses 
the people.) 
Inj a 1minya iyeza.. (The dog swallows 
the medicine.) 
Bavfila 1f~stileQ (They o~en the 
window.) 
c.f. Bawla 1festi1eo 
1nj~ iminya iyeza. 
When the sc is from the first or second person i . ,e~ 
L toned, the H tone o£ the OC shifts forward onto the first 
syllable of t he stem. If the SC is H toned the OC retains 
_ ;i.ts H tone which is then rep.e..:. ted on the first syllabl~~ of 
the stem, i.e. the H tone of the oc shifts forwar d and the 
OC then assimilates to the tones surrounding it. 
vlith OC 1st persons SiyityhAla kakhlllu. 
Siyiphika kakh~lu. 
uwusiJ.a kakuhl~. 




, " uy1m~nca n~amandla. 
(We push it a 
great deal.) 
(We deny it vehe-
mently.) 
(You grind it well.) 
(They gr ind it 
well.) . . · 
(It laps it up 
speedily.) 
(He sucks it hard.) 
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In the long form the H tone of the SC is repeated 
on the long form formative when there is no oc.. If there is 
an OC present its H tone is shifted forward as in the short 
form and the long form formative has a L tone. 
Long form e.g. Ndiyacheba. (I am !:ihaving.) 
Siyacen.ga. (H'e are begging.) 
ts~la 11y~thinta. (The thief is touching.) 





(I am wasting itc) 
(They are sucking it.) 
( Tvle are sharpening it • ) 
(They are carving them.) 
In the negative the initial syllable of the stem is 
H toned and all other syllables have L tones. This 
~h - h ~=Jtone sequence marks many negative tenses. 
Negative e.g. Andith6bie (I do not bend.) 
Ayiwzi. (It is not leaking.) 
Akal1mi. (He is not Cl.\1 ti va ting.) · 
With oc e. g . AkayichAzi. (He is not combing it.) 
Aba.lix!lbi. (They are not mixing it.) 
The passive extension has no effect on the positive. 
Negative passive. The pass·i"'ie extension conditions a final 
H tone in the negative. The SC has a H tone-
e.g. Ay1linyw~. 
Ay1vulwA. __ :· 
AzlphekwA. 
4 .1 .2.6 HL stems. 
(It is not cultivated.) 
(It is not opened~) 
(They are not to be cooked.) 
The only case in which ~ these stems do not -re ta in their 
HL tone patterns -is in t~~ negative when there is a passive 
extension which conditic;ns a final H tone. In this case the . -
stem tone ··J..s manifest as FL before a juncture. The third 
· ' 
person scs are normally H toned in the .. pos.i tive but they can 
occtir with a free variant L tone. 





(I:.Te trust people") 
(They wi.pe the dish.) 
(You lack bread.) 
With oc e.g. B~yith~tha ngOku. 
Siwup~ta kakh~lu. 
(They are taking it now.) 
(We turn it over a great 
deal .. ) 
L1y1phAtha kakuhl~. (He carries it well.) 
Louw (1968) exemplifies a L toned 3rd person sc 
before an OC which is also L toned. Tha t form is 1'-.nown 
in this area but is not as common as the one exemplied above. 
Long fo~m. In the long form the formative /ya/ has a L 





With OC e.g. Ndiyazif~zae 
Siyamz6n·.1.a o 
L1yayiphc1 tha. 
(They resemble one another .) 
(They are drinking.) 
(I am •.vashing.) 
(I am completing them~) 
(We hate him.) 
(He is carrying it.) 
Negative. 
structure. 
In the nega t ive the stem retains its HL 





(He is not hiring.) 
(They are not remaining.) 
(t,ve are not collecting it.) 
(He is not c~inking it.) 
The passive extension has no effect on the positive ~ 
Negative. As has been seen the passive extension condi-
tions a final H tone in the negative.. This with t he initial 
H tone of the stem is manifest as a FL sequence be.i?ore a 
juncture. 
e . g . Ayith~njwa 
Azithw~lwa. 
Akab~thwA ndimo 
. Ayizuzwa nguye ~ 
(Ee is not being trusted.) 
(They are not being carried.) 
(He is not being beaten by·· me.) 
(It is not being obt ained by 
him o) 
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4.1 .2.7 FL Stems. 
This tense normally conditions a final L tone 
except in certair1 cases when there is a passive extension 
(see below) and in the Transkeian dialect in the long form 
with a 3rd person SC when there is no OC- when ther e is a 
final H tone, the final HH sequence presumably being realized 
as such in all environments, vide Louw (1968. p.58). My 
informants will not accept this HH form and it would seem 
that it must be restricted to the Transkei. 
Short form. As has been stated the final stem tone 
is L. The OC assimilates the tone of the sc. 
e.g. Ndigraya amatye. 
Siqh1na 1ntambo. 
Baqh5tsa funb6na. 
With 08 e.g. Siyisika kakuhl~. 
Bayithena ngdku. 
(I crush stones.) 
(iY'e knot the string.) 
(They bake the mealies.) 
(We cut it well.) 
(They are pruning it 
now.) 
Long form. The final tone is L, although thexe is the 
dialectal variant mentioned above. The OC assimilates 




Transkei c.f Uyatsh6nA. 
With OC Ndiyayis6nga. 
Bayazitsh1xa. 
(We are trapping.) 
(You (pl.) are walking 
about.) 
(He is drowning.) 
(I am rolling it up.) 
(They are locking them up.? 
Nega tive. In the negative the initial tone of the stem is 
H otherwise all the tones are L. 








(They do not send 
children.) 
(She does not sew. ) 
(We do not slaughter.) 
(I do not lie.) 
(He does not scratch it.) 
(They do not milk them.) 
(They do not bully them.) 
(We are not pa.inting it.) 
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With the passive extension. 
The passive extension has no effect on the short 
f orm positive. In the long form and in the nega tive , how-
ever , it causes the recall of the fina l H tone. The final 
HH ~ sequence i s realized as FL before a juncture. 
Long form. e.g. Ziyaqh~tswa. (They are being baked.) 
K'O.yaphc1kwa. (It is being dished up.) , 
IyasikwA nd1m. (It is being cut by me.) 
Negative. e.g. Ayivanwa . (It i s not being harvested.) , 
Arnagqabi awaf~njwa. (The leaves are not 
being heaped up.) , 
Il6khwe ayi thung'JJA 
nguye . (The dress is not being sewn by her.) 
4.1 . 3 .0 Uses and Significance. -
In the positive there are two forms. 
a short form. 
A long and 
The long form occurs: 
(a) When there is no adjunct following the verb. 
e.g. Izihlangu z6nke 
ezisev~nk'ileni 
ziyflthengiswa. 
(All the shoes .,.,hich are in 
the shop are being sold.) 
La mahashe ayadlala.(These horses are playing.) 
Iqaqa 11yabagx6tha. (The polecat chases them 
away.) 
(b) vfuen the only adjunct is an object which is represented 
in the verb by an oc. 
e.g. Igwala liyalikhwela 
fhashe. 
(The coward mounts the 
horse.) 
Bayayigxotha inkt1nzic (They chase the bull away.) 
Ufud6 luyayitya ingca.(The tortoise eats the grass .) 
(c) With an adjunct in which case it has an emphatic or 
contrast ive significance. c.£. van Eeden (p.253) 





(Yes, John is playing with 
Themba.) 
(The children are drinking 
milk not sipping it.) 
(I am lying on the bed.) 
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(d) \lhcn followed by t he enclitic /n<:t/ indicuting a. 
question . Thi s does not act a s an a djunct. 
e . g . UyahQmba nQ? (Are you going?) 
B5.yabe tha.na na? (Arc they hit t ing one another?) 
(e) When a verb in the pres ent t ense is followed by 
t he enc litic /nj c/ (merely, or like this ) , it can occur 
in t he long or t he short f orm with a slight change in mean-
ing . (c.£ . van Ecden, pngc 255) . The long form 
has a more def inite meaning t han t he short f orm. ( se~ be low) 
e . g . NdiyahQmba nj e . (I o..m mer e ly going.) 
c . f . Ndi hamba nj e . (I am mer e ly 
purpose . ) 
going . \'li t h no 
Uya t h6 tha nj G. (You ur e mer e ly speaking .) 
c. f . uthetha nj c . (You o.re mer e ly speaki ng . vJi t h 
no purpose . ) 
( f ) Very commonly before time adverbs which u.ct a s weak 
adjuncts . 
' e . g . Izinj6 z6nke (All t he dogs u. r e bu.rking now.) 
z iyakh6nkotha 
ngdlcu. 
Abantwana bab6 (Their childr en ar e singing 
bayncu l a nafuhl anj e . today~ 
Int ombi iyawuba sa (The mu.iden mu. kes the fire u. t 
umlilo ng6-6 . 6 . ) 
The long f orm of the present t ense very often 
hu.s u continuous signif icance , c. f . Zicrvoge l (1952, p. 97). 
, 
c. . g . I - cs ile liyu.ba Huna . (The donkey i s biting them . ) 
Amat hole 5.y.J.zikhaba (The c.J. lves ar c kicking the 
ez inye iinkom6 . Other Cuttlc .) 
Si yo..bu. linda nj e . (We arc mer e ly wa iting.) 
The l ong form is oft en used when ther e a:re t wo 
ob j ec ts, the one be ing r epre sented by an obj ect concord> 




e.g. Bayandi th~ng~la 1nc'¥adi ~ (They are buying me a 
book.,) 
Siyabas~sela 1k6pi. ( ~,, e ar e r ''' j-:10' ·.- i ") (T +- ~ , n 
· ct:p f or -... th~mY~ --·· ~· 
The long form formative /-ya-/ and the progressive 
prefix are muttlally exclusive . 
e.g. N<hsalamba .. (I am still becoming 
hungry.) ,., 
Ih~she lis~yi.khaba 
iny~k<.~, . , 
Isicaka sis~hlamba. 
.I 
(The horse is still 
kicking the snake.) 
(The servant is still 
washing .) 
vr.~en the emphasis is on some part 
t han tbe ve~b in ques~~on, the short form 
of the sentence other 
occurs, vide 
\ 
Van Eeden (1955 p.246) ~ Louw (1 963 p. 39). 
, t. 
t0 6ji uga~~la 1mith1. e.g. 
Inj~ il~ ~~ntu. 
' 
' 
(George is chqpping 
the _!:rees.) 
(The dog bites the 
£_el~ •. )._ · 
down 
Ther~ are certain Verbs which can take a double 
object. This can also happen if there is an . applied ex-
tension present. c.fo Va~ Eeden (1955, p.250). In ·these 
cases a short form can occ;ux, c.f. long form above. · 
e.g. Ndipha ~rna 1s6nka. (I give bread to mother.) ·, 
B~n1ka Abant·w-anci iill;kese. (They give the children 
\ sweets.) 
Sizisela -Mmtwana' iti. ("vle bring- tea for the 
\ Cl1ild ~ ) 
Tcis is true for all other tenses. 
The sho~t form of the present tense posit.iv.e .. occurs 
elsewhere" . . It normally conveys an indefinite significance, 
Caf. Doke (1961, p.334). This applies to the perfe ~t as well. 
e.g. 
, 
Amaqaba ahlala ~maXh6seni. (The heathens stay in 
Xhosaland.) , 
Itakane 11ts1ba ~dlelweni. (The lamb jumps in the 
··. ···.field.) 
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Sizib6na entsimini. (we 'see them in the land.) 
The present tense can occur in any form, positive or 
negative with a nabitual or a continuous significance, c.£. 
Ziervo~el (1952, p.96) 
e.g. tkati iyayisukela. 
Ndikha Amc1nzi. 
Akuseli masi. 
(The cat chases/is chasing it.) 
(I draw/am drawing water.) 
(You do not drink/are not 
drinking sour milk.) 
This is the same in any present tense. 
Present tense negative. 
There is only one form of the negative corresponding 









(The children do not smoke 
in the house.) 
(I do not like people.) 
(He does not fear me.) 
(Old men do not play now.) 
After all negative tenses, if there is no oc in the 
verb, object nouns, adjectives, relatives or possessive 
pronouns qualifying the verb are commonly affected in the 
following way. Nouns lose their initial vowels and cl.10 
regains the full noun prefix with polysyllabic sterns, as can 
c1.11. Adjectives lose their initial vowels except in 
cl.9 where the usual vowel /e/ is replaced by /i/. Possessive 
pronouns lose their initial vowels and relative concords are 
reduced to scs. 
e.g. Ubuhle abuncedi 
bafaz1 babi. 
Ihashe alikhabi 
zintomb1 zintle. , 
AmaXhosa akakhi ndlu 
inklllu. 
6omama abathandi 





(Beauty does not help bad 
women.) 
(The horse does not kick beau-
tiful girls.) 
(The Xhosas do not build a :. big 
house.) 
(Mothers do not like a baby 
that cries.) 
(ThG police do not chase a 
thief who runs away.) 
(The teacher does not punish 
mine.) 
The negative occurring without this reduction of 
prefixes, as above, is uncommon but when it occurs it 
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indica tes a more definite object. 
of a ll negatives. 
This is so in the case 
e.g. Asisens-i 1nkom6 (\ve do not milk the red cow.) 
~homvV.. , 
Umfundi akabhAli (The student does not w~ite 
1incwad1 ezirnfutshane. the short letters.) 
AndifUffiani eyakhe. (I do not find his.) 
4. 2 . The Perfect Tense. 
4. 2 .0 Patterns. 
Positive 
Short form sc - (oc) - R - e 
SC - (OC) - R - ile 
Negative a - sen -(oc) - R - anga. 
General Remarks on the Morphology. 
'l'he perfect suffixal formatives have variants which 
occur with certain verb radicals. When these variants occur, 
the difference between the long and short forms is manifest 
in the tone when there is no difference in the segmental 
s tr11c t ure. 
The variants which occur in the perfect tense positive 
formative are: 
/-ile, -iwe, -e, -e•••e, -i) -i•••o, -ilo, -o/ 
The variants /-o/, /-ilo/ and /-i•••O/, occur with 
t he verb radical /-tsh-/ (say so) only. The first two of 
these occur as markers of the short form and long form respec-
tively. The third form occurs with the passive suffix 
i:1fixed to it. 




(I said so yesterday.) 
(They said so.) 
(We said so to them.) 
(It 'JTas said.) 
. 
The variant /-i/ occurs with the follmving radicals: 
- mith- (conceive, become pregnant.) 
- hluth - (become satiated) 
- hlal - (sit) 
- m - (stand) 
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The radical -m- occurs with the suffix -i as an alternative 
to -ile with which it can also occur. The radical -hlal-
occurs with the suffix -i whilst being subject to the follow-
ing rule: 
-hlal- -? -hlel- 1- i 
, . 
e.g. Abantwana bahluth~ 
ngdku. , 
Iima zi zam ezirnbini 
zimithi. 
AbafUndi b~mi ~mgceni. 
Ndihleli. 
(The children are satiated 
now.) 
(My two cows are pregnant.) 
(The students are standing 
in a straight line.) 
( I am sitting. ) 
The variant /e···e/ occurs with radicals, usually 
disyllabic or longer, which end in /-ath-/, /-an-/, or 
/-al-/. In this case the initidl /e/ of the variant re-
places the final /a/ of the radical, and the final /e./is 
suffixed to the radical. The long form is signalled by a 
final L tone· and the short form by a final HL cluster. 





(The speakers are warm.) 
c. f. -fu durnal - ~ Be com? 
warm) 
(The tortoises saw one 
another). c.f. -bonan-
(see one another.) 
Short form. e.g. Ziffunen~ fueola .~ 
ng6kuth~tha~ 
(They found peace in talk-
ing.) c.£. -fuman- (find) 
, 
Usingeth~ asana. (She is carrying the baby 
in arms.) c.£. -singath-
(carry in arms.) 
BAbulel~ izigeb~nga. (They killed the robbers.) 
c.£. -bulal- (kill) 
Certain monosyllabic radicals occur with the variant 
/-e•••e/. These are stative in significance. The long and 
short f orms are signalled as above. 
Long form. e.g. Silel~. 
Basele. 
(we are asleep.) 
c.£. -lal- (go to sleep) 
(They are remaining.) 
c.f. -sal- (remain) 
(It is full.) 
c.£. -zal- (become full) 






(The maiden is carrying 
the tin on hex- head.) 
c" f. - thwal: ·- (carry on 
the head) 
(The teacher is holding 
the chalk.) 
c.fo -phath- (carry, 
hold) 
The variant /-e/ occu.1's: (a) with radicals ending 
in /-el-/, /-ul-/ and /-ml--/ in either the short or long 
forms with the difference between short and long forms being 
signalled as above. However, radicals which end in /-ul-/ 
or /-ml-/ can occur with /ile/ in the long form. 







(I bought for him.) 
(He sneezed.) 
(He shot me.) 
(They restec!.) 




(The men slaughtered 
the goat.) · 
(They rested well.)· 
(b) The varidnt -e occurs as a short form marker of verbs 
which occur with the long form marker -ile .. 
e.g. Iinkom6 zity~ 
ingcA. 
Ar.tAhob~ cicul~ 
kAkuhl~ ez.r.tlwini o 
Is1qhwalA sitshayd 
1cuba kantnzi. 
(T~e cattle ate the 
grass.) 
(The doves sang beauti-
fully in the sky .. ) 
(The cripple snioked 
tobacco often.) 
The variant /iwe/ occurs as a long form m..."l.rke:r when 
there is a passive extension present. In this ca.se the 
underlying form would be *-il·.·re < *-il -iw -e (Louw personal 
communication .. ) 
e.g. ilbfm twar..a. ba 1 unY1 we. ( 'l'he chi.ldren wer e 
bitten.) 
1:m1lambo 1s~ty(mz1siwe .. (The rivers were used.) 
Im1nqathe ity1we. (The carrots were 
eaten.) 
The variant /ile/ occurs: 
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(a) I f there is no adjunct other than an object :r:oun or 
pronoun which is already represented in the verb by an 
oc. In this case it is obligatory with verbs other than 
those mentioned above as taking other forms of the perfect 
formative, c.f. present tense long form. 





andikh~thile, mna.(The cowards chose me.) 
sizityisile, (The relative fed them, 
the dogs.) 
(b) In certain instances in place of the suffixal morphs 
mentioned above. In this case it is as an alternative and is 
not very common. 
~.g. 1 Bayif~manile. 
c~£. BayifUffi~ne . 
rdam 1 lizalile. 
c .. .t .. Idam liz~le. 
('l'hey have found it.) 
(The dam is fullo) 
(c) Other than the contexts already mentioned which take 
another variant of the formative,/-ile/ is obligatory if there 
is no adjunct. 
, 
e.g. Amahashe 6nke abal~kile. 
, 
Ilanga litsh6nile. , 
Umyeni wakhe usw~lekile. 
(All the horses ran 
away.) 
(The sun has set.) 
(Her husband died.) 
(d) /-ile/ can occur when there is an adjunct present. 
, 
e.g. 1 Abantu b6dwa baselile 
utywala. 
1 ugqirha uphilisile 
abaguli. 
1 imu.ma Uf~kethile ngabo o 
1 Iny6ka ilum1le iz11o. 
(The people alone 
drank beer.) 
(The doctor cured the 
patients.) 
(Duma trifled with them.) 
(The snake bit the 
wild beas tS:j 
1 These forms are not standard Xhosa but are of the 
Hlubi dialect. 
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In the negative there are two variants of the per-
fect negative formative although the positive suffixes can 
occur, (see below). The two forms of the negative formative 
are: 
I -angal, I -ongoj 




(I did not say so.) 
(He did not say so.) 
The positive formative can occur as a suffix in the 
negative with stative verbs. In this case it is as an 
alternative tol-angq/which is more common now, the form with 
the rositive suffix not being standard Xhosa. 
e.g. Andilambanga. 
Andllambil~. 
(I am not hungry.) 
Ak~hlalAnga. (He is not sitting.) 
c.f. Akahl~li. 
AyizalAnga. (It is not full.) 
c.£. Ayizele. 
The variant/-angg/occurs elsewhere. 
e.g. AbandibethAnga. 
AkasihlikihlAnga. 
(They did not beat me . ) 
(He did not massage us.) 
(The witchdoctor did not 





bantu basemzini .. 
, 
Abad~la ababotshwAnga (The old ones were not 
ngAmApolisa. arrested by the police.) 
The Tonal Structure of the Perfect. 
Ge~eral Remarks. 
In the short form of this tense there is always a 
HL sequence on the terminal syllable, which I consider to 
be long. This should probably be written as leel. 
In the long form the terminal tone is always L. 
In the negative when the suffix 1-angal occurs it 
has a HL tone sequence. When the suffix l-ilel occurs in 
the negative, it always has a HH tone sequence which is 
realized as such in all environments. 
The passive extension does not affect the tonal 
structure in this tense. 
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4.2.2.1 Monosyllabic stems. 
With these stems are included the disyllabic V-
commencing and latent i-commencing stems which act in 
the same way as do the monosyllabic C-commencing stems; 
FL acting like L and HL like H stems respectively. 
4.2.2.2 L stems. 
Short form. The SC has its ust~al L tone in the first two 
persons and H tone in the 3rd person. The suffix has its 
HL sequence. 
e.g. Ndihl~ kakuhl~. 
Balw~ kakh'l1lu. 
(I descended well.) 
(They fought hard.) 
When there is an OC pre~.:;en t it can occur with its 
H tone trhich it normally does, but the OC can assimilate to 
a L toned sc. If the consonant of the oc is a depressor1 




r:: . £ . 
Long form. 
sequencE:' . 





'-' L. ·Y o :. ~ kak"l'~lu "; a. ,~ .j :... _.._ ~ v.. • 
(He .Cl.l'.g it we 1 ::_ • ) 
(They fought it well .) 
(vie did it well.) 
(They roasted it ·well.) 
In t'he. long form the suffix a lway!:> has a LL 
T:1e oc can occur with i ts inh,:!ren t H tone or it 
can assirnilate t o the tone of the sc. If the oc contains 
a depressor consonant ·it can occ1~' as L or H irrespective of 
the ton~ of th~ sc. 




I r ,-.a o· > ) 
\ . ""' hte . 
(He .fell.) 
(You (pl.) bled.) 
(They \le:nt straight on.) 
1 The term depressor consonant is used as in Louw (1971, 
p .1 03). 
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(I said it.) 
(It descended it.) 
(You rea.r·ed it.) 
(They used them sparingly.) 
Negative. In the negative the SC can be either L or H toned. 
\-lhen there is an OC present it is more common for the SC 
to have a H tone by assimilationo If, however~ the SC is 
L toned then t~1e oc assimilates this L tone. vlhen there is 
no oc present then it seems more comnon for the SC to occur 
with a L tone. 
~.g. AndiyAnga eRhini. 
c.f. AndiyAnga ~Rhini 
AkezAnga. 
c.f. Ak~zAnga. 
(I did not go to 
Grahamstown.) 
(He did not come.) 
With oc. If the oc contains a depressor consonant the 
SC occurs with a L tone and the OC can be either L or H. 
e.g. Andiyi thanga. _ . (I did not say it ... ) 
c.f. Andiyithanga •.. 
Akaz-ihlAnga. (He did not descend them.) 
c.f. Akazihlanga. 
Abazabanga. (They did not distribute 
them. ) 
c.f. Abazabanga. 
4.2.2.3 H Stems. The stem occurs with a HL sequence 
on the terminal syllable as expected in the short form of 
the perfect. An OC assimilates the tone of the SC except 
when it contains a depressor con-.;onant when it is no!"m.ally L, 
or can have an alternative for m which is H. 
Short form. e.g. Sity~ ukutya. (We ate food.) 




(They died yesterday.) 
(They basked yesterday.) 
(He refused to go .) 
e.g. Ndikuv~ kakuhle.(I heard you well.) 




c.f. slzib~ ngOko. 
(He stole them then.) 
Long form . In the long form the penult and terminal 
syllables occur with a HL tone sequence, i.e. the basic stem 









(It is dry.) 
(You sinned.) 
With oc. As in the short form an OC assimilates the tone 
of the sc. However, when an OC contains a depressor con-
sonant it can occur as L or with a variant H tone after a 









( I drew it • ) 
(He stole them.) 
(He sucked it.) 
(You refused it.) 
Negative. In the negative the suffi::~ /-anga/ has its normal 






(I did not hear.) 
(It did not burn.) 
(You did not sin.) 
(He did not refuse.) 
e.g. AkayityAnga. (He did not eat it.) 




(\ve did not refuse them.) 
(I did not build it.) 
With the passive extension. 




(You were heard by them.) 
(It was eaten by him.) 
(It was spoiLt by them.) 
(It was refused by him.) 
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It is interesting to notice that the pe!lUlt 
assimilates the tone of the SC in the short form but it 
remains H in the long formo 





(It was drawn.) 
(It was spoilt.) 
(i-le were refused.) 
With the passive extensio~. 
Once again /anga/ has a HL tone structure and all 
other t ones ar~ L. 
Negative. e.g. Akatyiwanga. 
Ayiphiwanga. 
Ayakhiwanga. 
(He was not ea ten.) 
(It was not given.) 
(It was not built.) 
Disyllabic Stems. 
In the long form these stems occur with the tonal 
sequence which they would assume when suffixed by any of 
the monosyllabic verbal e:::cte~sions . In the negative o.fc·. 
the H group, i.e. HL and FL stems, the initial and terminal 
syllables are L toned, the penult is H toned and the other 
syllables are either all high or all low toned. As they 
are normally all low they will be exemplified as such except 
for one comparative example given for each series. 
4.2.2.5 LL Stems. In the short form the penult is always 




e.g. Niphek~ kakuhle. (You (pl.) cook well.) 





(He came from Queens-
town.) 
(It leaked a great deal.) 
e.g. Siyiphik~ izoloo (We denied it yesterday.) 
Bayisil~ kakuhle. (They ground it well.) 
L~yisind~ kakhalu.(He polished it well.) 
Ndiyilol~ ng~litye.(I sharpened it with 
a stone. 
If the sc has a H tone, this is repeated on the 
initial syllable of the stem. Otherwise the initial two 
syllables are L toned~ The final two syllables are both 
L in all cases. 
e .g. 










The underlying H tone of an OC is shifted onto the 
i nitial syllable of the stem. If the SC is L toned then the 
OC as s i mila t e s this L tone in its surface structure. Hovl-
ever, if t he sc is H toned, t he oc retains its v~derlying 
H tone by assimilation in the surface s tructure. The 
fina l two syllables are L in all cases as above. 
e. g . Ndiyitsalilc. 
Bandincedile. 
SibangC\vabile ., 
(I pulled it.) 
(They helped me.) 
(We buried them.) 
Negat i ve. The SC is always H toned, and the suffix has a 






With OC (the OC is always H toned.) 
e . g . Asiyigcinanga. 
Akabayek€mga. 
Asilfuchwi thanga . 
Akayixubanga. 
(They did not talk.) 
(He did not abstain.) 
(He did not scratch.) 
(You did not arrive.) 
(They did not repeat.) 
(We did not look after 
(He did not 
alone.) 
leave them 
( vle did not pluck ito) 
(He did not mix it.) 
N. B. An i mportant feature of LL stems in the negative 
tenses, i s tha t the root syllable stays L .. 
4. 2 . 2 . 6 HL Stems. 
it.) 
In the positive short form all syllables other than 
t he t erminal one assimilate their tone from that of the sc. 
Shor t for m. e.g. Ndiqash~ kakuhl4. 
frnyU.k~ intaba. 
Bapht:un~ izolo. 
(I chose well.) 
(He ascended the hill.) 
(They went out yesterday.) 
vli t h OC. When there is au OC present the initial tone of 
the stem can be either H or L. If the initial consonant of 
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the stem is a depressor the initial stem tone is more common-
ly L. 
e.g. Ndizithez~ izolo. 
Basizond~ kakh~lu. , 
Uyizuz~ ~sibh~dlele~ 
Siziswel~ izolo. 
Cef~ Sizisw~l~ izolo. 
(I gathered it yesterday.) 
(They hated us a great deal.) 
(He obtained it from the 
hospital.) 
(We lacked them yesterday.) 
(We lacked them y~sterday.) 
Long form. In the long form the last three syllables have 
a HLL sequence as would be expected from a HL stem. The 
sc has its ext-ected H tone in the 3rd person and L tone in 
the 1st persons. 
e.g. B~hambile. (They went.) 
uselile. (You drank.) 
Sisindile. (We escaped.) 
Liq~shile. (He guessed.~~) 
With OC. An OC assimilates the tone of the SC unless it, 
the oc, contains a depressor consonant in which case it is 






(You hired him.) 
(You (pl . ) took it.) 
(They learnt it.) 
(He hit him.) 
(He hit them.) 
Negative. In the negative the stem tone can be H or L 
before the HL structure of /anga/. The negative prefix 
formative and the SC are L toned. 
e.g. Aka thembc~.nga. (He did not trust.) 
c.£. Akathembanga. 
Asizondlmga. (T.!Je did not hate.) 
Abahambanga. (They did not go.) 
Akuvasanga. (You did not wash. ) 
v!i th oc. The OC normally loses its H tone but before a 
H toned initial stem syllable it can be either H or L. It 
is exemplified as L here. 
e.g. Akayisulfmga. ('rhey did not wipe it.) 
c.f. Akayisulanga. 
Aziyiswelanga. (They did not lack it,) 
AndiyiqashAnga. 
AbayithathAnga. 
4.2. 2 .7 FL Stems. 
Short form. 
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(I did net guess it.) 
(They did not take it.) 
In the short form the initial syllable of the stem 
can be either H or L. As it is more common for it to 
assimilate the tone of the SC, this is how it will be exem-
plified here. 
e.g. 





(I sent the people.) 
(They sewed the sl1irt.) 
(They tried harQ.) 
(You grumbled a lot.) 
~~en there is an oc present, it normally ~ssimilates 
to the tone of the sc which tone is repeated on the root 
syllable of the stem. A depressor consonant in e:~..e oc 
conditions a L toned oc. 
e.g. Uyiphak~ kakuhle. 
BAyish1y~ izolo. 
Ba~thand~ kakh~lu. 
c.£. Bazithand~1 kakh~lu. 
(You served it well.) 
(They left it yesterday.) 
(They loved her very much.) 
(They loved them very much.) 
Long form. The tonal structure of the long form is identical 
to that of the short form except that the final HL sequence 












(It sera tched.) 
( It jumped. ) 
(They bought it.) 
(We slaughtered them.) 
(You trapped it.) 
(They rolled them upo) 
1 After an OC containing a depressor consonant the root 
syllable can be H or 1. It is exemplified as H here 
but c.f. Louw (1971, p.109) /uzibcnile/. 
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Negat :i_ve. In the negative the pel'\iJ.l t }J.~ s a H · :.. ·y:.~~-: J.S 
can the antepenult if it does not cor..ta in a. d epre s.~ uJ.~ con·-
s onant . However, the form with a H tonecl penul t and al l 
other t ones L is more common and is exemplified here. 
e.g . Andiqhi tsanga. 
Abaz oba.i.1gg. •. 
Akancumtmga. 
Aka t lw thAnga . 




(I did net bully.) 
(They did not draw.) 
(~2 did not smile.) 
(They did no t move.) 
( \ve did not harvest it.) 
( He did not crush it.) 
(They did not serve ~t.) 
(They did not leave her . ) 
Sta tive verbs occurring with a perfect positive 
suff i x in the negative. 
Sta t ive verbs do not exhibit aberrant t or:.a l sequences 
i n t he pos ition. In the negative, however , when there is a 
a stat ive suf f i x , i.e. one which is normally a positiYE: suff ix, 
t hen t he penult and t ermi nal syllable have a HH tone sequence 
in al l environments. This applies to all tonal clas ses. 
e. g . Ayiz~l~. 
Ayimithi. 
1 c. £ . Ayimith11~. 
Andiyithwele . 
Ayithwal iw~. 
1 c. £ . Ayithwelwe. 
Andinxaniwe. 
4. 2 . 3 . 0 Uses and Significance. 
(It is not full . ) 
(It is not pregnant .• ) 
(I am not carrying it.) 
(It was not being carried.~ 
(It is not being· carried. ) 
(I am not thirsty.) 
The perfect tense expresses an action, completed in 
t he near pas t, the results of ,;-}.~ ·:ch are s-:: ill felt ir.L the 
present, (c .f. Beuchat ). 
e . g . &mphathi fisithUmile 
isithfulywa. 
Umhl616 u~1thandile. 
Andih lolanga bafUndi 
basesik6lweni. 
(The commander has sent 
the me .s sengez- .) 
(The widower loved her , -
[ she has j'v;st C.:Lcd.·J ) 
(I did not inspect t he 
children from the school, 
- ~I will do sdl )e 
'-- . 
1 These forms are dialectal ra t her tl1an standard Xhosa. 
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For the syntactical uses of the long and short 
forms of the perfect tense see 4.1 .2 , 0 et. seqo on the 
present tense. These apply to the perfect as well as to 
the present tense. 
The perfect tense, when used with certain verbs, 
indicates that a state has been entered into and that this 
state still exists in the present. These verbs are normally 
translated into English in the present tense although they 
are in the perfect in Xhosa. They are called stati.ve verbs 
by most writers. (c.f. Louw 1963, Ziervogel 1952, Doke 1961, 
Mncube, Riordan and Davey) and inchoative verbs by others 
(c.£. Cole 1955, Beuchat). In this dissertation they 
will be referred to by the more common term, i.e. stative 
verbs~ The aberrant perfect suffixes are normally associated 
with these stative verbs and can occur in both the positive 
and negative forms, tlie;. negative forms occurring more 
commonly with the normal negative suffix nowadays, however. 
, 








(The teacher is carrying 
the book.) 
(They are remaining.) 
(You (pl.) are sitting .) 
(They are not hungry.) 
(I am not seated.) 
Stative verbs can be used non-statively in which 
case they no longer occur with the aberrant perfect 5uffixal 
morphs. 




4.3 The Remote Past Tense. 
4.3.0 Patterns. 
t •• - • 
(I occupied it a great deal.) 
(He carried ito) 
(It was pregnant.) 
(He did not carry it.) 
positive 
negative 
SC -a - (OC) - R -a 
a - sen- (OC) - R - anga 
1 These forms are common around Grahamstown. 
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4. 3.1 General Remarks on the Morpho~. 
The remote past tense occurs as a distlnctiYe tense 
in the positive only. The negative it shares with the per-
fect tense, and this will only be handled w1der •uses and 
Significance• in this section. The remote past formative 
/-a-/ is, phonetically, a long vowel and phonemically a 
double vowel, . i.e. [ aa ] This can be .seen from the fact that 
the F tone on the formative is followed by a H tone on the 
terminal syllable of a monosyllabic stem. This is not possible 
after a normal penultimate F tone which occurs on a single 
syllable. The fact that it is a double VO-Jlel is also strong-
ly i~dicated by the fac t that in Shena the remote past for-
ll".a tive is made up of /-a-ka-/. 
e.g. trdakAdya. (I ate.) 
wakAtenga. (you bought.) 
Fivaz (1969, p.56) 
There is no long and short form in the remote past. 







ImbilA y~tyA 1ngcA 
!lb6mi bay6 b6nke. 
Umrn~lwAn~ wAr.'t r.·~l·.;.rA 
nAbfmtu Aba tshA 
bes~sitr.Ateni. 
(The workers talked little 
because they didn't have 
time.) · 
(The rock-rabbit ate grass 
all o£ its life.) 
(MY neighbov.:c fought ·.:!i th 
the young people in the 
street.) 
With V-commencing radicals the remote past formative 
/-a-/ is elided and its tones and length are taken on by the 
initial vowel of the · radical. 
e.g. Nd~ytka 1ngozi kudAla. 
thAshe lOPhA kakhul~ 
kl1bfl J.~lllidala. 
Abakh1 b~kh! iz1ndlu. , 
Umqhubi w~nzakalisa 
fl bAntu A bAs 1xhe:n.xe. 
(I fea~ed ~tnger long ago.) 
(The rorse bled a great deal 
because it was old.) 
(The builders built houses.) 
(The driver injured seven 
people.) 
/ 
With latent i-cow ... 'Ylencing radicals, vrhen the sc and 
radical are juxtaposed, the remote past formative /-a-/ and 




eog. Amahashe ~ba ~mb6na. (The horses stole the maize.) 
B~za. (They came. ) 
B~nyfil<a. (They ascended;) 
s~va Um.ffuldisi. (We heard the prie.st.) 
\ 
4.3.2.0o Tonal· Structure of the Remote Past Tense • 
.;..;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;....~------;.;;;;.;;;;;....; ...... --.--...._ - -
There is a HL cluster on the remote past format'ive 
,La ..,I. The terminal tone in this tense is always H. If ~ .. 
\ 
this terminal tone is preceded by another H tone and followed 
by a juncture then these two H tones are realized by the 
morphotonemic variation FL, which, by the rule is the mani-
festation o.f most HH sequences before a juncture. The 
passive extension does net effect the tonal structure in any 
way . 
4 . 3.2.1 Monosyllabic stems. 
L and H toned stems have an identical tone sequence 






\'IO ja kakuhl~. 
(I fell.) 
(He went to town.) 
(They came. ) 
(It bled.) 
. · · -·(He cooked well.) 
vlith oc. An oc retains its H tone and this plus the final 
H tone is manifest as a FL sequence before a juncture. 
e.g. Nd~y6ja kAkuhl~. 
~yOndla. 
(I roasted it well.) 
(They reared it.) 
The stem retains its H tone and the prefix has a 
. r-. 
HL sequence on the one long syllable. Th~s HLH sequence 
must be differ entiated from FL sequences which ·occur on the 
final two syllables of many verbs in which the FL sequence 
is, in the theory being subscribed to in this dissertation, a 
' 
realization of an underlying HH sequence.. \ 
e .. g . Nd~va kakuhl~. 
Yc1tsha .. 
Y8.fA. 
(I heard well.) 
(It burnt .. ) 
(It died.) 
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B~kh~. arr!Ctnz i. 
ivc1kha :tndlu. 
( J'hey dl ·ew w e<. t e r-. ) 
(He built a house o) 
With OC. The OC! retains its H tone and this with the 





4.3.2.4 Disyllabic sterns. 
4.3.2.5 LL Stems. 
(They knew it well.) 
(I ate it during the day.) 
( . . \ He spoJ.lt 1.t , 1 
( \ve heard it c ) 
The final H tone conditioned by this tense results 
in a LH sequence on the verb st2m. An oc, if pres~nt, 
retai.tlS its H tone and has no e?.fect on the stem tone. 
e.g. Nd~~la ucango. (I oper-ed the door.) 
Y~vuza. (It :Leaked~ ) 
L~y1phosA kakhlllu. (He threw it hard.) 
w~z1qaba ng~mbola. (He smeared himself with ochre.) 
4.3.2. 6 HL stems. The tense conditions a final H tone 
res:tl ting in a final HH sequence on the stem. This sequence 
is manifest as FL before a juncture. The oc retains its h 




(You lacked food.) 
With oc e.g. N~mvasa. (I woke him.) 
S~baz6ndA kalch'Cllu. (t,;e hated them very much.) 
4o3o 2 •7 FL Stems. 
As these stems already have a final underlyj.ng H .tone 
they do not alter. 
e .g. N~fUffiba amagqabi. 
S~y1qhtna. 
w~yis~nga kakuhl~. 
4.3.3.0 Uses and Sign~~cance. 
(You (pl.) heaped up the 
J.eaves.) 
(We knotted :i_ t. ) 
( ~-!e milked it well • ) 
Although this is called the remote past tense in 
this 'IIOrk, as else'-l here, (c. f. Doke 1 961 ) it actually has 
more of an indefinite meaning and refers to any·th ing which 
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is not specifically in the near pas t (vide Louw 1963). 
There is no specific negative in this tense. 
the same negative as does the perfect. 










(The picture pleased 
George.) 
(The speakers worked hard 
although they were 
t alking.) 
(The lice bit the people 
who were in the camp.) 
4. 4 The Future· Tenses. 
4 . 4 . 0 Genera l Remarks on the Future Tenses. 
There are two forms of the future tense which are 
referred to a s the irnmed ~.ate and the indefinite futures 
r espectively. They are differentiated formally only in that 
t he auxiliary verb is different . In the im~ediate future 
t his auxiliary verb is /za/1 and in the indefinite future 
/ya/. The auxiliary verbs are followed by a verb in the 
infinit~ve. The infinitive occurs without its initial 
vowel, although the effects of this initial vowel are mani-
fest in certa in variations of the pattern in which there is 
coalescence bet".;.reen t he final vowel of the auxiliary verb and 
the latent initial vowel of the infinitive. The formative 
/ku/ is ob l i ga tory if the main verb is V-commencing and they 
a~e juxtaposed. In this case 
ku --t kw / - e, a 
k/ - 0 
4.4.1 The immediate future tense. 




(a) se - za + ku -(Oe) - R -a 
(b) 2 se - zo -(ku)-(Oe) - R - a 
(c) sc - 0 -(ku)-(OC) - R - a 
(d) se - a + ku -(Oe) - R - a 
(e) a - sen- zi 
( £) a - sen- zu 
(g) a - sen- u 
(h) 2a - sen- zo 
(i) 1a -sen_ o 
+ ku - (OC) - R - a 
+(ku)-(Oe) - R - a 
+(ku)- (Oe)- R - a 
+(ku)- (Oe) - R - a 
+(ku)- (OC) - R - a 
1 The auxiliary verb /-za/ has no latent initial /i-/ 
unlike t he verb stem /-za/. 
2. Thi s f orm i s not standard Xhosa . 
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Any of the above patterns can occur without any 
apparent difference in meaning. The formative /ku/ can 
be replaced by /wu/ before a consonant~ 
e.g. (a) Umn1n1kazi ~za (The proprietress will go 
kuhAmba ng6ku. now. ) 
Inamba iza kubulala (The python will kill the 
umv6lufuo hyena.) 
" Ihohe liza 
kubhabhela 
ezulwini. 
( ·.rhoa dove \Vill fly into 
hea·..ren :. ) 
e.g. (b) 
, 
Uzokwc!kha . (He will build.) 
e.g. (c) 
Eli gosa lizo-. (This steward wilJ. work 
kusisebenzela. for ~s.) , 
Ilulwane lizotya (The bat wili eat flies.) 
iimpukan~. , 
Ibhatyi 5.zonxi tywa 
nguJ6n. 





Aba bantu bOth~tha 
nathi. 
soxabana. 
(The jacket will be worn 
by John.) 
(The person will speak to 
others.) 
(The magj_stra te will 
punish the people.) 
(These people will tall< 
to us.) 
(We will argue. ) 
Pattern (d) normally occurs with the first two persons 
and with SCs from cls. 1, 2, 3 and 4 only. vlhen it does 
occur in third person the form cannot be differentia·i:ed from 
the form of the temporal which occurs with a HL tone sequence 







Sakuyenza, 16o n ':6. 







(We vlill bleed a great deal) 
(The army will fig-ht in the 
afternoon. ) 
(We will do it, that thing.) 
(I wil::'. not growl.) 
(He will not j_nvi te us. ) 
(The lawyer will not 
punish Jim.) 





Usaph6 alflzfl- (The family will not pray.) 
kuthAndaza. 
Ixhama aliz~kufa. (The h~rtebeest will not 
, die~) 
Umakhulfl akAzflhlala. (Grandmother will not stay.)_ 






A bantu. , 
Igusha ay(lkhaba. 
(The crow will not eat the 
money.) 
(Medicine will not kill 
people.) 
rmix6x6zt ayUvUthwa 
(The sheep will not kick.) 





(The pauper will not pay 
the rento) 
1_Amendtl ak!z6-





(Speed will not kill ~hem.) 
(Misfortune will not trouble 
us.) 
·.(They will not milk the 
goats.) 
e.g. (i) 1 Utshaba al6kulwa (The enemy will not fight 
nAni. with you.) 
1 Iimpondo az6kuhlaba (The horns will not stab 
abantu. the people.) 
1 Ub~bel~ ab6ph1lisa (Kindness will not cure 
- -tlMer1. Mary.) · . 
. · ·1 Umkh6si · aw6phfunelela. (The army ~fill not win.) 






sc - ya + ku - (OC) - R - a 
a - sen- yi + ku - (OC) - R - a 
4.4.2 .2. General Remarks on the M~lOlogy. 
The only formal difference between the remote and 
the immediate future tenses is that, in the remote future, the 
formative/-ya-/, or one of its variant morphs occurs, instead 
of 1-za...j. Only the above two patterns will be exemplified 
for this tense as the variant patterns are so similar if nqt 
identical to the patterns for the immediate future tense 
and can be referred to under that heading. 
1 • These forms are dialect of possible Ernbo origin. 
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Positive e.g. Baya k~susa. (They will remove him.) 
Is~la liya kaba.(The thief will steal.) 
Negative e.g. 
, 
ill<utya kuya (The food will be cooked.) 
kuphekwa. , 
Abantwana baya (The children will play. 
kudl~la. 
Ufud6 aluyi (The tortoise will not be 








(The flowers will not be 
spoilt.) 
(The youth will not learn . ) 
(The young girls will not 
draw water.) 
4.4.3.0 The Tonal Structure of the Future Tenses. 
As these tenses are, in fact, compounds the tonal 
structure has only to be exemplified very briefly . The 
SC and auxiliary verb carry the tones of a normal L toned 
verb in the present tense and the complement carries the 
normal tone of an infinitive without its initial vowel, 
i.e. the basic prefix has a L tone normally although this 
can be realized asH in certain instances (see below). If 
a H toned SC merges with a L toned future formative then the 
resultant vowel is long and carries a HL sequence of tone 
which is represented by the normal symbol for a falling tone 
in this dissertation. 
N.B. Both the immediate and the remote future tenses are 
exemplified in this section as their tonal structure 
is identical. 
4.4.3.1 Monosyllabic Stems. 
4.4.3. 2 L Stems. 
The tonal structure of these stems is straight-
forward in the future tenses. 
Positive e.g. Ndiya kulwa. (I will fight.) , 
(She will get m.arr i ed • ) Uya kwenda. 
With OC e.g. Bay a kuy~nza. (They will do it.) 
Luya kuyilwa. (It will fight it.) 
G7 




Akuzi kuyihla .. 
4.4.3.3. H Sterns. 
(l wil~ n0 t qay so.) 
(They will not come.) 
(We will not kiss-) 
(They will not say ~t.) 
(You will not descend it.) 
The formative /ku/ can take a H tone £rom the 
initial vowel of a latent j-commencing or vowel commencing 
stern if that initial vowel is H toned. In this case the two 
H tones, on /ku/ and on the stem are realized a$ a FL 
sequence before· a juncture. Otherwise the /ku/ can retajn 
its low tone and then th~ stem tone remains H. Ar. oc r·e-
tains its H tone. 
Positive e. g. Ndiza kutya. (I will eat.) 
BAya kdba. (They will steal ~ ) 
c.£. Bay a kuba. 
L1ya kOma. (It will become dryu) 
c.f. L1ya komA. 
Ndiza kuya:t.i (I will know it well.) 
kakuhl~. 
Negative. 
In the negative, the H tone of an initial vowel, 
latent or otherwise, normally takes precedence OYer the 
L tone of the future formative /ku/. Otherwise the tones 
are as expected. 





With OC e.g. Aniy1 kuyipha. 
1 
Akay1 kuy1va 16o ut6 
kakhtllu. 
' Abaz6l~uy<1 la. _, 
Ak(lyi kuy~z i. 
1 As6y~kha 16o ndlu. 
1. These are dialectal forms. 
(I will not eat.) 
(He will not hear well.) 
(It wil l not bvxn.) 
(t·le will not know.) 
(They \'lill not ~i:'L ) 
(You (pl.) will not give 
it.) 
(He will not h~ar it, 
that thing, well.) 
(They '~ill ::·~o t refuse it.) 
(You will not k!:!.ow· i t . ) 
( \le \Vill not build it, ) 
that house.) 
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4.4.3.4. Disyllabic stemso 
These stems will not be exemplified here as they be-
have as a L toned verb followed by an infinitive , c . £. the 
infinitive and the present tense with L toned monosyllabic 
stems. 
4.4.4.0 Uses and Significance~ 
The immediate future can have the significance 
implied by its name, i.e. it can refer to something that is 
to happen in the immediate futt~e~ 
, 
e. g. Ise111e 11za kubhAbhela 
ph~zulu ngOku. , 
UThami ~za kutshata 
n6N6ms~ nA11lhl8nje. 
Siza kuy~nza ng$ku o , 
Umth1 ~za kwaph~kao 
(The bustard will fly up 
now.) 
(Thami will marry Nomsa 
today.) 
(We will do it now.) 
(The tree will break, i . e. 
is about to break.) 
·rhe immediate future can refer to the fact that 
the subject is coming to do .something. 
e.g. 
, 
Itishala 1za kohlwaya 
Abantwana. , 
Intomb1 1za kwenda. 
, 
Igqirha a11zi kuphilisa 
A bAntu. 
The Remote Future. 
(The teacher is coming 
to punish the children.) 
(The maiden is coming to 
·marry . ) 
(The doctor is not coming 
to cure the people.) 
This tense indicates all future events which are not 
covered by the i~~ediate future tense. 




" OoMeri abay1 
kutshaya 
kunetha. 
kukhe t ha 
(The old man will smoke 
tobacco . ) 
(The rain will not fall.) 
(Mary and Co. will not 
choose.) 
It can also refer to the fact that someone is going, 
i.e. moving, to do something. 
, 
e. g . Ink6s1kazi iya kuth~nga . (The lady is going to sew.) 
Usana l~ya kus~la ubtsi. (The baby is ~oing to 




THE PARTICIPIAL HOOD 
The pa!ticipial mood can occur in any of the 
tenses in whi.ch the indicative occurs as well as being able 
to occur in the conditional potential. In many instances 
the participial is identical to its indicati.ve counterpart 
in form and it is only the environment that indicates that 
it is par.ficipial. These instances will not be exemplified 
in this dissertation. 
5.1 The Present Participial. 
-5.1 .o Patterns. 
Positive (a) scP - (OC) - · r -a 
(b) scP - si - R - a 
(c) scP - s - R- a 
Negat~ve scP - -l:r.l~'C!.- -( oc }· ·- R - i 
5 "1 . 1 General Rema£!s on the Horphology .. 
The participial sc differs from the indicative sc 
ir.. classes 1 , 2 and 6 only. I:n these cases the scP is 
/e-/, /be-/ and /e-/ respectively. 
Positive. In the positive, pattern (c) occurs when there 
is a V-commencing radical and no OC or other formative to 
separate the sc ·from the initial vowel of the radical. 
e.g. Abal:!1i bacula (The builders sing whilst 
bl!sctkha. building.) '. , ·. 
UmAkh!ll!l !Ava tikutyA (Grandmother tastes ·the food 
esoyika !AkukonakAlisa. fearing to spoil it.) 
xA ts~l~ 11s6pha. (When the frog bleeds.) 
·, 
Pattern (b) occurs with monosyllabic stems when 




bes1mba .. , 
IgwalA lis616ko 
lisiya · -~d6l~phini. 
XA ndis·im :1 , 
(The people laugh whilst· 
digging ") 
(The coward always goes. 
to town.) 
(~nen I stand up.) 
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Pattern (a) occm"s elsewhere •. 
e.g. umzali ttr .. l~ka 
e b6hl way a A bAn ti'ana. 
('I·he parent laughs y.r.::,. ilst . 
punistling tJJ.e children.) 
Ik~ti 1d1Ala ibaleka. 
umqhAgi us616ko 
flkh~la. 
(The cat plays whilst 
running ~ ) 
(The cock always crows.) 
Negative. In the negative there is only one patte:-:-n. 'rhis 
is as would be expected as the formative /-ngn-/ is alwe1ys 
between the sc and the ver~ st~m. 
e.g. xa ~nga bal~ ki ;' uya 
kubanjwa. 
XA nd1ngay6s 1 · {nyama , 
siya kusw~leka. 
xa s1ngafftndi, as1yi 
· kuph(.un~lela. 
(I£ he doe s not run he 
will be arre~ted.) 
(If I do not ro2st the 
meat we will die.) 
(If we do not learn we 
will not pass.,) 
Defore V-commencing r·adicals the vowel of the for-
mative 1 ·-nga-/ is elided. 
e.g .. xa b~~genz1 16o nt6. 
K"Ctth~n1 .. b~ngang1 '? 
K~th~n1 V~gOthi? 
(!..£: they do not do tha t: 
thing.). 
(Why do they not kis~. ?) 
( ~·lhy do you n'Jt warm 
yourself?) 
Before latent i-conunencing radicals the /a/ of the 
negative formative and the latent initial /i/ coales.ce re-
sulting in the vowel /e/ .. 
e.g. xA b~ngez1 kams1nyAne 
siza kuq~la. 
xa ~nqembi' !lya 
kugxOthw~. 
(If they do not come soon 
we will start.) 
(If he does not dig he 
will be fil''Sd.) 
5.1 a?..O Tonal Structure of the Present Partici?ial • .... --.-.~.- __ , .....,._""' ............... ~ -..,....... 
' 
The p2.ssive ext.en:Sion ha£ no effe-.: t on the t onal 
' \ ·. 
structlAre of the participial, so it will not be · · .~xemplified 
except with mon.osyllabic stems where it introduces···-3,:n ~xtra 
···, 
syllable. 
The SC can have a H or a L tor1e .. For the sake of 
simplicity only the l1 toned form will be exemplifie<.l in ~his 
section , 
·. 
The difference in tonal .structure between. t he present 
participial and the present hld.ic~tive positive is that in the 
indicative final underlying H tones are lowered~ ":he one 
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exception to this being with monosyllabic H toned stems 
where a final H can occur as a variant vide 4~1 .. 1.2. In 
the participial the final underlying H tone is retained~ 
Because of this retention of the final H tone in the positive 
and the fact that /-nga-/, the negative formative, .conditions 
a final H tone, there is often a final underlying HH sequence 
in the participial which is realized as FL in the surface 
structure before a juncture. 
5.1.2.1 Monosyllabic Stems .•• 
In the negative there is no contrast between H and L 
stems, except when there is an oc present and the negative 
form occurs b~fore a juncture. 
5.1 .2.2 L Toned stems. 
Positive. The stabilizer /-si-/ has a H tone like the OC 
with which it is mutually exclusive. The stem retains its 
L tone. The H tone of /-si-/ is due to assimilation with the 
tone of the sc. 
e.g. Kuth~ni ~s1lwa'? 
K(lth~ni b~siza? 
Kuth~n1 sis~nza? 





is he fighting?) 
are they c0ming?) 
are we making it?) 
are you roasting it?) 
Negative. The stem has a H tone in the negative. This 
is as expected as there is always a final H tone in the nega-
tive of this tense.1 \ihen an oc occurs it carries its in-
herent H tone and this and the H tone of the stem always occur 
as HH and are not manifest as FL be£ore a juncture. 
e. g . Kuth~n{ b~ngay1 (Why do they not go to town?) 
~d616phini? 
Kflth~ni tmgab1?. (\4hy do you not distribute?) 
Kflth~1 ~ngay6ndl1?(r,{hy do they not rear it?) 
~Vi tn ·t he passive extension. . . 
Positive. 'tlhen there is a passive e?Ctension present it has 
a.· L tone giving a final LL sequence, Note the deletion of 
/-si-/ with the introduction of the extra syllable of the 
passive extent ion. 
e•9"• xA irnbiwa. (If it is dug.) 
xa 1s~nziwa. (If it is made.) 
xa ihliwa. (If it is descended.) 
1 vide section on Tone in the conclusion. 
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Negative. In the negative the passive extension has a H 
tone. This final HH sequence is map.ifest as FL before a 
juncture$ 
e.g. XA 1ng at sh~ro • (If it is not said.) 
XA 1ngongtwa. (If it is not used sparingly.) 
xa 1ngoji'wa. (If it is not roasted.) 
5 .1.2.3 .. H toned Stems. 
Positive. In the positive the stem retains its H tone and 
as the oc or stabilizer also has a H tone there is a final 
HH sequence. This is realized as FL before ·a juncture. 
e. g. Xa ~s1tya. (If he eats.) 
XA z1stfa. (If they die.) 
K~th~n1 b~s1ba? (Why are they stealing?) 
Kuth~n1 s1kdva? (Why do we hear you?) 
Negative. The negative formative /-nga-/ always has a L 
tone. The stem tone is. of covxse, H. vfuen an oc is pre-
sent th~ final HH sequence occurs as FL before a juncture. 
e.g. Kuth~n1 s1ngakh1? (\lhy do vre not build?) 
Kuth~n1 ~ngoth1? (H'hy does he not warm himself?) 
Ku tb~n1 ~ngaytva? ( vJhy does he not hear it?) 
Kuth~n1 nd1ngeb1? (Why do I not steal?) 
When there is a passive extension present it makes 
no difference in the negative, but in the positive there is 
a final L tone. Th~ final HH sequence in the negative 
is realized as FL before a ju_~cture. 
Positive 
e.g. xa. is6n1wa. (If it is spoilt.) 
xa 1ph1wa. (If it is given.) 
XA 1b1wa. (If it is stolen.) 
Negative 
e.g. xa 1ngevi:wa .. (If it is not heard.) 
xa igakhtwa. (If it is not built.) .. 
5.1.2.4 Disyllabic Stems. f . 
5.1 e2•5 LL Stems. 
Positivee In the positive the initlal tone of tne stem is 
/ 
H. This points to the fact that the underlyi~ tone of the 
participial sc is H and that the initial tone .. of the stem 
takes this or the tone of the oc by tone shift or repetition. 
'i3 
'I'he tone shift ::s postulated for cases :i.n ,.:;hic1•. ·:··). 2 sc 
occu~s with a L toneo This is not exemplif:i.E-d here . 
Instances of tone repetition are exempli .Eied here.. 'J:'he 
oc always occurs with a H tone. 
e.go xa 1-vtlza. ( lf it leakso) 
xa ~phupha. (If he dt'eams.) 
xa ~yiphutiga. 1 ..- £ h~ d:r·:Lnks . \ '.J.. J. t "') 
Negat i ve. 'I'he final syllable has the expected B tom= and 
the other tones do not change f rom their base forme;, 
e .g. Y...A 1.ngazarn1. 
·xa ndingazili. 
XA ~ngay1tyhi~1. 
5.1.2 , 6 HL Stems. 
(If he does not try.) 
(If I do not abstain.) 
(If he Jocs :!.07: ·:.;:. i~. :.·c/ ~:~' it.) 
Positive. These stems do .not exhibit any aberrations in 





(Why are they a lik·2?) 
(Why are you going?) 
(If I learn it.) 
(If he beats them.) 
Negative. In the negative the final underlying HH sequence 
is realized as FL before a juncture. The HH sequence is, 
of course, due to the fact that the initial stem tone is H 
and the negat ive terminal ton~ is al·so H, conditioned by 
the L t oned formative /-nga-/. 
e.g. Kuth~n1 n1ngaseki? 




5.1.207 FL Stems. --·----·-
(~Thy do you (pl.) rL:'lt lay 
founda tiOl'lS 7) 
(If we do not escape nowo) 
(If they do not guess it.) 
( If I do not lack j. t no\V c ) 
Posit i ve. The FL (u ... Yl.derlying HH) sequence is reta:i.ned 
with these stems, 
e .. g. XA ~thllngac (If she Se\lt S .. ) 
Kutl'l-~n1 b~ts1bA (Why do they jwr.p a lot?) 
kakhtllu? 
Ktlth~n5. s 1y1. thf:r f:; la< ( \rlhy is h~.:; trapping . t ,, J. • I 
Kuth~ni ~y1. ts!1l.ntsh~ (t-Jhy is he cr ... anging it nm'l?) 
ng~ku? 
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Negative. As in the positive the stem retains its FL 
(Underlying HH) structure here. 
e.g. Kuth~n5 lingatshtxi? (Why do you not lock up?) 
XA bengaqhitsi kakh~lu. (If they do not bully a 
lot.) 
Kuth~ni ndingasith~thi? (Why do I not speak it?) 
5.1 • 3 .o Uses and Significance• 
(1) The present participial occurs as the second 
or subsequent verb in a series, the .f irs t verb be ing in the 










(The cattle eat whilst 
walking.) 
(The cockrel fights whilst 
crowing.) 
(The dreamer dreams whilst 
driving.) 
(2) The present participial occurs after the 
phrases /kuth~ni/ (why) and /yi.yo 16o nt6/ (that is why.) 
e.g. Kuth~ni lingas~li ity~fu? (~Vhy do you not drink 
poison?) 
ruth~ni ~siza ngOku nj~? (Why is he ccming now?) 
Yiyo 16o nt6 simb~tha. (That is why we are beating 
him.) 
Yiyo 16o nt6 b~w6la 
Uflllambo. 
(That is why they are 
crossing the river.) 
(3) The participial can occur after certain con-
junctions (c.fo Louw 1963 p. 216). 
(a) ekub~ni (for as much as) 
nakuba (although) 
ngang6kU.ba (as much as) 
nj~ng6kuba (just as) 




(b) xa. (if, when) 
x~nikweni (if, when) 
xeshikweni (when) 















e~g. Mhla ~hamba siya 
kuvrtya. 
(when, on the day that) 
( 'Jihen, the year that) 
(when - in the past) 





(as much as) 
(On ~h~ day he goes we will 
reJOJ.ce .. ) , 
Uzile kabA ~f~wa. (He came because he was .wanted.) , 
uW.. imi uyA 1 ima 
ng6bA ~khuth~le. (The farmer ploughs because he is diligent.) 
(4) The participial occurs after certain auxiliary 










(keep on doing) 
{do usually, be accustomed to do) 
(ought to do) 
(do now, then or already) 
(do always) 
(continuous tense forms in the 
past c.f. sections on past 
continuous and perfect tenses.) 
(become) 
, 
e.g. Uhlala ebhot6rosha.(He is always teasing.) 
BAmane b~th~thA:na. (They keep on talking to one 
another.) 
AmAXhosa afudula (The Xhosas usually like goats.) 
_,. l:!thAndA iibhokhwe D · 
(5) The present participial can occur with the 
relative suffix /-yo/ after certain conjunctions - see 3(b) 
above. (c.f. Louw op.cit.), and after /y1yo 16o nt¢1. 
e.g. Xa engalum1yo. (If he does not bite.) 
Yiyo 160 nte ancUma.yo. (That is ':Jhy he is s:nil ing.) 
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Sebenza kAngang6k6 (Work a s ha:r d cL3 y .:. t;. w::=,Dt to.) 
uf(mayoo 
NOTE. In the Ciskei, after /x.a/, /a-/ is preJ~err€d · as the 
class 1 sc. 
c.f. e.g. xa angalurn1yo. (If he does not bite.) 
The present participial need not indicate present time. 
It can occur after certain conjunctions, e . g . xa and oko with - · -
the past tense being indicated by a follm~,; ing verb. 
e.g .· Xa nd1 th~tha ( vlhen I was ti3lki ng they left. ) 
b~n: . .'.C.IU .. 
Ok6 ~hAmb .-1 s~vuy1le. (\vhen he lef '..: we were pleased.) 
Xfi befika sesi tytle. (TJilhen t he:t arrived we were: already 
eating.) 
5.2 ·rhe Perfect Partici;>iaL. 
5.2.0 Pa tterns. 
Positive 
Negat ive 
scP - R - ile 
scP - R - e 
scP - nga - R -ar.ga . 
(long form) 
(short form) 
5. 2 .1 General Remarks ~~~- Morr~ology. 
For the distribution of the variants of the suffixes 
see the section on the indicative perfect. 
# . . 
Positive. e.g. AbAntu bAtya · (People eat when they are 
xA belambtle. hungry.) . 
!dArnt. 11s616ko (The dam is always full.) 
11z~le. 
ru th~n1 1 z i!l_j! 
z1ty1le nje? (~1hy have · the dogs eater.: o) 
, 
mr6ntinti us616ko 
~y~ e~;ik6l":eni ~ 
Yiyo 16o nt6 
amf1Yj1osa elw~ 
na:nA Zulu. 
(Nontinti al~ays w0nt to 
school,) · . 
( 'rha t is why t he Xhosas 
fought ·-.vith the Zulus.) 
When the SS occurs immedi;;... tely be .t·ore a V-comjnencing 
radical, the no:rmal consonantal sc occurs except in classes .. ·1 ~ 
and 6 where E -7¢. 
Kuth~n1 arnAdoda 
oy:i.k~ ~bus-6ktl nj~? 
Xa ~nz ~ 16o nt6. 
xa w6y1k~ 1njA. 
( ~'lhy were the men frightened 
in the night?) 
(If he did that thing.) 
(If. you f eared a dog.) 
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Negative. e.g. Yiyo 16o nt6 Amas~l~ (That is why t he frogs 










Tonal Structure of the 
(Although the girls did 
not cook the food, we 
ate it well.) 
(Why were the families 
not cured before they 
returned?) 
Perfect Participial. 
In the perfect participial a final sequence of HH 
is always realized as FL before a juncture~ As the passive 
extension causes no change(s) - with monosyllab~c stems it has 
the s.ame tonal structure ~s an active long form, ~ it will not 
be exemplified here. The perfect participial differs from 
the indicative in the long form 'IJ.·hen the suffix has an 
underlying HH sequence in the participial. 
5.2.2.2 
Monosyllabic Stems. 
L toned Stems. 
Positive. In the short form the structure is as expected 
i.e. H toned SC, and OC if present, and a HL cluster on the 
suffix. 
eog. xa ndilw~ kakhtllu. 
K~th~n1 bang~ kakh~lu? 
Yiyo 16o nt6 siz~ ngOko. 
xa nd1y1tsh0 kakuhl~ .. 
(If I fought a lot.) 
(Why did they kiss a lot?) 
(That is why we came then.) 
(If I said it well.) 
c.£. indicative. Balw~ kakh~lu. (They fought a lot.) 
In the long form, the tones on the suffix are HH 
(FL before a juncture), otherwise they are the same as for 
.:the shor t form. This final underlying HH sequence is a 
mark of the long form of the perfect participial. 




~.f. indicative. Uzile. 
(If he came.) 
(If we fell.) 
(Why did they make it?) 
(He came~) 
N~gative. The negative formative /-nga-/ has a L tone 
and the tones on the suffix /-anga/ are HL. Otherwise the 
tones are the same as those for the positive. The HL 
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sequence on the past negative suffix is a feature of this 
suffix. It always occurs with this suffix . 
e.g. Kflth~ni ~ngal.wAnga? (Why did he not fight?) 
Kuth~n1 b~ngangAnga? (Why did they not kiss?) 
Kuth~n1 tmgay1h1Anga? (Why did you not descend 
c.f. indicative. AkalwAnga. (He did not fight . ) 
H toned stems. 
it?) 
these stems exhibit identical tonal patterns to the 
L stems. 
Positive. Short form: 
e.g. XS ~ty~ kakhtll,l. 
xA b~yAl.~ ng~ko .. 
XA s1w~kh~. 
, 
(If they ate a lot.) 
(If they refused it then . ) 
( If we drew it~ ) 
c.f. indicative. Uty~ kakhtllu. (He ate a lot .. ) 
Long form: 
e.g. xA k{~s~lc 
xA 1ftle. 
xA ~y6ntle. 
c.f. indicative. KusilG 
Negative. 
e.g. Kuth~n1 ~ngcbAnga? 
(When it got light . ) 
(When it died.) 
(When he spoilt it.) 
(It got light.) 
(Why did he not steal?) 
Kuth~n1 trngay1vAnga? (Why did you not hear it?) 
Kflth~n1 b~ngayAkhAnga? (Why did they not build it . ) 
c.f. indicative. AkebAngao 
5.2.~.4 Disyllabic Stems. 
Positive. Short form. 
(He did not steal.) 
.. There are no tonal aberrations here . The tonal 
.structure is like that of the indicative with the exception 
of the SCs, which needn't be identical. 
e.g. xa nd1lim~ kAkuhl~. (If .I cultivated wello) 
XA ~l!lval~ izolo. (If he closed it yesterday e.) 
XA 1vuz~ kakh~lu. (If it leaked a great deal.) 
c.f. indicative. Ndilirn~ kAkuhl~. (If I cultivated well . ) 
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Long form~ 
The .final two tones are HH w·h ich ;:t::.. ... e :;.' =·~c.l ·_ ::· ed a s 
FL befor e a ,junctPre. The initial syllabl~ of t he stem 
ret~.ins its basic L tone. In the indicative i·c assimilates 
the tone of the sc. 
e.g. (I£ you are fat.) 
( If he agreed " ) 
XA u.tyeb:tle. 
XA ~vumtle. 
XA si;risil1le kAkuble , (If we g~ound it well . ) 
c.f. i ndicative. " . . UtyebJ.le. (He is fat.) 
Negative: 
The neg-ative £'orr.~ative has a L tone and th~ .final 
two t ones have a HL sequence as would be expected . 
e.g. Ktl th~n.1 tmga yi.phikanga? ( ~Vhy did you not deny it?) 
Kilth~ni ~ngay1tyhalang.~ ? (Why did he not push it~) 
Xa b~ngaphuphanga o (if they do not dream. ) 
c. f. . indicative.. Akuphik!tnga. (You did not deny it.) 
5~ 2.2.6 HL Stems. 
Positive Short form. 
The tones are as would be expected , i .e. stem t one 
of H followed by a HL cluster. In the indicative the initial 
stern tone is assimilated from that of the sc as is that of 
the OC o Other•, tise the indicative and the participial are th~ 
same. 
e.g. xa ~y1z(lz.~ Apha. 
X! siq~sh~ kAkuhl~. 
K~th~n1 ~sal~ izolo? 
(If he obtained it heree) 
(If we sr.1esseci well. ) 
(v!hy did he remain yesterday?) 
c.f. indicative Uyizuz~ Apha. (You obtained it here , ) 
Long form. 
Once again the tones are as expect ed, i.e. initial H 
stem tone follo\:.red by a HH (FL) sequence. T!'le fina l two 
tones 'Jf the i1:dica tive arP. LL. 
e. g . 1 Ktlth~ni siyisv.r~lfle? 
Kuth~ni ~1hkfle? 
1 K~th~n1 ~y1s6ltle? 
( vfuy did we lack it?) 
c ~~Jhy did he leave'?) 
(Why did you v.ripe it?) 
c.f G indicative. 
1 
Uyiswelile, (He lacked it.) 













P1 the negative the final tone is L and the .stem 
tones Cai1 be ei thP.I' HH or LH. A H toned OC normally 
occassions a HH stem pattern, otherwise it is more commonly ,. 
LH. However eith~t' pattern can occur in any position. In 
this dissertation HH will be exemplified after an oc and LH 
elsewhere. The .tonal sequence of the indicative is very . 
similar. 
e.g. XA nd1ngaphurnAnga. (If I had not gone out.) 
XA ~ngahambAnga, (If they had not. gone.) 
1xa 1ngay1dlfl1Anga. (If he had not passed it.) 
XA singay1f~zArga. (If we had not finished it.) 
c.f. indicative AndiphumAnga. (I did not go out.) 
5.2.2.7 FL Stems. · 
These stems exhibit an ident:i .. cal pattern to that of 
the HL sterns in both the positive and the negative. 
Positive. Short form. 
,. 
/ 
e.g. xa ~th!lng~ kAkuhl~~ 
Xa und1thuk~ kakhlllu. 
XA nd1y1th~ng~ 1zolo. 
(If she sewed well.) 
(If you swore at me a lot.) 
(If I did not buy it 
yesterday~) 
The·· indicative:. has the same tonal structure. , 






(Why did you jump?) 
(Why did he drown?) 
(If they walked about.) 
The indicative differs from this in that ::i..t has ·a . 
final 1 toneo 
, 
c .£ . Utsib1le. (He jumped .. ) 
Negative. 
~.g. XA ~ngayitsh1ntshAnga ... 
XA b~ngamqhitsanga . 
Kuth~n1 U.ngathethAnga? 
( If he did not chang·e it ;o ) 
( If they did not b·~.llly him~~..) 
(Why did you not S?eak?) 
1 Although the depressor consonant often conditions an initial 
L stern tone here, this form with ... a H tone i s· pe::::'..fectly 
regular. 
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The indicative has a very similar tonal structure . 
c~f. Akay1tshintshanga. (He did not change it.) 
5.2.3o0 ~ses and Significan~ 
For the uses and significance see the indicative 
perfect and the present paticipialo 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE COMPOUND TENSES 
These can occur in the indicative or the participial 
but as the difference is only in the SC and in certain cases 
the negative formative and these have already been handled, 
the participial will not be exemplified here. 
6.1 ·rhe Near Past Continuous Tense. 
6.1 • 0 Patterns. 
Positive (a) sc - be + scP - (OC) -· R -a 
(b) sc - b - scP - (OC) - R -a 
(c) be - scP - (OC) ~ R-a 
Negative (a) sc -be + scP - nga - (OC) - R - i 
(b) sc - b scP - nga - (OC) - R - i 
(c) be - scP - nga - (OC) -R - i 
6.1 .1 General Remarks on the Morphology. 
The formative for this tense is an a1L~iliary verb 
/-bEV'which conditions a following verb complement in the 
present participial. For the distribution of the various 
patterns which occur in the participial see the section on 
the participial. The (a), (b) and (c) patterns occur in the 
same environments in both the positive and the negative. 
Positiv-=. The contracted (c) pattern occurs with SCs of 
the strong noun classes, i.e. SCs with a CV structure. 
e.g. Bendidlala kakuhle. , 
Isi£6 esibi bes1bulala 
abantu b6nke. , 
utywala bebunxilisa 
!AJ6ji. 
(I was playing well.) 
(The bad diseuse was 
killing all the people.) 
(The beer was making George 
drunk.) 
The contracted pattern, (b) occurs with SCs of the 
weak noun classes, i.e. SCs consisting of a vowel only. 
When the SC is of class 1 or 6 there is commonly an 
assimilation between the sc and the sc~ i.e. u/a -';; e/ - be 
or sc ~ scP 1 - b scP in cl. 1 or 6. 
This is as an alternative to the normal pattern. 
e.g. Inja ibikh6nko.tlala 
ubusuku b6nke. , 
U~lenze ubus6pha 
kakhtnu. 
(The dog was barking the 
whole night.) 











ab2mtu abaninz i 
kul6o nyttka.. 
or ;\marhamba cbeluma 
abantu abaninz i 
kul6o nyaka . 
(The small child wa s 
talking a lot.) 
(Puffadders vere biting 
many people that year.) 
The uncontracted patter n, (a) can occur with the 
subject be longjng to any class or person. 
very often. 
It does not occur 
e . g . 
, 
Amahobe ab~ eculu. 
emithini phambi 
k6kuba u.dClthulwc. , 
OoNxclc bab~ bes6 ~d1a 
indlu ;ca ab.J.nye 
bebu.n ji\1re . 
(The dove s were singing 
in t he trees before they 
were shot.) 
(Nxele and Co . '.'!CJ:'e build-
ing u. house when the 
others were arrested.) 
Negative. For the distribution of the patterns (a), (b) 
and (c) see a~ove under the positive. In this section the 
(a), (b) and (c) patterns wi ll be exemplif ied together. 
e. g . 
6.1. 2 . 0 
, 
Isikll6hlako. li sib~ 
singa thO.ki sib~ 
sisitya ab6.ntu . 
, 





(The wicked person was 
not swcc::tring, he wa s 
ea ting people.) 
(The beautiful wom:.m '!r<:lS 
not t a lking much.) 
(The ga tes we~e not being 
openeu by the youths.) 
The Ton&l Structure of the i~car Pc::t st Continuous 
TGnsc. - ~----.. 
The t ense forma tive (.::ruxiliary verb ) /-be/ hQs a 
IIL tone sequence when it occ1..1.rs before a juncture in the un·-
contra ct ~ f orm. The part icipi2l comp l ement h2s its 
c:.;:pGct c:d ton<A l structure . 
e.g . Nc.l. ib~ ndi s ihla . 
~b~ b6v6.la ~cnngo. 
Zib~ zingidl~li. 
(I w<1s -J.escending .) 
(They were closing the door .) 
(They were not p~s sing.) 
Contrac ted f orms. In the contracted f orms, when the 
t:lUXilit. ry verb occurs i mmediu. t c ly be .fore .::m SC it cun have 
o. II or u. L tone but it normally assimil2. tes to the tone of 
• 
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the sc. The SC is that which occurs in the par t i cipial 
so can have either a H or a L 
The complement has its normal 
e. g . Bendisikh~ ~~nzio 
Beniyithatha . 
B~b~thfing~ 1ihempe. 
tone although H is more common. 
participial ton.al structure . 
(I was drawing water.) 
(You (pl.) were taking it.) 
(They were sewing shirts .) 
6.1.3.0 Uses and ~ignificance. 
The near past continuous tense indicates an action 
which was incomplete and still taking -place at some point of 
t ime in the past., The time limit is roughly parallel to 
that of the pe~fect tense. 
e.g. Bendidl~lA kalcuhl~. , 
limp~ng~le bez1~1tya 
illnb6na w6hl.imi 
1zolo. , . 
Amadoda ~b~ngatshayl .. 
cuba . , 
Ama·zw1 ab~ngaqondwa 
ng~baffuldi. 
(I was playing well.) 
(The guinea fowl ,;,ere 
eating the farmer~ 
mealies yesterday~) 
(The men were not smoking 
tobacco.) 
(The words were not beinu 
understood by the students.) 
\·lhen occurring with stative verbs the near past 
continuous t ense indicates a process which was taking place 
past .. at some point of time in the 
e .g. usaph6 belulamba. , 
I dama b~liz!la. 
(The family was getting hungry.) 
(The dam was filling~) , 
Ab~ntwana b~b6ngal~l:i,.(The children were not going 
to sleep.) 
# 
UJim eb~ngabhttyi. (Jim was not becoming thin.) 
6.2 The Near Past Periect Tense. 
G.2.0 Patterns. - -----
Positive. (a) sc - be + scP - (OC) - R - ile. 
(b) sc - b scP - (OC) - R - ile. 
(c) be - scP ·- (OC) - R ~ ile. 
Negative (a) sc - be + scP - nga - (OC) - R - anga.-> 
(b) sc - b - scP - nga - (OC) - R - c..nga. 
(c) be -· scP - nga - (OC) - R - anga . 
6.2 . 1 
For the distribution of the patterns (a), (b) and 
(C') see the sect ion on the near past continuous tense. 
For the distribution of the 'Tariants of the perfect 
suffixes see the section on the perfect t2nse. 
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For t he di stri~ution of t he vu.riants of t he perfect 
suffixes see t he s ection on t he per f e ct t ens e . 
Positive e . rr . ~bath~thi bab~ 
b6t h6thfl e . 
I qaqa beliny0Jc~ 
i n t uba . 
Ulusu bc luphe kwd 
ngv.f,1pheki. 
Ubusik2. 
bcb{lf ikfle . 
Nega t ive e . g . Iimpah];' z6.m 
(The spc~ kers had spoken . ) 
(The pole ca t had gon~ up 
t he mounta in . ) 
(The tripe ha d been cooke d 
by the cook.) 
(The winter had a~rived .) 
z ib~ z ingangcol- (Hy clothes ha d not been 
6. 2 . 2 . 0 
~nga . di r ty.) 
I liwtt be linga -
khw6 lwanga . 




(The men h:-.d not worke d .) 
Un1lcnzc ubungenza - (Thc; l es 
lcu. liswEmgu. . hurt . ) 
h:J. d l'lOt been 
The Tona l Structur e of the Ncar Past Per fe c t Tens e . 
The t one1 l structure of t he i nitia l SC ul'ld the t ense 
f orr.12.. ti ve auxiliu.r y verb /be/ 7 i s dc s cribcd in t he section 
on the neu.r pu. st cont inuous t ense . The tona l structure 
of t he part icip i~ l complemen t to t h i s auxiliary verb is· 
di s cussed in the s ect i on on t he perfect p2r ticipia l. Ther e-
for e t he tonc.. l structure will no t be di scus sed he r e . 
6 .2 . 3 . 0 
The nea~ past perfec t t ens e i ndica t e s u.n action 
complet~d i n t he ncar pa st or i n the ca se of st~tivc verbs 
u. sta t e which ~1 1.s be en ent cr...:d into a t some time in t he neu. r 
p""'.s+: . The ne :. r past tense i s r oughly cquivu. l cnt to the 
t i mc indicu. ted by the perfect tense . 
, 
e . g . Umbh6li 6b6fu mt.m~ 
i ndlu . 
umdl~ l6 ubudl al twc: . 
1 ' Am6va 6b6b~hlabflc 
abe l"Cls i . 
A~~se lc 6b6ngatsib-
u.ngu. . 
(The wri t cr hu. d f ound u. 
house .) 
(The gu.me ha d been plu.ycd . ) 
(The thor ns hcrl pr icked 
the herdboys • ) 
(The frogs ho..·d not jumpGd.) 
1 • Because of the oc in this f orm thc:r c is 2 juncture u. ft er 
i t . Hence the FL S 'quc~ce , not HH, fina lly . 
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6.3.. The Remote Past Contimwus Tense~ --6.3GO Pi::t t ·ternsi 
Positive (a) sr; -a - ye/be -1- scP - (oc) - R-a 
(b) sc -a - scP - (OC) - R -a .. 
Negative (a) sc - a - ye/be + scP - nga - (oc) -- R - i 
(b) sc -a - scP - nga - (oc) .. R - i 
6. 3.1 • General Remarks on t__l!.e Mo;pholo9Y-~. 
The auxiliary ve::t'"' b /-ye/, which is the .formative 
for .this tense, conditions a following verb complement in the 
present partic~pial. The uncontracted forms of the patterns 
i.e. those mar :ked (a), can occur in norrnal speech, but are 
unusual in any form of speech other than a highly stylized 
one. The (b) patterns are th~ ones which occur co~~only~ 
For the distribution of the patterns which occur in the 
present participial and th~ tonal structut'e thereof, see the 
section ~n the present participial. 
NOTE: The a~xiliary verb /ye/ can be replaced by the 
auxiliary verb /be/ in the secondary, remote past tenses. 
(vi?e Louw 1963a,p.151 .) However as this is merely a 
substitution causing no changes, it will not be exemplified 
in this work. 
/ Pattern (a) 
.... ~ ....... 











(The ministers were praying on 
Christmas day.) 
(The cock was crowing at dawn.) 
I 
(The Clever person was not 
teaching the children.) 
(Thirst: was not killing ti.J.e 
' ca _1: tle.,) 
(b) Patterns. 
r 
In these patterns in the weak noun classes a semi-
,-
vowel precedes the second sc t9 a-ct as a barrier between the 
remote past formative vowel and tlle vowel of a wee.k nomt 
class sc. In classes 1 and 6 the semivowel of the auxiliary 
I l 
.• : 
The am:~il·iary. v~~b /-·ye/ or its variant(/-be/ 
cc:.:n a!.so occur ilr::_th a L tone c.f. Lo,;.w 1968 




Gener al Remarks on t he MOI ·E~.~-SI~~·: o 
As all parts of this tense have been handled in 
other parts of th~s dissert ation the part cont aining the 
auxi liary verb in the remote past continuous tense, and 
the perfect participial complement is handled in the sec~ 
tion on tile perfect participj.al this section will be 
























(The baboon had been shot.) 
(The hare had been chased by 
the man.) 
(Pain had troubled him~) 
(Tha horse had kicked the 
walls.) 
(The builders had not built 
the house.) 
(The " ""'r T)C\''"'ct-\n 1!'_.-:-:_c't -~ _n-:- -~-~c·_· -" ..11 .i-'•'' .J .:· '-· . · ' '-'• • - - ~ 
..... ,., ,, en·· 1-= ) \... .\.:...._. -"' ~ -;.~.J:- \,;:., 0 
(The bridegrooms h <J. d not 
danced . ) 
6.4. 2 .0 Tonal Structure of the Remote Past Perfect Tense . 
The main point•warth r.oting here i s the occurrence of 
HL tone sequence on t he vowel of the auX!i1iaP,y '-.verb /-ye-/ . 
This would indicate a perfect form rather than a remote 
past one. Another tone sequence can occur on this auxiliary 
v~rb i n which the SC is H and t he auxiliary verb L toned 
(Luuw>personal communication)o For the tonal structure of 
· the p~rfect participia l complement see 5.2 . 2.0. 
/ 
/ 
6 .• -4. 3. O Uses and S};S'nif.i~~. 
The remote past perfect indicates an action which 
had, cr had not, taken place at some time in the remote past . 
With stative radicals it indicates an existing state or an 
ac tion tha t had not yet been completed a t some time i n t he 
remote past. 
e . g . Ab~lusi b~b~cu­
ltle. 





(English had been spokeno) 
AbAntwana bAb~lambtle.(The children were hungry.) , 
Ihlwempu 1Al1ngase- (The poor man had not worked.) 
benzAnga. 





s c - be + S cP- J z a L + ku - ( oc) - R - a • LYaJ 
sc - be + scP- [z~{ + ku - (OC) - R 
Y1.,~ 
General Remarks on the Morphology. 
- a. 
This tense consists of three components all three of 
which ~re described elsewhere in this dissertation and there-
fore they will not be described again here. The three 
components are: 
·rhe near or remote past continuous tense with the 
auxiliary verbs /za/ and /ya/ acting as L toned verbs 
stems. 
The future tense participial which incorporates 
the third component which is the infinitive. 
The full pattern as given above occurs very seldom. 



















(I '.vas going to look.) 
(The servants were going 
to work well.) 
(Love 3as going to kill 
him. 
(He vras not going to talk 
to them.) 
(The drivers were not going 
to drive.) 
(The man was not goin~ to 
drown in the water.) 
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6.5.2.0 Tonal Structure of the Near Past Future Tense. 
As this is handled in 3.2.2.1 ·and 3o4.3.0 it lJiill 
not be handled her~. 
Uses and Significance. 
This tense indicates an action that would or would 
not have taken place under certain circumstances. It is 
"indicative of unfulfilled or unaccomplished intention". 











(Fruit would have helped the 
people.) 
(Anger was going to trouble 
him.) 
(Winter was not going to 
help the flowers.) 
6 • 6 • ·rhe Future Continuous Tense. 
6.6.0 Patterns. 
Positive sc - £~:~ + ku- be/ba + pres. part~cipial, · 
subjunctive or 
indicative. 
Negative a - SCn - (:yz1.1.: ~ + ku - be/ba + pres. participial, 
L~ ) subjunctive or 
indicative • 
. 6. 6.1 General Remarks on the Mor;ehology. 
The first part of this tense is a future based on 
the ·auxiliary verb /ba/ and this is followed by a complement 
which can be in the present participial, subjunctive or 
indicative. The present participial occurs most commonly. 
The auxiliary verb /ba/ occurs more commonly as /be/ in this 
area but these are in free variation. This auxiliary verb 
can occur with ei theJ.." a H or a L tone, thes.e7tones. .. also 
being in free variation. For the sake of simplicity the 
variant /be/ with a L tone will be exemplified in this work. 
As the infinitive, present participial, present 
subjunctive and present indicative are described elsewhere 
in this dissertation, they will not be described here. 
Positive 




Ihlfingulu 11ya (The crow will be flying.) 
kube liphaphAzela. , 
Abal:im i bAza kube 
be~6ndana. , 
AbAlimi baza kube 
baz6ndan~o 
, 
(The farmers wi ll be 
hating each other.) 
(The farmers will be hating 
each other, Non specific " 
ti:.~e . ) 
c.f. indi- AbAlimi bAza kube (The farmers will be hating 
each, other. (Sp0c±fic time . ) cative. bAyAz6ndana. 
Negative 
. e.g • 
c.f. sub-
junctive. 
AbAy1 kube bes1tya (They will not be eating 
nani. with you.) 
Akay1 kube ~th~nga (They will not be buying 
ukutyA. food.) 
Udad~wethfl akazi (My sister will not be 
kube ~s~nzela 1ti. making tea for us .) . , 
Udad~wethfl akazi (MY sister will not be 
kube Asenzel~ 1ti. 1r.aking tea ·for us. (Non 




kube 6s~nzela 1t1. 
(My sister will not be 
making tea for us. 
I' • f . . . \ JpecJ.. lC ·clme·. , 
NOTE: The slight difference in meaning between the forms 
with the different complements is given in the 
translations. 
6.6.2.0 Tonal Structure of the Future Continuous Tense. 
The tonal structure of the various elements are 
discussed in 4.4.3.2, 5.1 .2.0, et. seq., 7c1.2.0 et. seq., 
and 4.1 .2.0 et. seq. Therefore they will not be discussed 
here. 
6.6.3.0 Uses and Significance. -
The future continuous indicates an action which will 
or, in the negative, will not be taking place at some time 
in the future. 
e.g. Udaba l~za kube (The news will be desirable.) 
lufuneka. , 
1Jya kube eqhflbela (He will be driving the cattle 
1inkom6 ebUhlAnti. into the cattle kraal.) 
Akuyi kube uqhuba (You will not be driving the 
1mot6. car.) 
Imiqhaqi ay1y·i (The cocks will not be 




Future Perfect Tense. 
Patterns. 
sc - [~~)+ ku - be/ba + perfect participial, indicative or past 
subjunctive. 
a - sen - )y:zf2 + ku - be/ba + perfect participial, 
[ j indicative or past 
subjunctive. 
General Remarks on the Morphology. 
This tense differs from the future continuous in that 
it has a perfect or past complement instead of one in the 
present tense. These complements are handled fully under 
the relevant sections so will not be described here. 
Positive 
e.g. Ndiza kuba 1nd1larnbfle. (I will be hungry.) , 
umth~ng1 ~ya kube 
etheng~ 1zint6. 
(The buyer will have 
bought the things.) , 
In~n~ iya kube 1xeltwe. (The truth will have been 
told.) 
, 
c.f. sub- In~n~ 
junctive. 
iya kube yAxelwa. 
c.f. indi-In~ne 1ya kube 1x~li\l!e. 
cative. 
Negative , 
e.g. U~illenz e avruz 1 kuba 
1ubhitytle. 
I~ ay1y1 kube 
itytwe. , 
UmhlAbA a\~y1 kube 
funbtwe. , 
c.f. sub- UmhlAbA a~y1 kube 
junctive. wAmbiwa. 




(The le~ will not be 
thin.) 
(The fowl will not have 
been eaten.) 




1 Stative verb ; see s ec t ion on the indicative 
perf ect . 
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6.7e2.0 Tonal Struct~~e of the Future Perfect Tenseo 
For the tonal stru~tures to be found in the 
vide 3.4.3e2., 4.2.2.0, et~ seq., 6.2.2.0 eto seq. and 
3.2.2.0 et. seq. 
Uses and s,ignificance. 
"The future perfect indicates that an action will, 
or will not, have taken place, or will have been completed, 
or not, at some point in future time .. " (Beuchat, p.77). 
When stative verbs occur in this tense they indicate that 
a state will, C"r will not be entered into at the time in 
question. 
e.g. Ndiza kuba nd1lambtle. (I will be hungry fstativ~) 
# 
AMkhi b[iza. kuba 
bethethile. 
AkAzi kuba ~mqha th:t l e . 
InqAwa ayizi kube . . ... J.setyenzJ.sJ.we. 
(The builders will have 
spoken.) 
(He •uill not have cheated 
him.) 
(The pipe will not have been 
used.) 
For the difference in meaning between the forms taking a 




THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 
The subjunctive has three tenses: a present, 
a past and a future which is sub-divided into two. 
7.1 The Present Subjunctive. 
7.1 .o Patterns. 
Positive sea - (oc) - R - e 
Negative sea - nga - (OC) - R - i. 
7.1 .1. Genera~ Remarks on the Morphology. 
The sea indicates that the sc of cl.1 is / a-/ 
and not /u-/ otherwise the SCs are the same segmentally, 
as the SC of the indicative mood present tense. 
Positive 
e.g. Yizani nimq~she. (Come ye and hire h:i.rn.) 
Negative 
NdifUnda ndifUndtse.(I learn and I teach.) 
Yiza ubhatale imal1 (come and pay your money.) 
yakho. 
Siya kwabaw6 sisel~ (We go to father's place and 
~btsi. drink milk.) 




MAsingabizi ·· · ... 
bantwana. 
• 0 .. .. 
(Beware lest you do not arrive.) 
(You (pl.) ought not to go.) 
(Let us not call the children.) 
The sc is elided in classes 1 and 6 before V-
cc.nmencing radicals. In the other classes the normal 
consonantal sc occurs c~.£. indicative present tense). 
In the negative the formative /-nga-/ loses its vowel 
before a V-cornmencing radical. Latent i-cornmencing radicals 
have the usual effect on immediately preceding forrr~tives 
ending in /-a-/ when a + i > e. 
e.g. Hleze akhe. (Lest he build.) 
Hleze w6ne. (Lest you sj_n.) 
Hl~ze eve. (Lest he hear.·) 
Hleze behle. (Lest they descend.) 
Hleze angenz1 nt6. (Lest they do not do anything.) 
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7.1 .2.0 The Tonal Structure of the ~ent Subjlrrtcti~ . 
The sc can always have a high tone but often 
exhibits polarity with the following tone . The passive 
extension makes no difference to the tonal strucutre . 
7.1 • 2.1 Monosyllabic S t~. 
Monosyllabic L and H toned stems are often identical 
in the present subjunctive. However, in the negative, 
when there is an extra syllable, iee. when there is an OC 
or a passive extension present, L toned stems usually keep a 
HH sequence before a juncture whereas the H toned stems mani-
fest a FL sequence in this environment . 
7 • 1 • 2 • 2 • L stems • 
In the positive the stem retains its basic L t one . 
In the negative the formative /-nga-/ has a L tone and the 
terminal syllable has a H tone which is conditioned by the 
L toned formative /nga/. 
Positive 
e.g. Hleze ambe. (Lest he dig.) 
Hleze b~lwe. (Lest they fight.) 
Hleze size. (Lest we come . ) 
Hleze nd1hle . (Lest I descend . ) 
Negative 
e.g. Hleze angophi. (Lest he does not bleed. ) 
Hleze singawi. (Lest we do not fall.) 
Hleze angatsh6. (Lest they do not say so . ) 
With an oc 
Positive. The H tone of the OC shifts forward to the final 
syl:J..al)le in the positive. 
e.g. Hleze bayombe. (Lest they dig it . ) 
Hleze flyenze. (Lest you make it .) 
Hleze siyonge. (Lest you use it sparingly. ) 
Hleze ~yi thi.'. (Lest he say it .• . ) 
As the present subjunctive negative has an identical 
tonal str·ucture to the present participial negative only one 
comparative example from each. will be given for each tone 








7.1.2.3 H Toned Stems. 
(Don•t say it so.) 
(If you do not say it so~) 
In the positive the terminal H tone ~s reduced to 















(Lest he hear.) 
(Lest it become dry_.) 
(Lest I refuse.) · 
(Lest it get light . ) 
(Do not steal.) 
(If you do not steal.) 
When there is an OC present its H tone shifts forward 
onto the final syllable as is usual in the present subjunctive 













xA 6ngaz1b1 ngOku. 
7.1 .2o4• pisyllabic Stems. 
(Lest I hear it.) 
(Lest we build it . ) 
(~est he eat it.) 
(Lest he suck it.) 
(You may not steal them 
now.) 
(If you do not steal them 
now.) 
With these stems there is tone shift. The H tone 
of an SC shifts forward onto the initial syllable of the 
stem with LL stems. Otherwise the initial H tone of the 
stem shifts onto the final syllable, the initial stem 
syllable losing its H tone with HL and FL stemse 
7.1.2.5. LL Stems. 
In the positive these stems assimilate a H tone from 
the sc, which can then lose its H tone, i.e. it can be 
accounted for by tone shift in this case, although the SC 
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more usually retains its H tone in this area, i~e. there is 
tonal repetition. 
Positive 













(Lest he plough.) 
(Lest we beg.) 
(Lest you get fat.) 
(Lest they agree.) 
(Do not throw. ) 
(If you do not throw . ) 
~~en there is an OC present in the positive, 
the initial H tone which the stem has assimilated from the 











Hl~ze siyiphunge . 
Hl~ze ndisiphuph~ . 
Hleze flngayizami. 
xa fulgayizami. 
7.1 .2. 6 HL Stems. 
(Lest you throw it . ) 
(Lest he repeat it~) 
(Lest we drink it .) 
(Lest I dream it.) 
(Lest you do not try it . ) 
(If you do not try it.) 
In the positive the H tone of the stem shifts forward 














(Lest he guess . ) 
(Lest I r emain . ) 
(Lest it become full . ) 
(Lest they go out.) 
(Lest he does not awaken.) 
(If he does not awaken.) 
Positive. The basic H tone on the penult shifts forward 
onto the final syllable. The penult then receives a H tone 
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from the oc by tone shift. This fir..al frH sequence is 













7.1.2.7 FL Stems. 
(Lest he complete it.) 
(Lest we collect it~) 
(Lest they drink it now.) 
(Lest you get it.) 
(D~n't engage them:) 
(If you do not engage them.) 
Positive. In the positive the underlying H tone on the 
initial syllable of the stem shifts forvrard onto the 
terminal syllable where it coalesces with the underlying 
H tone already on that syllable. 





e.g. : Hl~ze tmgaqhttsi. 
c.f. par- xa ftngaqhttsi. 
ticipial 
With an oc 
(Lest she sew.) 
(Lest they jump.) 
(Lest we drown.) 
(Lest they trap.) 
(Lest you do not bully~) 
(If you do not bully.) 
The OC which occurs with FL stems gives a pattern 
identical to that which occurs with HL stems in both the 
positive and the negative, i.e. in the positive its tone 













(Lest we leave him behind. ) 
(Lest they send me.) 
(Lest they try it.} 
(JJest they invite us.) 
(Don•t serve itJ) 
(If you don't serve it.) 
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7.1 .3.0 Uses and Significance. 
The present subjunctive indicates a sequential 
action in which .. - c~e Jt occurs as the second or subse-
quen~ verb in a series, after a verb in the present or 
future indicative. 
e.g. Ndiya ~d616phini, (I go to town and buy things.) 
nd1theng~ 1zint6. 








(We 1_•lill wake up, wash and 
eat food.) 
(He will drive the cattle 
to the cattle kraal and 
milk them.) 
Tne present subjunctive occurs as the second or 
subsequent verb in a series of conunands, the first verb 
being in the imperative. 








(Come and cook the food.) 
(Buy beer and drink it.) 
(Drive the car and don't talk.) 
(Feed the children and don't 
sleep.) 
The present subjunstive -· occurs after certain 














(do or happen again) 
(do until or finally) 
(do soon, just do) 




(and, and then, happen) 
(and, when, usually) 
(and then) 











(He soon helps hero) 
(They nearly cry.) 
(And then we go.) 
The auxiliary verb /-be/ occurs in the present 
subjunctive before a verb in the participial mood. In 
this case it refers to a process which should be taking 





Babe beftmdisa. , 
Ube U.thintitha. 
(He ought to be talking.) 
(We ought to be learning.) 
(They ought to be teaching.) 
(You ought to be stuttering.) 
Riordan classifies /rna-/ and /kha-/ with the 
auxiliary verbs set out above. (c.f. Riordan, 1961) 
However, in this dissertation they will be regarded as 
hortative prefixes as many \vriters have classified them 
(c.f. Louw 1963, Doke 1961). The hortative prefix /ma-/ 
(must do) can occur with a subject from any one of the 
noun classes. /kha-/ (please do, or just do), occurs 
with subjects from the second person only. After /rna-/ 
the SC of cl.1 and 6 is /-ka-j, and of second person 
singular it is /-wu-/, otherwise the norw41 sen occurs. 






(Let us go.) 
(Let him run.) 
(You ought not to worry.) 
(Please pay. ) 
(Just plough.) 
The present subjunctive occurs after certain con-
junctions, these being: 
ahle, ngahle (perhaps, maybe) 
ukl.1.ba (so that, that) 
ukuze (so that, that) 
hl~ze (lest) 
6kf.>ku.ba (that) 
kufful~ka (should, obligation) 
kitfanele (should, obligation) 
e.g. Ku£Un~ka sitheth~. (We must talk.) 
Hleze eve. (Lest he hear.) 
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NgAhle bAzame. (Perhaps they try ~ ) 
Us~b~nza ukuze atye. (He works so that he can eat .) 
The prese~t subjunctive also occurs as a polite 
form of the imperative, in the negative . 
e.g .. Ningatshayil (You may, should, 
not to smoke!) 
ought 
, 
(You Ungasw~lil may~ should, ought not 
to be in want! ) , 
(You Ungand1b~thi! may, should, ought not 
to hit me . ) 
c.£. SUkfuldib~tha! (Don ' t hit meJ) 
The present subjunctive can occur as a principal 
form in an interrogative before /ntoni/. It has a future 
signi~icance. 
, 




Nakhe nt6n1 ng6ms6? 
(vfuat are you cooking for 
dinner?) 
(\1.hat are you doing tonight?) 
( \Vha t are you (pl. ) building 
tomorrow?) 
The present subjunctive can be used as a primary 
mood when it has the meaning of ·v.rish, desire or purpose . 
, 
e.g. Uthethe ungathali. 
N1tye nityebe . 
, 
umbambe. 
(You ought to talk and not 
be quiet.) 
(You (pl . ) ought to eat and 
get fato) 
(You ought to catch him.) 
The present subjunctive occurs as a primary form 
after OC in commands incorporating an OC (c.£. chapter on 





(Leave ye him! ) 
NOTE: There is a deep structure SC of second person 
singular in the first two examples above and in the third 
example the SC of the second person plural occurs as a 
suffix. This is regular. 
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7.2 The Past Subj~ctive. 
7.2.0 Patterns. 
Positive SC - d - (OC) - R - a 
Negative a ~ sen - a - (oc) - R - a 
General Remarks on Morphology. 
The SCs are the normal SCs positive and negative 
. ' 
which occur before the vowel /-a-/. 
Positive 
e • go Yl~ham'ba f . waham"b:=l 1 
w~hamba. 
Nd8phants~ nd.AwCI .• 
B~s~la bAze bAdlAla • 
Negative 
W~phantse wAs~l-a · ·· 
1tyh~fu. 







(He walked and walked and 
walked.) 
(I almost fell~· ) 
(They drank and they played.) 
(You almost drank poison.) 
(They went to the forest and 
did not return.) 
(And then I did not go.) 
(And then we did not choose 
them.) 
(And then they did not like 
us.) 
7.2.2.0 Tonal Structure of the Past Subjunctive. 
7.2.2.1 Monosyllabic Ste~s. 
The passive extension, when occurring with mono-
syllabic stems has a final L tone in the positive and a H 
tone in the negative. 
7.2.2.2. L Stems. 
In the positive the stem retains its L tone and the 
sc -a and oc keep their H tones. 
NOTE. The past :SUbjunctive formative vowel /-a-/ is a 
single, short vowel unlike the vowel of the past indicative. 




(vie almost fought it.) 
(They almost kissed us.) 
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Negative. The negative occurs with a final II tone and 
when there is an OC j~~taposed to this final syllable the 
final n1o tones exhibit a HH tonal sequence in all environ-
ments. The sc has a H tone followed by a low tcned past 
subjunctive formative /a/. This HL sequence is heard as 
a F tone as it is on a single syllable. 
fix formative /a/ has a L tone. 
The negative pre-
e.g. B~phants~ ab~ya. 
S~phants~ as~tsh6. 
S8phants~ as~y~nza. 
(They almost did not go.) 
(\ve almost did not say so.) 
(\ole almost did net make it. ) 
v!hen L toned stems occur with a passive extension 
in this tense the extra L tone which occurs on the extension 
in the positive causes no difficulties. 
e.g. Y~phants~ yathiwa. (It was almost filled up.) 
Kw~phants~ kwAbiwa. (It was almost distributed.) 
However, in the negative the extra H tone on the extension 
gives ris e to a final HH sequence which is manifest as a 
FL before a juncture unlike the active form with an OC which 
is always manifest as a HH sequence. 
e.g. Y~phants~ ayOng~va. (It was almost not used 
sparingly.) 
Y~phants~ ay~mb~Ma. (It was almost not dug.) 
Z~pnants~ a3~hltwa. (They were almost not descended.) 
7.2.2.3 H Toned Stems. 
These stems retain their H tones in the negative 
and in the positive when there is no OC present. When the 
se-a occurs immediately before the stem the resulting HH 
sequence is manifest as such in all environments. 
Positive 





(I almost heard.) 
(They almost stole.) 
(He almost ate it.) 
(We almost refused it then.) 
Negative. ~nen an oc occurs immediately before the stem 
there is a final HH sequence which is manifest as such in 
all environments. The passive extension carries the same 
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tonal pattern as does the active form with an OC o 





(They almost did not draw 
the water.) 
(It almost did not get light.) 
(They almost did not spoil it.) 
(You (pl.) almost did not 
give it.) 
Y~phants~ ay~ziwao (It was almost not known.) 
With the passive extension. 
When the passive extension occurs in the positive 
the terminal syllable has a L tone. Otherwise there is no 
difference from the active form. 
e.g. 'd~phants~ wfl. tyiwa. (He was almost eaten.) 
N~phants~ ndaliwa. (I was almost refused.) 
In the negative the final syllable has a H tone. 
Otherwise there is no difference from the active form. 
The final HH sequence is realized as such in all environ-
ments. 
e.g. S~phants~ as~tyiwfl.. (It was almost not eaten.) 
W~phants~ ak~viwa. (He was almost not heard.) 
Y~phants~ ay~khiwa. (It was almost not built.) 
7.2.2.4 Disyllabic Stems . 
These stems usually have a final L tone in the 
positive and a H final tone in the negative. In fact, in 
the positive, when there is an OC present, there can be 
a complete collapse of contrast tonally when there is 
neutralization and all three classes can occur with the 
£arne t onal pattern. 
final LH sequence. 
LL stems can, however, occ~IT with a 
As the passive extension has no effect on the tonal 
structure it will not be specially exemplified. 
7.2.2.5 LL Stems. 
These stems retain their LL pattern in the positive 
w11ess preceded by an OC, in which case the initial tone 
of the stem assimilates to the H tone of the oc. A less 
common pattern, which will not be exemplified here, has 
a final LH sequence after an oc. In the negative the 







(And then I plcugheG. o ) 
(And then you begged.) 
(And then they closed it.) 
(And then we ground it.) 
Negative. The negative pre£ix /a-/ has its usual 1 tone. 
the se-a, a HL sequence, the L tone o£ which conditions 
a final H tone. The initial stem tone retains its basic 
L form. I£ there is an OC present it occurs with a H tone. 
e.g. N<l~phants~ 
ar ... dSy1 tyhala. 
(I almost did not push it.) 
waphants~ ak~phosa.(He almost did not throv1.) 
Baza ab~phuphA. (And then they did not dream.) 
7.2.2.6 HL Stems. 
These stems exhibit straightforward tonal sequences 
in the past subjunctive and behave as expected. The £inal 
HH sequence in the negative is manifest as a HH or FL 
sequence in phrase £inal position, HH being the more common 
.form. 
Positive 
e.g. Waphants~ wayiz~a.(He almost got it.) 
Naphants~ nAth~mba.(You (pl.) a1most hoped.) 
Ndaza ndAqAsha. (And then I guessed.) 
Negative. The prefixes have the expected tones and the 
L tone on the /-a-/ past formative conditions a final 
H tone. The initial stem syllable retains its basic H 
tone. This final HH sequence is realized as such in all 
e"'lvironments. 
e.g. B~phants~ ab~sala. (They nearly did not remain.) 
Yaza ay~zala (And then it did not become 
kakh~lu. very full.) 
A 
Ip611sa l~phants~ (The policeman almost did not 
al~~q~sh~. engage him.) 
7.2.2.7 FL Stems. 
These stems behave as expected and have a structure 




e.g. BAza bAth6nga. (And then they sewed.) 
Negative 
e.g. 
WAza wA~a. (And then you harvested.} 









(And then we did not buy.) 
(And then he did not drown 
in the water.) 
(I almost did not trap it.) 
(You almost did not lock it 
up well.) 
7.2.3.0 Uses and Significance. 
The past subjunctive occurs as the second or sub-
sequent verb in a series indicating past sequential action. 
The first verb is in the indicative perfect or remote 







(The children laugh 
and then carried the loads.) 
ArnAXhosa as~b~nzA, (The ·xnosas ·v~rked and worked 
As~b~nza, As~b~nza. and worked.) 
UsAna l~lil~, (The baby cried and cried and 
l wAlila, alwatyA. did not eat.) 
It occurs after certain auxiliary verbs, these 
being the same as those which are follO\Iled by a present 
subjunctive. 
e.g. NdAza ndAy11UDgisa.(And then I repaired it.) 
~'<'~phants~ akwam- (You almost did not see him.) 
b6nA. 
BAda bAs1nc~da- (They finally helped us.) 
S~ph1nd! as~l6bA. (Again we did not fish.) 
It can occur before the auxiliary verbs /-be-/ and 
/-ye-/, these being followed by the participial. This 
expresses the meaning "and then it happened thatn. 
(c.£. Louw 1963, p.161.) 





(And then. he ploughed.) 
(And then you spoke .. ) 
(And then I did not keep 
quiet.) 
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7 .3. '1'he Futu:re Subjuncti::~· 
There are two future subJt,.nctives 
(1) Th<~ ordinal"Y fu.tw."'e subjunctive which occtlrs very 
seldom; and, 
(2) The emphatic or exhortative· fut~~e subjunctive. 
(1) The ordinary futur e subjunctive is straightforward 




S ca - zo/yo - ku - { QC) - R - a 
sea - nga - zi/yi + ku - (oc) - l~ -a. 
General Remarks. 
The full form of the positive pattern is : 
sea - ze/ye + ku - (oc) - R - ~ 
Howev0-r, as this is uncommon it will not be exemplified 
in this di s sertation. 
7. 3 . 2 . 0 Tonal Structure of t~E; Fu. tt:tre Subjunctive. 
The t onal structures of the elements making up 
this tense are discussed in 7.1 .2.2 and in 2.1 et. seq, 
(2) The emphatic future subjunctive, called the 
exhortative subjunctive by Beuchat (1964, p.95) • 
7.3.3.0 Uses and Significance. 
----------~._ _____ ___ 
This form occurs as the second or subsequent of 
fut~"'e actions after a verb in the indicative future 
tense. 






nd1ngay1 kutyebao , 
Uya kuvtzya, 
Angc:.yi kulila. 
(They will buy tea and will 
drink it.) 
( \·!e will beat them and will 
rest.) 
(I will eat and will not 
become fa t .) 
(He. will rejoice and will 
.. · not cry.) 
7. 3.4.0 General Remarks ori· thE Horphol0gy of the Emphatic 
!UtU?e ~UbJunCt}!e". -- -
' 
· It is presumed that t he /b/ which occurs before the 
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future formative /o/is an auxiliary verb /be/. This 
assumption is supported by the fact that it is followed by 
the participial shown by the fact that the formative /nga/ 
occurs in the negative and it has a participial tonal struc-
ture. 
c.f. also Louw (1963, p.223) 
"Di t is •n baie goeie aanduiding da t 
-bo- ·n saamsmelting is van -ba/e en die 
infinitief prefiks ku." 
and van Eeden (p.300) 
" ••• ontstaan ui t ·n same trekking van 
die teenwoordige tydvorm van die subjunk-
tief met be as stam, en die infinitief 
van die betrokke verbumstam. n 
The future formative jku/ can occur with the /bo./, but 
it is normally elided in quick speech except before V-
comrner .. cing radicals in the positive. (c.f. sections on 
the infinitive and the future tense.) 
Positive , 
e.g. Ubolwa. (You should fight.) 
Bfl.bolima. (They should plough.) , 
(He should say it.~ Aboy1thi ••. 
N1boyi th~mba. (You (pl.) should trust it.) , 
Abokw~kha. (He should build.) , 
(You should speak.) Uboth~tha. 
Negative 
e.g. Nd1bongaf'Clndi. (I should not learn.) 
Sibongath~thi. (We should not talk.) 
Babongajik1. (They should not turn.) , 
Abongay1khuphi. (They should not take it out.) , 
(He should not eat.) Abokungaty1. 
7.3.5.0 Tonal Structure of the Emphatic Fu~~ 
~UbJunCt1ve. 
This does not need exemplification as it has a 
normal subjunctive sc followed by a L tone formative /-bo-/ 
which is followed by the verb stem with its infinitive tonal 
structure. 
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7.3.6.0 Uses and Significance. 
It is used as a suggestion or an exhortation 
and can occur after a hortative prefix with the same 
meaning. 
e.g. 







(He should deny it.) 
(We should weed.) 
(You should not work.) 
(He should not beg.) 
( lrfe should move. ) 
1o The hor t a tive prefixes with /bo- / are not standard 
Xhosa . These forms are possibly Emboo 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE CONDITIONAL-POTENTIAL FORM 
The connitional-potential has been called ~ potential 
by most ¥~iters (c.f. Louw 1963, p.97, Mncube, p.114, 
Jordan~ 1966 p.38 and Riordan, Dnvey f et.al. 1969 p.287). 
By some writers, however, it has been called the conditional 
(c.f. Cole 1955, p.259 and Beuchat, p.31j The reason that 
the compound term is used in this work is that it can have 
either meaning. (c.£. Louw 1969, p.125). When it occurs 
as an independent form it has a potential significance. 
It can, however, occur as a dependent form, in which case 
it has conditional significance. 
Louw (1969, p.126) postulates that the vowels of 
the c0nditional-potential formatives should be considered 
as doutle. This would account for the length of the 
vowel in both the positive and the negative, and for the 
HL tone sequence on the negative formative. I agree with 
this. 
The conditional-potential can occur in the partici-
pial in which case its SC is replaced by a participial SC 
(vide section on the present participial.) 
8.0. Patterns. 
Positive e.g. sea - nga - (OC) - R - a 
Negative a - sen nge - (OC) - R- i 
8. 0.1 General Remarks on the Morp_~l~. 
The SCa is /a-/ in class 1. It is 1 toned but 
otherwise it is the same as the ordinary sc. 
Positive , 
e.g. u~~tu angAth~tha. (A person can talk.) 
Inc iniba:!.!iooakha.b.:t. (An ostrich can kick~) 
Amadoda (The men can look after you.) 
angakugcina. , 
UlM.n tyi ang6hl-
w'ai ya a bantu • 








Impi aying~lwi. , 
umphel:i akang~­
ph~ki. , 
(The army cannot fight.) 
(The cook cannot cook.) 
Iink1mi az ing~- (The firewood cannot be cut. ) 
c~ndwa. , 
Abafundi abag~bhali~The students cannot ~~ite.) 
The positive formative /-nga-/ before V-cormnencing 
Ndingakha. (I can build.) 
Nd1ng~nza 16o nt6. (I can do that thing.) 
Ban~yika. (They can fear.) 
Before latent i-con~encing stems the /-a-/ of the 
formative and the latent /-i-/ coalesce. 
e.g. Ang~hla. 
s ing~va. 
(He can descend.) 
(\ve can hear.) 
In the negative, the formative /-nge-/ loses its 
vowel before /-o-/ commencing stems but retains it before 
/-a-/ and /-e-/ commencing stems \vhen the initial /-a-/ 
or /-e-/ of the stem is elided. c.f. Louw (1963, p.98) 
e.g. Akang~khi. (He can not build.) 
Akang~nzi 16o nt6. (He can not do that thing.) 
Akangdni. (He can not sin.) 
8.1 .o Tonal Structure of the Conditional-Potential. 
The SCs are L toned as is the negative prefix 
formative /a/. The positive formative [ngaa:J has a 
r~ sequence on the long syllable and the negative formative 
l:ngeeJ a HL sequence on the long syllable. 
8.1 .1. Monosyllabic Stems. 
Monosyllabic stems can have either H or L tones, 
these being in free variation, in the conditional-potential. 
8 • 1 • 2 • L sterns • 
The sc is L toned as already stated, the stem L with 
a variant H and the positive formative a HH sequence. An 
OC retains its H tone, if present. If there is a final 
HH sequence, i.e. an oc with a H toned stem, the HH sequence 








or Bangaya ~Rhini. 
(He can fight.) 
(I can come.) 
(They can go to Grahamstown.) 
A passive extension has a final L tone. 
e.g. Ingambiwa. (It can be dug.) 
Negative. Once again, an OC preceding a H toned stem, 
gives rise to a HH sequ2nce which is manifest as such 
in all environments. The initial negative formative /a/ 
and the SC are L toned, the negative conditional-potential 









(He cannot say so.) 
(They cannot dig.) 
( ~ve cannot descend it.) 
(They cannot say it.) 
A passive extension has a fjnal L tone as in the positive. 
e.g. Aying~mb1wa. (It cannot be dugo) 
8. 1 • 3 • H Sterns. 
As has been stated the stem tone can be H or it 
can occur with the variant L tone. · 
Positive. In the positive when the stem tone is H and 
there is an oc present, these two H tones are manifest as 





(He can eat.) 




(He can <h"aw it.) 
Negative. When an OC occurs before a stem with a H tone 
the HH sequence occurs in all environments. 
e.g. Aying~tsh1. (It cannot burn.) 
or Aying~tshi. 
Akang0n1. (He may not sin.) 
or AkangOni. 
Akang~yiph1. (You cannot give it.) 
or Akang~y1phi •. 
When the passive extension occurs with H toned 
stems the extra syllable has a ... L tone in both the positive 
and the negative. 
Positive 
e.g. IngAty1wa. (It can be eaten.) 
Ing~v1wa. (It can be heard.) 
Negative 
e.g. Aying~b1wa. (It cannot be stolen.) 
Aying~ph1wa. (It cannot be given.) 
Disylla~ic St~ms. 
8.1 • 5 LL Stems. 
In the positive the LL stems retain their LL 
structure except before an OC when the OC and the initial 
tone of the stem are both He In the negative the stem 
tone is HL ( c .. f. Lou\v 1969, p.128. "In the negative ••• 
LL becomes in Xhosa LH. 11 .C Transke i dialect] ) In the 








(He can cultivate.) 
(We can beg.) 
(He can become fat.) 
(It can be agreed.) 
(They can t ouch it.) 







(He cannot grind.) 
(We cannot deny it.) 
(They cannot push it.) 
(We cannot repeat.) 
Negative with the passive extension •. 
. . 
The L .. H. stem pattern which occ·~Ars in the Transkei 
dialect, occurs in the Cisfei when there is a passive ex-














(It cannot be thrown.) 
(it cannot be sipped.) 
(They cannot be carved.) 
(It cannot be hung up.) 
(If they can dance.) 
(If they can marry.) 
(If we cannot spit.) 
(I£ they cannot smoke it.) 
The tonal structure which occurs with these stems 














(I can get it.) 
(They can trust me.) 
(You can remain.) 
(He can go out.) 
(We can be wakened.) 
(we cannot beat.) · 
(You (pl.) cannot be quiet.) 
(I cannot pass ito) 
(They cannot awaken him.) 
With a passive extension there is a final H tone and 
in this case the final tones are manifest as a FL sequence 
before a juncture. 
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e.g. Azing~th~zwa. (It cannot be gathered .. ) 
Asing~s~lwa. (It cannot be drunk .. ) 
Ayingc~H~ngwa. (It cannot be hung.) 
8.1.7 FL Stems. 
With this class of stems the terminal tone is L when 
there is no passive extension so that the stem reduces to 
HL. Otherwise the other tones are as expected. 
Positive 
e.g. AngAthtmga. (She can sew.) 
SingAvfula. (We can harvest.) 
BangAy1y1la. (They can design it.) 
NingAzith~nga. (You (pl.) can buy them.) 
Negative 
e.g. Asing~wAki. (We cannot walk about.) 
Abang~tsw~bi. (They cannot pinch.) 
Anding~y1tsh1ntshi.( I cannot change it.) 
Akang~y1tsh1xi. (He cannot lock it up.) 
vfuen there is a passive extension in either the 
posit ive or the negative the final syllable retains its 
basic H tone and the final HH sequence is manifest as FL 









Uses and Significance. 
( H~ can be l~ft .) 
( It c~n be scv~.) 
(He cannot be bullied.) 
(It cannot be spoken.) 
(1) The conditional-potential indicates that the 
subject has the potential or permission to do the action 
described by the verb, or in the negative, lacks this poten-





(He can/may work.) 
(They can/may be stingy.) 
(I cannot/may not drown. ) 
' 




(2) It can occur in the participial in which 
case the SC is replaced by a participial sc, and in the 
negative there is no initial /a-/. 
e.g. XA ~ngas1khAth;aza. (If he can. worry us.) 
XA b~ngaxhentsa. (If they can dance on 
ng~Cawa. sunday.) 
XA ~ng~bAbambi. (If they cannot catch them.) 
Xa s1ng~b~thwa. (If we cannot be beat~n.) 
(3) It can occur in the near or remote past 
continuous tenses. In these cases it is in the partici-
pial as it occurs after the auxiliary verbs /-be-/ and /-ye-/ 
respectively. c.f. sections on the near and 








(I could have ploughed.) 
(They could not have got it.) 
"(She could have sewed.) 
. · (I could not hear.) 
(4) It can also occur as a second4ry form, in 
that it mus t occur with another verb. and in this case 
it has a conditional meaning. In this case Louw (1969, 
p.132) reports a Ln ••• H tonal sequence in all cases. In 
this area, i~e. in the C~skei, h~rever, this tonal form 
is onl)r a less common variant of the normal tonal pattern 








(Should I speak I rejoice.) 
(Should he go we will eat.) 
(Should they eat they will 
become fat.) · 




THE TEMPORAL FORM 
9.0. The Tempo~. 
9. 1 Pat terns • 
sc - a - ku - (OC) - R - a. 
sc - a - ku nga - (OC) - R - i. 
9.1.1. General Remarks on the Morph~lo~. 
The SC is that SC which occurs before vowels, 
except in Cl.1l where it is /a-/. This SC is followed 
in the pattern by a double vowel (represented orthographi-
cally as a single vowel), which precedes an infinitive form 
with a L toned basic prefix /-ku-/ viz. /-aaku-/. vfuen 
the temporal is used to indicate a completed action the 
auxiliary verb /-ba/ occurs as the verb stem in the pattern. 
It is then followed by a verb in the perfect participial 











" Akuth~tha, siya 
kumlindela. 
(~Nhen I arrive they leave.) 
(vlhen they leave me, I work.) 
(vlhen he talks we will wait 
for him.) 
Akungafiki siyatya.(~~en he does not arrive we 
eat.) 
B~kungabol~ki (When they do not borrow money 
mali baya kutyeba. they will become rich.) 
Akungayi ~d616- ( vlhen they do not go to town 
phini bayag6duka. they go home.) 
The Tcnal Structure of the Temporal. 
This need not be exemplified at length as it has 
a HL tonal sequence on the SC-a which is followed by the 
tonal pattern of the infinitive with a low prefixal tone. 
The se-a can also occur with a H tone Lh~ • This form is 
not exemplified here. 
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9.1 .2.1 Honoslllabic Stems. 
9.1 .2 .. 2. L Stems. 
e. g . Nd~kulwa. (\Vhen I fight.) 
S~kungalwi. (When we do not fight.) 
9.1.2.3. H Stems. 
e.g. Akuty~. (When he eats.) 
Akungaty1. (When he does not eat.) 
9.1 . 2 . 4 Dis;t:llabic Stems. 
9.1 . 2 .5 LL Ste"lls. 
e. g . Z~kuyil1ma. (When they plough it.) 
B~kungaceng1. . (When they do not beg:) · 
9.1.2.6 HL St:ems. 
e. g . Akuyizuza. (vlhen · they get it.) 
S~kungamth~mbi. (1vhen we do not trust him.) 
9.1.2.7 FL Stems. 
e. g . " Aku thCmga. (vVhen they sew.) 
Akungavtlni. (When they do not harvest.) 
9.1 .3.0 uses and Significance. 
The temporal indicates when an action, described 
by the verb, takes place. 
e.g. NdctkulOndla. {Vlhen I spy.) 
S~kubatyh6la. (vlhen we accuse them.) 
Bctkuy~nza. (When they make it.) 
:i:r~kungagebengi . (\·lhen you {pl.) do not rob.) 
The t emporal does not represent present, past or 
future t ime within itself, but can translate indefinite, 
past or f uture, the t~me relative to the present being ... _ 








(vlh~n you do not buy it you 
will rejoice .. ) 
(When we arrive you will 
see us.) · 
{vn1en he ploughs you will 











(v.rhen he spoke we listened.) 
(When I fought they hated me .) 
{vllien we did not eat, you 
returned.) 
e.g. B~kusibOna (When they see us we ran away.) 
siyabal~ka. 




(When he does not close, it 
it is used.) 
The temporal can also occur with the aw~iliary 
verb /-be/ to indicate a future completed action. In 
this case /-ba.-f is followed by a verb in the perfect 
participial. 





~fUn.d~ kakhtn u. 
(When you have counted them.) 
(When we have not found them 
you will be angry. ) 
(When mother has learnt a lot.) 
The temporal often occurs with the verb stem 
/-bona/ which is then followed by a verb in the present 
tense. In this case /-bona/ has no overt meaning, but 
is used idiomatically. (c.£ Louw 1963, p.165). 
e.g. s~1.--ubOna ul<U.ba 
siyatyala. 
,.. 







(\Vhen we were planting.) 
(~Vhen he was beating the 
children we arrived.) 
(When they were weeding.) 
(vlhen I was not laughing.) 
The temporal is often used as a complement to the 
auxiliary verb /-thi/, in which case it is followed by a · 
verb in the past subjunctive. (~.£ Louw 1963a, p.165.) 
, 
e.g. Uth~ ~kundibOna, (vfuen he saw me he laughed.) 
wahleka. 






(When the parents heard 
the childre:n they went.) 
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CHAPI'ER 
THE FORMATIVES /sa/, /bva/ AND /ka/. 
10.1.0 The progressive formative /sa/ conditions a tonal 
structure similar to that of the conditional-potential 
form, therefore i~ is only necessary to give comparative 
examples from each tonal group. 
/sa/ occurs immediately before the verb stem. In 
the future tense it occurs immediately before the verb stem 
or OC if present. In the future tense it occurs immediately 
before the auxiliary verb stem and not before the oc. This 
will not be exemplified here. (vide Louw 1963a, p.173.) 
Positive 
e.g. 1 usalwa. , 
c.£. ArtgAlwa. 
(He is still fighting.) 






























(They are still eating.) 
(They can still eat.) 
(We are still cooking.) 
(We can cook.) 
(They are still learning.) 
(They can learn.) 
(\ve are still harvesting.) 
(\tle can harvest.) 
(I am no longer falling.) 
(I may not fall.) 
(They are no . longe~ stealing.) 
(They r.~y not stea l:) 
(We are no l ong-2:." begging.) 
(\•le i:E:.y not beg·.) 
(He is no l ongc'c going o) 
(He r:o.ay not _  g9.) 
(You are no lon~rer cutting.) 
(You may not cut_. ) 
10.2.0 The formative /ka/ (not yet) occurs only in the 
negative and it conditions the same tonal patterns as 
does the /nga/ negative prefix formative of the infinitive, 
participial and subjunctive, ·/ka/ is a L toned. formative. 
1 Note: The variant forms which occur in the conditional-
potential also occur here, vide conditional-
potential. 
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Comparative examples will be given with the infinitive 
as the form of comparison. /ka/ occurs immediately 
after the sc. 










(I am not yet fighting.) 
(Not to fight.) 
(They are not yet eating.) 
(Not to eat.) 
(You are not still ploughing.) 
(Not to plough.) 
(We do not yet hope.) 
(Not to hope.) 
(They do not yet slaughter.) 
(Not to slaughter.) 
10.3.0 The formative /kwa/ (ha~) itu,-:'.1) occurs only in the 
positive. It occurs immediately after the sc, has a 
L tone and conditions the same tonal patterns as does 
the infinitive prefix /ku/. c.f. Louw (1971a, p.22). 
He· compares /kwa/ to the "locative" possessive concord 
which is related to the infinitive prefix which explains 
the above. 
e.g. Bakwalwa. , 
c.f. Uldl.lwa. 
Ukwakhtt. , 
c. f. UkukhA. 
Sikwavimba. , 
c. f. Ukfl.vimba. , 
Ukwaz6nda. , 
c. f. Ukuz6nda. 
BAkwath~tha. , 
c.£. Ukuth~tha. 
(They arc fi ghting as usual.) 
(To fight.) 
(You arc drawing wa t er as usual.) 
(To draw water.) 
(We c:.re .s t ingy z~ s usu2'. l ~) 
(To be stingy.) 
(He h~:. t r.:: s c:l S usual.) 
(To hate.) 
(They t~ lk a s usu~l.) 
(To talk.) 
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C 0 N C L US I 0 N. 
The moods used in the body of this dissertation 
can be summarized as follows: 
The indicative can occur in an indep~ent statement./ 
The partici ial can al.so occur in a stat~nt but it is al-
ways dependent on some_ preceding verb, the action of these 
verbs being concurrent. . 
The present subjunctive may be either d pendent 
or inde endent. When_ingependent it has the additional 
significance of command which it shares with the imperative 
mood which is independent. The past subjunctive has been 
inclu<'l.ed under the subjunctive because, although it is 
always dependent and cannot therefore be equated with the 
independent forms of the present subjunctive, it occurs in 
similar environments, i.e. after a verb in one of the past 
tenses where it indicates sequence of action, as does the 
present subjunctive when it occurs after a verb in the 
present or future tense. It also occurs after the same 
set of au..xiliary verbs as the present subjunctive and has 
a similar semantic connotation in this case, vide 7.2.3.0. 
The possibility of accepting the past subjunctive as a 
commentative mood (c.i. Jordan unda ted) is rejected here 
because the examples given by Jordan (pp.427-428) are 
considered by my informant to have a stative significance 
in all cases and therefore to be past rather than present. 
e.g. Yakhal' intsimbi. 
Mhla ndaphila . .. ·.'·. 
ndiya kumbulela. 
There goes the bell, i.e. the 
time has arrived. 
This my informant trans-
lates as: the day I am 
recovered, I will thank 
him. 
The same criticism of Jordan has been made by 
Louw (personal communication). 
As can be seen from the above in the body of the l/ 
dissertation and the different vj.ews expressed by various J 
wr; ters as quoted in the introduction to this dissertation, 
the divisions into moods, fO£Ws and tenses are not clear 
cut. In fact, whichever way the classification is done 
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in terms of moods, forms and tenses, there is going to 
be some overlap between the cate ories. For this 
reason, I feel that it would be better to have a ..--
bipa£!i! s stem wherein verbs ~r~classified accpiding 
to whether they are dependent for their existence on 
some other syn~agma(ta) or are indeyendent. 
First some examples of the overlap between the 
categories as presented so far in this dissertation. 
The imperative, the present subjunctive and the 
infinitive all occur in commands: 
e.g. Imperative YityA: (Eat:) 
~ 
Present sub- Ungaty1J (You ought not to 
junctive eatl) 
Y1ty~~ (Eat it:) 
Infinitive r1Clsa ukutya., (Don't eat:) 
The infinitive occurs in the temporal form as 
well as in the future tenses of the indicative and par-
ticipial moods. 
"' e.g. Temporal Akufika. (When he arrives.) 
&' 
Indicative Uya kuthflla. (He will be quiet.) 
future , 
Participial XA e ya (If he will talk.) 
future kuth~tha. 
The present subjunctive, the present participial 
and the infinitive, all share the same negative formative 
/-nga-/ and the same tonal structure in the negative. 
e.g. Present sub- Hl~ze Anga- (Lest he do not plough.) 
junctive lim1. 
Present par-- K"Clth~n1 (Why does he not plough?) 
ticipial Angalimi? 
Infinitive Uk"Clngalimi. (Not to plough .) 
The participial occurs after the auxiliary verbs 
/be/ and /ye/ in the compound tenses of the indicative 
mood. 
e.g. B~b~lt':tvAla. , 
Ub~·th~ngtl e. 
(They were shutting it.) 
(He had bought.) 
The participial, the subjunctive or the indicative 
can occur after the auxiliary verb /-be/ in the future 
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" Uya kube 
uthfulga 
1hempe. 
(I will be learning.) 
(They will be 
ploughing.) 
(She will be sewing 
the shirt.) 
I agree with Louw (1971 p p.112) "that one of the 
main funct .ions of the tone patterns is to distinguish the 
different forms in ·the paradigm of the vcrb. 11 
However many different moods, forms and tenses 
share tonal patterns. 
·" 
For example, in the negatives there is a final HL 
sequence, · except in monosyllabic stems which have a H tone 
finally. unless a L toned forrr~tive occurs immediately before 
the oc sJot, in which case it conditions a final H tone (see 
below.) -. 
In the positive the tones on the stems, classed 
according to their basic tones, have identical structures 
in the following: 
( 1 ) The present tense, 
the conditional-potential, and 
the past subjunctive. 
i.e. L / L 
H 7 H 
LL .._ LL / 
HL > HL 
FL / HL 
( 2) the indicative perfect short form, 
the participial perfect short form, 
the participial perfect long form, and 
the remote past tense. 
i.e. L > H 
H / H 
LL > LH . 
HL 7 HH l underlying FL > HH forms. 
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(3) In the infinitive and the indicative 
perfect long form, all the basic tones are retained. 
For the purpose of this comparison variations of 
tonal patter~s have been ignored. The forms chosen have 
been those which indicate the similarities rather than the 
dissimilarity of the tonal patterns. 
It is realized that in selecting only the stem 
tones, the possible tonal permutations are very limited 
and that this fact will have r:mch to do with the similari-
ties sho\vn above. However, be this as it may, these simi-
larities do exist and are worth pointing out. 
As there is this difficulty in keeping the various 
conjugational forms apart, the following would be roughly 
how the present moods would be relegated to indep~dents · 
or dependents. It should be realized that because of the 
inexactitude of the definitions, however, it is impossible 
to do this precisely. The idea being that certain forms 
can occur as independents or as dependents, i.e. the only 
cri terio!!_ for the classification is synt~ctical. It would 
probably be desirable to subd~vide with the nvo __ major 
groups, probably according to morphological criteria. This 
• r • 
would lead to a natural dichotomy between the tenses of the 
indicative and the participial which are often identical 
morphologicaly. 
group: 
The following would be assigned to the independent 
(1) Indicative mood 
e.g. SiyahAmba. (We are going.) 
BAth~tha kakh~lu. (They talk a lot.) 
The temporal form would be included here as it 
always occurs in the indicative mood. It can be dependent 
as well, vide Chapter 8. 
e.g. Akufika. 
Z~kungaty1. 
(When he arrives.) 
(When they do not eat.) 
The other forms, i.e. the conditional-potential and 
those formed by the formatives /-sa-/, /-ka-/ and /-kwa-/ 


















(2) Past subjunctive 
(Come:) 
(Play ye:) 
normally, possibly always, 
(The builder eats whilst 
building.) 
( '1-.:fl y i c:: he J:r ~::aming 'I ) 
e.g. lv~phantse wavU.ka.(He almost woke up.) 
B~lwa balwa. (They fought and fought.) 
The infinitive and the present subjunctive are 
both intermediate to the two main groups and can both occur 
as dependents or independents. First as independents: 
( 1 ) Infinitive 
, 
e.g. Ukukhaba. (To kick.) 
, 
Uku£a. (To die.) 
( 2) Present subjunctive. 
, 
Ungalim1. (You ought not to plough.) , 
Ungaftmdi. (You ought not to learn.) 
As dependents: 
( 1 ) Infinitive 
e.g. Ndiya kub~na. (I will see.) 
Nd~kufika. ( IVhen I arrive.) 
(2) Present subjunctive 
e.g. Hleze ahambe. (Lest he go.) 
Hlala phfmts1 (Sit down and eat.) 
utye. 
It is realized that this splitting of the infini-
tive could be a reason for not using this proposed scheme. 
However, for most purposes, it is believed that this pro-
posed classification is better than the present scheme of 
moods, forms and tenses. 
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Thus far a great deal more has been said about 
the moods than the tenses and forms . In the introduction 
to this dissertation tense was defined according to Robins 
(op.cit.) and was said to be on two axes, one of time and the 
other of aspect. 
In Xhosa the past tense is the only tense indicating 
specific time. 
e.g. W~th~tha wath~tha. (He talked and talked.) 
s~pl1eka. (we cooked . ) 
The present tense is unmarked for time indicating continuous 
or habitual aspect . 
e.g . Bayaffulda. 
Sivala ucango. 
(They learn or are 
learning . ) 
(We shut or are shutting 
the door.) 
The perfect tense indicates time but it can be marked for 
either past or present time. 
, 
Past time e.g. Uyithengile. 
Sibab~thile. 
Pres~nt time e . g . Ndilambile. 
Balele . 
(He bought it .) 
(We hit them. ) 
(I am hungry . ) 
(They are a3leep.) 
As these are the only three simple tenses in Xhosa, 
t he other s, being compound tenses, will not be discussed 
here. 
~he forms are merely extensions of the basic moods 
and tenses . The forms indicated by /-sa-/ and /-ka-/ can 
occur in all moods and tenses unless blocked by meaning. 
Ber.ause of this wide usage they will not be exemplified here. 
The form indicated by the formative /-bva- / is only found in 
the indicative simple tenses for certain . It may well 
occur i n other moods and tenses but if so, it is so uncommon 
that my informants are unsure of it . 
e .g. Ndiyakwambonao (I see even him.) 
Ndikwambonile. (I saw even him.) 
Ndal<wambona. (I saw even himo) 
The conditional-potential form can occur in either the 
indicative or the participial as has been stated . Its 
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meaning bars it from a~y tense other than the present. 
Indica t .i ve 
e.g. SingAy1thl!nga. 
ungasala. 
( ~o/e can/may buy it • ) 
(You can/may reraain.) 
Par.ticipia l 
e.g. . xa b~ngaxhentsa. .(If they can/may dance. ) 
(She could have sewed.) Yay~ngath!mga. 




(When they see us.) 
(When I fought.) 
As regards the tonal structure, there is one very 
powerful rule which could be worded as follows: 
A low toned prefixal formative - other than the nega-
tive con1itional-potential formative or any concordial 
element including infinitive /-ku-/, - which occurs in 
a position in front of the verb stem and may not be 
separated from the verb stem by anything other than an OC, 
occasions a final H tone on the verb stem or a HH sequence 
if the stem is extended, as long as the stem does not occur 
with the past negative suffix /-anga/. 
This ·rule is manifest '.lfith the following con-
jugational forms: . 
the infinitive negative, 
the present participial negative, 
the remote past tense, 
the present subjunctive negative, 
the past subjunctive negative, 
the .formative /-ka-/o 
'· . 
·The formative\/-~a-/ has been said to be related to the 
I 
infinitive /-k~-/ and so need not be especially excepted 
from the above~ 
I 
This r~le is the main reas on for my accepting 
final FL sequerlces as having an underlying HH sequence 
' because it is only by accepting a final H tone that t his 
rule will work ah.d it appears to be too powerful to ignore. 
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Professor Louw points out that a HH sequence in the 
surface structtu~e, can occur before a juncture and that a 
FL sequence can be realized in different syntactic positions 
as LH ~ These facts are true but final HH sequences are 
limited and often occur with monosyllabic stems. It 
might be that a surface HH sequence before a juncture acts 
as a stabilizer or signals an unusual grammatical form 
c.£. the perfect negative with a positive suffix. 
In the case of the LH realization of a pre-
junctural FL, there is, as far as I can ascertain, always 
a HH variant for this. This is common in the Ciskei but 
it may not occur in the Transkeian dialects. Another 
possible explanation for this can be gleaned from Cope 
(1960 p.190) where he says: 
"Generally speaking it is only 
the prefix syllables and the final 
two syllables of a word which bear 
such significant tones, the inter-
vening syllables being tonally neutral." 
i.e. once an underlying HH is extended by another syllable 
the initial H of the sequence is neutralized and can occur 
as a H or a L tone. 
Another important point of Xhosa tone is the fact 
that the passive conditions its own tone patterns in 
many instances. Louw mentions in an article (1971b, 
p.11) that besides the active and passive voices there 
are other sub-voices in the Bantu languages. These sub-
voices do not condition their own tone patterns as does 
the passive. 
A great deal of what has been said in this con-
clusion is necessarily tentative and might well have to 
be altered at a later date. 
-----oOo-----
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APPENDIX I , · 
'· ' ·· 
Chart of the interrelationship between the moods, tenses, 
and forms7 excluding /-sa-/,/-ka-/ and /-kwa~ handled in 
this dissertation. 
/ 
. ~ i - - l ,. - ...... -~-~ Ind~otl- Impera- : Parti- I Subjunc- ! Infini-
tiye. tive Q cipj.al. : tive. i tive. 
I 
r .-· r x 
! D 0 Present 0 X D ! X 
I I. , . Past X 0 " D . X -· . D' I J\. ~ -· .. i ! •' 
Perfect X 0 X D I ! I 
I 
I 




· Temp ora 1_.. · X 0 I 
i 
I 
Conditional- I I I Potential X 0 X D i I I I 
X 
I ID 0 Non-tense 0 
I X 
I 
X , indicates cross-reference occurrence. 
;· J- ._. indica tes that the fut-u.re and the temporal incorporate 
an infinitive into their structures. 
0 indicates independents. 







j Subject Concord Concord 
1 Indic. I Part. Subj.Temp. 
Cond. Pot. Neg. oc be£ore V 
I t 't' 1st p.sg • ndi- nd-
..Jl 0 
~ r 1st p.pl. si- s-
't. •' ( 2nd p.sg. u- - ku- w-
u• 1· r 2nd p.pl. ni- n-
I ,. ,, .. cl. 1 u- e- w-a- -ka- -m-
L (' ' ~r tl 2 ba- be- ba- b-
~ u-.J -wu- w-
4 i- -yi- y-
5 li- 1-
6 a- e- a- -wa- .¢-
7 si- s-
8 zi- z-
9 i- -yi- y-
10 zi- z-
11 lu- 1-/-o 
lw-/-a/e 
14 bu- b-
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LIST OF VERBS USED I N SECTIONS ON TONE IN THIS - ---·-·--
DISSERTATION. ---- --·----
II10NO SYLLABIC STEMS 
L tor~ed -----
1ilruhl.a (to descend ) 
ukUlwa ( t o fight) 
UkUmba (to dig ) 
Uktinya (to de.:cca te) 
Uk:uthi (to '.:.>ay) 
1ilrutsho (to say s o) 
UkUwa ( t o f all) 
Uk6.ya (to go to) 
Uk:U.za (to corue ) 
V- cormjJencil!,g 
u.kvwi b a (to distribute ) 
U.k\yangn (to ki s s ) 
Ukvvena (to be dense , t hick ) 
·6.kw~nzo. (to do , maJ:ce ) 
Uk6 ja (to roast) 
Uk6nga (to use sparingly ) 
Uk:6ndla ( t o rear young) 































































become dry ) 
s i n ) 





keep a t a distance) 
recover from illn8ss) 
comb) 
ukudina ( t o tire ) 
ukUdint;a (to promise, be unable to ge t 
work) 
ukudipha (to take in handfulls) 
ukudiza (to i nform, blab ) 
ukudurnba (to swell) 
ukufika ( to arrive ) 
ukugcina ( to look after) 
ukukhwina ( to whine ) 
ukUlanda (to follow ) 
ukulirna ( to cultivate) 
ukulinda ( to wuit for) 
ukulola (to sharpen) 
ukuluka (to weave ) 
ukulunga (to be right) 
ukuminya (to swallow) 
uklimunca (to suck ) 
ukunceda (to help) 
ukUncela (to s uck dry) 
ukuncwasa (t o S!_)y on) 
uh.--6.ncwela (to cut into s trips) 
ukuncwinu ( t o sigh, mo an) 
ukunetha (to rain, get wet) 
ukungcwaba (to bury ) 
ukupheka ( t o cook) 
ukuphika (to deny ) 
ukuphil a ( to recover , live ) 
ukuphosa (to throw) 
ukuphunga ( to sip hot dri nk) 
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UkUphupha (to dream) 
ukuqaba (to smear body with clay) 
ukuqumba (to become . angry) 
Ukurhuma (to pay for) 
Uk:usil a (to gr ind ) 
Ukus inda (to smear) 
ukusonta (to pl ait) 
Ukuthamba (to become s oft) 
Uk:uthinta (to touch ) 
Uk:uthoba (to bend - of body) 
likutsala (to ptlll' ' """:J. G") • .J.. · - b 
Uk:ut shat a (to marry) 
Uk:Ut shaya (to smoke ) 
ukut shica. (to spit) 
Uicutyeba (to become fat or rich) 
'likutyhala (to push ) 
'lilcityhila (to uncover) 
'lilcityhola (to a ccus e) 
ukutyoba (tc crush) 
ukuval a (to shut ) 
U.t :U. vel a (to come fro ;;, ) 
Ukuvimba (to be stingy) 
ukuvula (to open) 
Ukuvurna (to agree) 
Ukiivunda (to rot) 
Ul-cuvuza (to l ea.k ) 
Ulclwahla (to thrO\v dovm) 
'tlitU.wanq_a (to talk nons ense) 






























(to g&ther up ) 
(to tell ) 
(to dance) 
(to hang up ) 
(to t alk , converse ) 
(to carve) 
(to mix) 
(to i nstruct) 
(to leo.ve alone) 
(to try) 
(to abstain) 
(to be restless ) 
(to beat, hit) 
(to t hresh , bea t out) 
(to pass ) 
(to go) 
(to r esemble ) 
(to comple te) 
(to learn) 
(to s t amp ) 
(to . catch) 
( to make a no i s e ) 
(to hanc or l i f t) 
(to leave) 
(to go up ) 
(to turn soil over) 
(to come or go out) 
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Uk:uqasha (to choose, gue ss ) 
Ukuq~sha (to hire~ engage ) 
Uk:usala (to remain) 
Ukuseka (to lay f oundat ion ) 
Ulcusela (to drink) 
-6..kus i nda (to escape) 
-6..kusUJ.a (to ·wipe) 
Ukuswela (to lack) 
lS.kuthatha (to t ake) 
Ukuth~mba (to ho:)e, trust ) 
u.kutheza (to collect firewood) 
UkuthUla (to be quiet) 
Ukuvasa (to wash ) 
UkuvUka (to wake up) 
-6..kuv6.sa (to waken ) 
"6.kuxv1 ~ sa (to l ay across) 
Ukuzala (to become full) 
lilruz6nda (to hate ) 
Ukuzuza (to get, obtain) 
FL toned 
6Jrundweba (to be timid) 
Ukuffunba (to heap up) 
Ukugraya (to crush ) 
U.kukrokra (to grumble) 
Uk:ukrwela (to scratch ) 
Ukultnga (to try) 
ukulondla (to peep, spy ) 
ukum~ma (to invite) 
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Uk:um1nxa ( to squeeze, choke ) 
ukuphaka ( to dish up ) 
Ukuqh1na ( to make a knot ) 
ukuqh1t sa ( to bully) 
Uk:uqhot3a ( to bake or cook dry ) 
Uk:uqweba (to l ay up , s tore ) 
Ukus enga ( to milk ) 
Ulrush1ya ( to l eave behi nG. ) 
Ukusika ( to cut ) 
Uk:usonga ( t o roll up) 
Uk:uthunda ( to love ) 
ukut hena (to prune y castra te ) 
Ukuthenga ( to buy ) 
Uk:uthetha ( to speak) 
Uk:uth1ya ( t o t r ap , snare) 
uJ .. cu t rrO.ka ( t o swear a t ) 
U.kuthfuna ( to send ) 
UkuthO.nga ( to Se\-V) 
Uk:uthO.tha ( t o move to another place ) 
t.'S.kut sar hwa ( to cur s e) 
ukutsh1ntsha ( to change ) 
Ukutsh1xa ( to l ock up ) 
Uk:ut shona ( t o drown 9 di sappear ) 
Ukut s1ba (to jump ) 
Ul>i:ut sweba ( to pinch , ni p ) 
Uk:uvU.na (to harves t ) 
Ukuwaka (to wal k about ) 
uk:uxhela ( to s l aught er ) 
ukuxoka (to l ie ) 




HLL < LL t oned 






HLL < HL t oned 




ukuth i ntitha 
STEMS 
HHL -< FL toned 
Ukufillnc~na 
Uk:ugawU.la 
ukut ol i.ka 
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(to become pl easant ) 
( to dr avv ~ pai nt) 
( t o pay) 
( t o desp i s e) 
(to pi erce ) 
( to go home ) 
(to weed ) 
(to pr ay) 
( to s t ep across stepping s tone s ) 
(to surpas s ) 
( to hit s everely ) 
( to r est ) 
( to s t utter ) 
(to find ) 
(to chop. ) 
(to i nt erpre t ) 
V- corrllllenci n;;_l-ILL t oned 
Ukvv6.leka (to cover ) 
ukvram.ba t ha (to dress onesel f ) 
UJ.cv;,andl al a ( to l ay a mat ) 
Ukv;anel a ( to be enough ) 
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l~6lula (to stretch out ) 
Uk:6ngeza (to add more ) 
V- commencing HHL toned 
UkvvahlUla (to separ at e ) 
·6kw8.l{hama (to yavm) 
·6.kvral usa (to herd ) 
Uk:wan~ka (to spread out) 
Uk\vaphUla (to break ) 
Ulcvv-ayama (to l ean upon) 
-6.k6nwaba (to be contented ) 
